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IN THE TWILIGHT ZONE

One of the highlights of our last

issue, Steven Millhauser's story

"Cathay," came to us by way of Alice

K. Turner, fiction editor of Playboy,

who spotted it first in Grand Street.

Alice has done us a number of

similar good turns over the years —
once, after being bribed by sufficient

food and beverage, even spending

three or four hours plowing through

the TZ slush pile, flinging story after

story at my desk with "No!" scribbled

at the top, occasionally chortling over

something 1 "really must buy."

(Usually I did.) ,

But in a lively and provocative

interview to be published in this fall's

Missouri Review, Alice misses the

chance to toss a little credit our way.
Discussing several Playboy writers

who've been discovered amid the

slush, she mentions Chet Williamson

(another contributor to our last

issue). "First he sold us one, then The
New Yorker took the next one," she

reports. It's a nice success story, but

in fact it was Twilight Zone that

bought Chet's first story, "Offices,"

back in October of 1981, and he's

been writing for us ever since.

There's another place I like to

think our name should have come
up: it's where Alice is talking about

D.H. Lawrence's story "The Rocking

Horse Winner," which she suggests

may well be "the most anthologized

story in the world." 'That story has

everything," she says. "It has tension,

it has soul to die, it has a good deal

of sentiment, it's almost unbearably

fraught in many ways, and it has this

wonderful tragic satisfying ending.

There's a story that people love."

"Who among mass market

magazines today would have
published that?" asks the interviewer.

Alice laughs— "Me!" — then adds,

"I don't know!" She ends by
suggesting a few possible markets, but

it never seems to occur to her that

the perfect place for this sort of

domestic supernatural tale would
obviously have been Twilight Zone
— that is, if D.H. Lawrence could

have lived with our less-than-slick

magazine rates.

Lawrence may be missing from
this issue, but we have our own
Rocking Horse Winner— and a

generous helping of domestic horror—

in this issue's cover story. The

Rocking Horse, by CEZARIJA
ABARTIS, who offered a similarly

chilling look at the American family

in 'The Dreamhouse" (TZ August
'82). Her name, incidentally, is

Lithuanian, but Abartis has been in

the U.S. since age five, and today is

an associate professor of English at

St. Cloud University in Minnesota.

Speaking of Playboy, anyone
who's ever glanced through its letters

column is sure to be struck by
imbecilic outpourings like these:

“Playboy has always had
gorgeous women on its covers, but

Kimberly McArthur, who appears on
your February issue, is the most

exquisite, shapely and elegant ever.

My compliments!" (Windsor, Ontario)

"All admirers of the female

anatomy will now have to agree that

February Playmate Justine Greiner

deserves the world's highest award —
unadulterated attention— for her

significant achievement." (Morris, IL)

"I knew when I got home
and saw my mailbox smoking
and the lid flapping that there had

to be something good inside.

Congratulations on Miss March,

Dona Speir. Why, Dona blows the

top off the one-to-ten scale! With
beauty and an attitude like hers, she

really should be our next Playmate of

the Year." (Ames, lA)

"What a girl, what beauty. April

Playmate Lesa Ann Pedriana has my
vote for Playmate of the Year. She is

dazzling. The pictures of her are

masterpieces. Just one look at breath-

taking Lesa and the sun shines again

for me here in rainy Holland." (The

Hague, Netherlands)

"I was so happy with April's

Playboy, I ran out and bought

another one. Now I have two
centerfolds of Lesa Ann right next to

each other, to make sure I don't miss

anything." (Mt. Clemens, MI)

Just to denrionstrate that such

effusions are net confined to Playboy,

here's one from an equally slick

magazine:

"I am continually amazed at the

cosmic levels of imagination and

intelligence gleaming from the pages

of every issue of Omni. Let us amend
the U.S. Constitution to include a

new, inalienable right to the latest

copy of Omni." (Kilgore, TX)
Letters like these have always

baffled me; I'd find myself wondering.

What kind of assholes write such

stuff? Now, however. I've begun to

ask a different question: What kind

of self-respectin:g magazine prints it?

After all, every magazine gets

complimentary letters, and Twilight

Zone, thank God, is no exception.

But while it's always gratifying and

encouraging to hear from satisfied

readers, there's no need to commit
their words to jDrint; that's just a

form of editorijil masturbation. Letters

of praise are Be ttering to editors, but

they're boring to anyone else.

So are most letters about fiction

— at least when they're no more than

opinion-monger ing. It was this

consideration that long ago led me to

veto a TZ letters column; I was
afraid we'd end up printing nothing

but personal rai:ings lists, mere

catalogues of likes and dislikes.

Lately, though, my two keen-

eyed colleagues here. Bob Sabat and

Alan Rodgers, liave begun to notice

an increasing number of provocative

letters (some of them downright

contentious) coming our way, and

they've convinced me that it's high

time we established a regular letters

column in TZ. Youll find the first

installment on ]>age 20.

RAY BRADBURY once described

himself as "the eternal optimist — far

too friendly, far too loving, far too

tending toward tears, which I should

get over sometime, but I don't

suppose I will." Youll find all those

sides— and also a darker side— in his

new story. Banshee, on page 24.
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Incidentally, while Bradbury's middle

name happens to be Douglas (the

same as the narrator of the story),

and while -like the narrator — the

celebrated author of Fahrenheit 451

and Something Wicked This Way
Comes has also written for the

screen, most notably for the 1956

production of Moby Dick, I'm sure

that any similarities between the

characters in his story and real people

are purely coincidental.

Several years ago, an excited-

looking young man hurried into our

offices and informed us that he was

putting together an anthology of

science fiction stories about sports.

"It's a natural," he declared. "Just

add the number of spiorts fans and

the number of sci-fi fans— what a

readership!" Well, there have been

anthologies about sf and sports, but

they haven't exactly made a splash;

indeed, far from combining the two

audiences, such a book tends to

appeal only to the rather small pool

of readers who are fsins of both sf

and sports. (And judging from the

creatures one sees shuffling,

slouching, or waddling around sf

conventions, I suspect that the two

interests may be pretry nearly

antithetical.)

All this may also explain why
there are so few decent supernatural

sports stories, and why, seeking to

gather a trio of them for this issue's

Summer Sports Section, I was forced

to raid an old H. RUSSELL
WAKEFIELD collection. They Return

at Evening (1928), for a classic tale of

horror on the links. We did find,

fortunately, a dandy supernatural

tennis tale by JEAN M. FAVORS,
who works as a program analyst for

the Department of Health and Human
Services in Washington and writes

computer adventure books for kids,

the sort in which the reader interacts

with the text. Her story Set Point

made the top ten in a recent Writer's

Digest story contest, but we're

printing it here for the first time.

The third tale is a colorful sequel

to "Casey at the Bat," that well-loved

poem (first published in the San

Francisco Examiner in 1888) by Ernest

Lawrence Thayer. What? You've never

heard of Thayer? So much, then, for

immortality — and so much for the

prognostications of Grantland Rice,

who wrote, in a poetic tribute to

him,

"Yet I'd take my chance with fame

Calmly let it go at that.

With the right to sign my name
Under 'Casey at the Bat.'"

Now at last poor Casey gets another

chance, thanks to C. BRIAN KELLY,

a former Washington Star reporter

who's taught journalism at the

University of Virginia, has written for

Yankee, F&SE, and Reader's Digest,

and is now managing editor of the

new magazine Military History.

Voyage to Oblivion is

one of the last works of the late

PAUL HOFFMAN, a hardworking,

talented, and versatile writer who
died this spring, age forty-nine, in an

apartment fire. Hoffman's specialties

were law and finance — he wrote

books such as Inside the World of

Investment Banking and The

Dealmakers, just out from Doubleday
— but he also had an interest in the

occult. In fact, shortly before his

death he turned in a piece on his

involvement with the so-called

"Amityville Horror," a story he was

one of the first reporters to investi-

gate. His own account was titled 'The

Amityville Hoax," and he made it

clear that that's exactly what it was.

Two issues back I wrote a little

piece called “1984 and Beyond" in

which I referred to a "famous Asimov

short-short" in which a computer is

quizzed about the existence of God.

Hardly anyone reads this sort of

piece, which is probably just as well,

since the short-short in question was

in fact written by that master of the

form, FREDRIC BROWN (1906-1972),

whose classic "Imagine" appeared in

TZ last December. Reader Barry

Pattengill was one of those who
pointed out the error; his letter sent

me to my bookshelf, ' and sure

enough, the story was right there

under "Brown." I'm making amends

by reprinting it on page 77, with an

appropriately imaginative collage by

MAT’THEW FINCH, who reports thaC

the scientist's uniform, "small as it is,

combines the selected attire of Czar

Alexander II, Emperor Haile Selassie I,

and actor John Gilbert in the 1924

film His Hour." —TK
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Books
by Thomas M. Disch

J
ohn Updike is the Raphael of

contemporary fiction, a writer

who combines such resouj^es of

verisimilar truth and poetic sweetness

that his work is irresistible to anyone
who resonates to Beauty with a

capital B. Like Raphael, who was
also an architect, Updike combines
these gifts with a keen analytical

intelligence, so that even his prettiest

concoctions have intellectual substance

and are built to last for centuries. He
is like Raphael, too, in that the focus

of his genius is to recognize and
render the eternally so-interesting

difference between the sexes; not

simply to utter some blandly genial

vive la difference! but to be

delighted, dismayed, and reverent in

face of it; to be, quite idolatrously, in

love with it. His latest act of worship
is entitled The Witches of Eastwick

(Alfred A. Knopf, $15.95), and it

represents something unique in the

genre of supernatural fiction —

a

sentimental comedy of the first rank.

Comedies of the supernatural are

not unprecedented, though they tend

to take place, like A Midsummer
Night's Dream, in the realm of faery.

Those that deal with matters demonic
tend to trivialize them to sit-com

level, perhaps by way of honoring
the adage that one should use a long

spoon to sup with the devil. The
Witches of Eastwick is closer to Jane

Austen than to Bewitched, but horror

buffs should be advised, in any case,

not to come to it expecting a

highbrow version of Rosemary's Baby
or The Exorcist. Updike will tingle no
spines.

Partly this is a matter of

avoidance. There is a great deal of

demonological bric-a-brac decorating

the tale, and one character, Darryl

Van Horne, who is assigned the role

of Mephistopheles, but The Witches

of Eastwick is not about the devil

(about, that is to say, the drama of

conscious damnation), nor is it

concerned with the problem of Evil —
though Van Horne, before he's

dragged off by a minor demon to the

hell of Manhattan, delivers what is

meant to be a show-stopping sermon
on that subject. For Van Home (and,

I get the feeling, for Updike), Evil is

that unfavorable roll of biology's dice

that has introduced cancer and
tapeworms into the Eden of

comfortable middle-class life. It

doesn't add up to much of a sermon,

but it doesn't really matter, since it

was, in any case, beside the point.

The point of The Witches of
Eastwick is, as the title insists, the

witches themselves; that is, the

Eternal Feminine in her darker colors:

as the destined victor in the marathon
of marriage; as caterer and cook at

life's cannibal banquet ("Jane Smart
loved deviled eggs, chalky and sharp

with paprika and a pinch of dry
mustard, garnished with chopped
chives or an anchovy laid across each

stuffed white like the tongue of a

toad."); as Mother Nature's amoral
fellow traveler; and, ever and again,

as nymph and sexpot. As little as

Raphael is Updike dismayed by the

sensuality of women, and so for him
the theme of sexual guilt is a proper

subject of comedy. This undercuts the

usual gothic subtext and makes
Eastwick a very hard place to haunt.

In Updike the supernatural becomes a

series of traditional images reverently

quoted, a lovely lost tradition that

the curators of literature are obliged

to dust off from time to time; not

icons but figurines, all the prettier

because they needn't be believed in

(or doubted).

In this, as in earlier novels,
'

Updike presents a code of behavior

and attitudes that fairly represents the

(unspoken) consensus of his readers: a

thing of beauty is a joy as long as it

lasts, so eat healthily, get plenty of

exercise, and feather your nests while

ye may. I have no quarrel with such

a moral, and I thoroughly enjoyed
the tale it hangs by, but I suspect

there is still enough of the Protestant

divine clinging to the secular Updike,

like wet leaves to a tennis shoe, that

he might quarrel with such a

characterization. Perhaps it is this

redeeming uneasiness that gives the

author's ordinarily dulcet prose a

genuine frisson of the gothic, a scent,

beneath the pervading odor of musk,
of musty death.

The Night Battles by Carlo

Ginzburg, translated by John and
Anne Tedeschi (Johns Hopkins
University Press, $18.50), is a

scholarly book with the deceptively

dull subtitle, "V/itchcraft & Agrarian

Cults in the 16th & 17th Centuries."

First published in Italian in 1966, it is

already accounted a classic in the

field of social history (the history of

how people lived, as against how
they were governed), in large part for

having discovered, in the archives of

the Holy Inquisition, a virgin lode of

historicizable materials, a vein of

genuinely new Icnowledge that has

since yielded Lc Roy Ladurie's

Montaillou and Umberto Eco's

bestselling novel. The Name of the

Rose (reviewed in the December '83

TZ). The Night Battles can't claim to

be as dazzlingly good a read as Eco's

novel, but it is full of tantalizingly

unanswered questions about the

actual human experiences that have

been mythologiiied under the general

heading of "witchcraft."

History is written by its winners,

and so historical accounts of those

who were defeated must be regarded

with skepticism Most accounts of

what "witches" idid and believed were
not unsolicited testimonials, having

been obtained under torture, and
liable, therefore, to represent what
the torturer wanted to hear— i.e.,

good propaganda for the faith and
valid grounds for an auto-da-fe.

Accordingly, in our times scholars

have felt justified in taking large

liberties in interpreting trials of heresy

and witchcraft. Presently accepted

theories range from dismissing out of

hand the witch trials as sexual

hysteria (read /crthur Miller's play.

The Crucible, or Aldous Huxley's The
Devils of Loudin — or, if you prefer,

listen to the operas they each

inspired) to M. Murray's theory

(which was really more of a hunch,

though a good one) that witchcraft

represented a repressed and distorted

survival of pagtin beliefs and rituals

into the Christian era. (Updike

updates Murray's thesis in The
Witches of Eastwick and suggests that

the witch-hunts of the seventeenth
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century were a conspiracy by the

patriarchal medical profession to

supplant the institution of midwifery.)

The great value of The Night

Battles is that it provides reams of

testimony that was not obtained by
torture and that was corroborated by
a succession of independent witnesses,

the sum of whose testimonies is a

coherent system of folk-beliefs that

bears little resemblance to the lurid

demonological fantasies that the Holy
Inquisition was able to extort under

torture. In the first place, these

"witches" refused to call themselves

witches and insisted on the kinder

appellation, benandanti, or "good-

goers." The benandanti claimed that,

on certain prescribed nights of the

year, their spirits would fly from
their bodies and converge with other

discamate benandanti at a field of

battle where they would fight against

witches. If the benandanti, armed
with stalks of fennel, emerged

victorious, there would be a good
harvest in the year ahead; if the

witches won, famine was likely.

Associated with these beliefs was the

worship (by the witches only) of a

female deity, known variously as

Diane, Holda, or Herodias, and
accounts of processions of the

"prematurely dead," who were held to

wander about town on the nights of

the Ember season, at which time the

disembodied benandanti could

converse with them. In their own
self-estimation the benandanti were

public benefactors, both by their

fights for a good harvest and by their

acting as messengers from the realms

of the dead (a social role much like

that of modem "spirit mediums").

Ginzburg scruples never to do
more than paraphrase, classify, and
cross-reference the testimony he's

unearthed from Inquisition archives.

He does not speculate (as any reader

inevitably must) on the good faith, or

lack of it, in all these virtually

identical reports of trance experience,

which often sound as though people

had gone off to the same movie. If

one rejects the thesis of a Jungian

collective unconscious, then the

benandanti may have simply been

indulging in a collective whopper, a

communal imposture like our own
nursery tales of Santa Claus. (That

seems to be the verdict reached by
the Inquisitors and the reason they

never got very fussed.)

UFO reports provide a more
interesting contemporary parallel. In

both cases, it seems to me, society

has created a realm of permitted

visionary mendacity, a realm wherein

laymen can enjoy in a limited way
the prestige and self-importance

customarily enjoyed by the

priesthood— or, in the modern case,

by media "celebrities." As long as this

community of liars doesn't seek to

compete for real power or economic
advantage (as, for instance, Luther

did), the powers-that-be are willing to

tolerate their impostures.

Since his original study of the

benandanti, Ginzburg has written

another notable study of folk-beliefs

in sixteenth-century Italy, The Cheese
and the Worms (also published by
Johns Hopkins), and he has promised

a more comprehensive account of the

benandanti, tracing their beliefs back

to their (presumably pagan) origins.

Meanwhile, The Night Battles is

especially recommended to writers

seeking untapp«id reserves of

supernatural loi'e. Here is a system

of faith that vanished without ever

having found its Dante, or even its

Bram Stoker. There are elements of

the benandanti system that are

archetypally uncanny and other

elements that breathe a kind of

shamanistic poetry. Enough said.

With the appearance of Joanna

Russ's The Zanzibar Cat ($13.95),

Arkham House remedies a case of

scandalous neglect by the publishers

of science fiction. It's been well over

twenty years since Russ published

"My Dear Emily," her reworking of

vampire lore that uncovered the

erotic subtext of that theme and
literally breathed new life back into

what had become, by 1962, a hoary

stereotype. (So much time has passed

that it is Russ's once-original

perception that has become the

stereotype; vampires are now
expected to be sexy and caring.) She

did this by ask ng herself the basic

What If of all fiction: What if a real

person, someone like me, were to be

a vampire?

Regularly, in the years that

followed "My Dear Emily," Russ

accomplished stories as memorable in

their individual ways as that debut

had been. Of tlnese the most famous,

until quite recently, has been "When
It Changed," which won a Nebula

Award in 1972 and was the basis for

her later novel The Female Man,
which can claim classic status both as

a work of science fiction and as a

feminist manifesto. Why then, with

that award, the novel's large success,

and innumerable other award
nominations, have we had to wait so

long for Russ's first collection of short

stories?* The alibi one usually hears

from publishers is that story

collections don't: sell— but then how
explain the many collections they do

publish by writers of distinctly lesser

caliber and reptuation?

I would suggest that the answer
to that question is to be discovered in

another book by Joanna Russ, newly
published by the University of Texas

'First, if we count the stories included in

The Adventures of Alyx as supplements to

a novel. —TMD
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Press, How to Suppress Women's
Writing ($14.95, hardcover; $7.95

paper). In this book-length essay,

Russ cites chapter and verse on the

methods by which a inale-dominated

critical establishment has

systematically denigrated the writing

of women, from Aphra Behn to Hilda

Doolittle (and if you don't know who
they are, that's part C'f Russ's point),

and excluded them from the club of

Serious Writers. A typical liberal, I

approached Russ's book with the

complacent assumption that she was

fighting a battle that feminists had

won a long time ago. Surely

nowadays women are accorded fair

treatment by critics, the odd

curmudgeon excepted Well, Russ can

point to a rather large number of

well-placed curmudgeons— and a lot

of patent unfairness. I was wrong,

she's right (as she ust.ally is, when
she's in her debating mode), and How
to Suppress Women's Writing should

be required reading for anyone for

whom the feminist debate is a living

issue.

Being right, however, is no more

a guarantee of being published than

being excellent, and indeed, either

may count as a strik<; against you in

certain publishing houses. But perhaps

I am battling shadows. It may be

that The Zanzibar Cat was not

published sooner than this because it

was not marketed sooner— or for any

number of other reasonable reasons.

In any case we can f)e glad we have

it now, and that gladness can at once

be doubled by the appearance,

virtually simultaneously, of a second

collection of Russ's stories,

Extra(Ordinary) People, from St.

Martin's Press ($10.95). This book
contains Russ's masterpiece, "Souls," a

novella that begins, 'This is the tale

of the Abbess Radegunde and what

happened when the I'Jorsemen came,"

and which continues, for fifty-nine

pages, to be superlat vely

entertaining. I'd read it when it first

appeared in F&SF, and though I

returned to it with the intention only

of refreshing my memory, I couldn't

resist reading it through again for its

sheer narrative rightness. A moral

fable set against a slightly idealized

medieval backdrop (reminiscent of

Carlyle's Past and Present), "Souls" is

also a kind of visionary self-portrait.

The result is like hearing a great

gospel singer render 'My Way" as

an accompaniment to Fritz Lang's

Ivanhoe with Lillian Gish acting up

a storm in the title role. It won a

Hugo, because it had to.

The only problem with such a

book as Extra(Ordinary) People is

whether the weight of one such

outstanding story won't make its

companions seem inconsiderably light.

While none of this collection's other

four tales can equal "Souls" for power

or intensity, at least two of them—
"What Did You Do During the

Revolution, Grandma?" and "Everyday

Depressions"— show Russ's gifts as a

stand-up comic and fancy skater to

good advantage.

As books to put on a shelf, the

Arkham House Zanzibar Cat, with a

good range of drawings by Dennis

Neal Smith (one for each of the

sixteen stories), is undoubtedly

the handsomer and larger.

Extra(Ordinary) People has a couple

of big typographical glotches, but it

also has "Souls." To have to choose

between the two is a version of

Sophie's Choice. Don't get one or the

other. Get both. fS

MORE BOOKS-PAGE 35

IJNlflmTABIJi:!
That’s the only way to describe this amazing
new collector’s edition of human oddities:

“ENTER THE SIDESHOW”
This just published volume Is a handsome, tastefully produced historical

picture album of the most amazing sideshow personalities of all time.
It Is by far the greatest, most complete work of its type ever compiled.

Frank L^tini, Three-leggedman Margarita Clark,
“TheDouble Bodied WwKler ”

Fannie, “ The Big Footed Girl”

GUARANTEED TO FASCINATE
Everyone loves the unusual and amazing. This

pictorial gallery of strange people has been specially

produced to present the most incredible humans of

all time. It is a classic treasure that will never cease
to fascinate.

PERSONAL STORIES
Peer into the personal lives of these special people.

Learn of their loves, hardships and triumphs! Each
photo is accompanied by fascinating notes on their

personal lives. Rest assured, fact is stranger than fiction!

NOT A MEDICAL TEXTBOOK
“Enter the Sideshow” draws upon the rich history of

human oddities to feature only the greatest, most
strikingly bizarre and shocking of alt of nature’s

wonders. You will meet them. You will see them. You
will understand what it means to live life a$ a freak.

LITERALLY PACKED WITH PHOTOS
There are no sketches or drawings In this volurne—
only genuine UNRETOUCHED PHOTOS. And plenty of

them. Due to the nature of the subject matter, many
will find the material extremely offensive. This is the

most extensive and revealing pictorial portfolio ever

compiled on human curiosities. Obviously, this amaz-
ing collection is not for everyone. We therefore must
restrict its sale only to adults over the age of 18.

Satisfaction Guaranteed '

or Vbur Money Back

AIIAILABLEONUr

BY MAIL

FEATURES INCLUDE:
• William Durks, the man with 3 eyes
• Toah, the horned man of Africa
• The incredible "Human Pin Cushion”
• Susie, "The Elephant Skinned Girl"

• The two-headed boy
• Grace, “The Mule-Faced Woman"
• Eko and Iko, "The Sheep-Headed People"
• Betty, the girl with 4 legsand 3arms
• Prince Randion, “The Human Caterpillar"
• Julia, “The Ugliest Woman to Ever Live”

. . . and many, many others.

All Illustrated with PHOTOS and
presented with their unique story.
NOT JUST A PICTORIAL SIDESHOW—
BUT THE GREATEST SIDESHOW OF ALL TIME!
IRRESISTIBLE TO LOVERS OF THE SENSATIONAL.
SPECTACULAR AND BIZARRE.

MASON PUBLISHING CO. tzi

P.O. Box 523 • Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Sirs:

Please RUSH me copies of "ENTER THE
SIDESHOW" for only $9.95 plus $1.50 postage and
handling per copy. I understand that I may return it, for

any reason, within 30 days for a prompt refund.

Total amount enclosed $ Pa fiesidentsaddS%salest»x

Name

Address

City State ZIP___^
I am over 10 years ot age

SIGNATURE
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by Gahan Wilson

I
t really is wonderful how we all

go round and round in circies,

over and over, so that historians

and scientists and movie reviewers

can look wise and say, "Here we go
again!" I really don't know what
pundits would do if life were not a

merry-go-round, I really don't. Be

confused, probably, and certainly

look less wise.

So here we go again, this time

into a phase of anti-science movies.

Indeed, today's wise producer should

invest only in epics that end with the

hero, heroine, and audience shaking

their pretty heads over the awful

mess those double-domes got us

into this time with their dumb
experiments. We're supposed to be left

with a single burning question: "Why
don't people just leave things alone?"

I know this because I have just

seen no less than three films in a row
based on atavistic beings— in other

words, throwbacks— and they have
all done well at the box office. In

fact, one was a big surprise

moneymaker; and they say that if

you see something once it's unique,

twice it's a coincidence, and three

times it's a trend.

The atavistic beings were, in

order, a pretty blond mermaid, a

Homo sapiens who felt comfier as a

chimpanzee, and a prehistoric man
unfortunate enough to be alive in

1984. They were, every one of them,

not only nice, but so nice that they

made me, a contemporary-model

human, feel crumby and inferior.

And it's clear I was meant to do so.

since all three films took great pains

to demonstrate that both evolution

and civilization were not merely a

waste of time and effort, but

downright counterproductive as well.

Mind you, I have often been
heard extolling the virtues of the

simple life. I have even gone so far,

now and then, for certain limited

periods of time, to live the simple

life. Indeed, there have been many
who have had more than enough of

my jeremiads on how it's all gone
downhill since the Tang Dynasty.

Still— three holy atavisms in a row,

for Chrissake!

Starting with the least successful

of the three, and the one I was
looking forward to the most.

Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan,

Lord of the Apes, we have one of

those situations in which a director

views a good script as merely a

starting point, subsequently kicking it

into rubble thanks to various brilliant

"improvements
."

Greystoke feels like just that sort

of movie: excellent sequences in total

isolation, strangely unexplained and
unfulfilled characters, plot promises

left hanging, and a general patchwork
quiltiness all round.

Parts of it, though, are very

good. It has the best fake monkeys
yet, and it has— God bless him and

what are we ever going to do
without him? -Ralph Richardson.

The monkeys (referred to as

"primates" in the credits, a good
example of the film's persistently

stuffed-shirt approach) are all played

by dancers, following the intelligent

lead of Altered States. They had their

own choreographer, Peter Elliot, their

own consultant — Roger Pouts, Ph.D.,

no less— their own costume designer—

Rick Baker, who of course also did

their makeup — and it's obvious they

all took their work very much to

heart. I've never looked at so many
fake monkeys for so long and found

them so convincing, shot after shot,

prance after prance.

Ralph Richardson plays the dear

old Sixth Earl of Greystoke to the

hilt, squeezing every tear and swallow

from the film's numerous scenes of

greeting and farewell, stirring us all

with little speeches about England and

private property, wetting his shaving

brush with his morning tea, and at

moments very nearly convincing me
that there is something laudable about

the idea of hereditary privileged class.

Very nearly. But all that aside, just to

get a chance to see him move, get up
out of a chair, cross a room to take

someone's hand, or touch his chin in

thought is an honor and a lucky

break. Bless you, sir. Thank you, sir.

12 Twilight Zone



I shall very much miss looking

forward to new work of yours, sir.

Christopher Lan-hert, with his

high forehead and rsither jet-setty

look, is an interesting casting choice

for this cerebral approach to the Ape
Man, but the saweiup script and

wildly uneven direction make it

impossible for him tij be consistent,

so there's no way for him to make
his character come together. It's

always bits and pieces. He does,

however, do an excellent job of

looking at people and things with the

alert, wary, fresh eye with which a

Tarzan would most certainly view

our civilization. In fact, for a couple

of blocks after the preview, I found

myself looking at New York with a

decidedly ape-mannif>h point of view,

and was surprised and pleased that I

found it refreshing— by no means the

negative sort of exp(!rience the movie

would have you bef eve. Maybe I

was just lucky in the specimens I

came across while looking with those

borrowed monkey eyes, but my quick

survey seemed to indicate that we're

not such a bad bunch of primates

after all.

Greystoke and the other two

films coming up for review are all,

of course, firmly down on modern
civilization, be it 1934 Manhattan or

1884 London. They vary in the

intensity of their dislike, some finding

rather more charm in certain

superficial aspects tfian the others,

but they are all firmly united in their

rock-bottom disapproval of what

happened after we stopped wandering

around in little tribcil groups. These

three films are not anti all humanity,

mind— there always seems to be a

small group of Me and Thees about

who are okay folks - but it's a pretty

tiny group, and the bulk of mankind

is viewed with a most unsympathetic

slant of mind.

One of the most effective bits in

the Tarzan movie (there, I called it a

Tarzan movie! Go ahead and sue

me!) is a result of this attitude.

Tarzan, dressed as a gentleman,

wanders off from tfie stuffy opening

of a stuffy London museum stuffed

with glass cases stuffed with

articulated bones and taxidermic

delights. Drifting backstage into the

laboratory area, he comes across a

ghastly post-morterr on an adult

monkey and its baby, then encounters

a huge old chimp locked in a cage

barely big enough to squeeze him

into. He and Tarzan have a sad, very

touching little chat on how awful it is

that this terrible thing has happened,

and probably something on how it

came about, and then Tarzan frees

the old fellow. The two of them trot

off past the Albert Memorial to a

tree in Kensington Gardens, where, in

spite of Tarzan's protests, the dear

old ape is shot by a bobby who, by
some miracle, has gotten hold of a

gun. It's a little sloppy, going from

the cold-heart cruelty of the museum
folk to the well-intentioned attempt

of the bobby to save the fine

gentleman from the "'orrible haipe,"

but that sort of wallowing around is

typical of the movie.

A considerable improvement over

Greystoke is Iceman, a movie I

almost didn't see because I feared it

would be as pompous as Greystoke

turned out to be. It's the opposite of

pompous, however; in fact, it's quite

unassuming. The director, Fred

Schepisi, does a quiet but excellent

job, unfolding a modest,

unsensational treatment of a

sensational event: what happens when
the body of an ancient shaman is

discovered in a glacier, defrosted, and

helped back to life.

The Shaman is played extremely

well by John Lone, and unlike the

vast majority of the cavemen we've

seen traipse across the silver screen,

he is more than a bright monkey; he

is a human come from a human
society, the representative of a fairly

complex culture with its own
traditions and beliefs.

The Frankensteinian doings at the

start of the movie — melting the

shaman from his block of ice, making

the discovery that he isn't just a mass

of defunct tissue, dragging him back

to life's various pulsations— are

classily gotten through. The
transformation of the fellow from an

ominous shadow seen only murkily in

his hunk of glacier to a stiff, dripping

body and, eventually, to responding,

living flesh is expertly done,

accompanied by the prattle of various

scientists. One of them mentions, in

passing, that a mastodon had been

found by the Russians as perfectly

preserved as this fellow, whereupon

another scientist asks what the

Russians did with.it. The first

scientist replies that they ate it —

a

true piece of history; and I must

abashedly admit that, until I saw this

movie, I never realized the arrogance

and stupidity of what the Russians

did when they ate that mastodon. I

guess I learned about it in school,

where they were pretty good at

shielding me from the real

implications of the various spadefuls

of information they were shoveling

into my head. But, my God, can you
believe it? 1 mean, they actually ate

the fucker?!? Maybe these atavists

have something after all.

The most touching aspect of the

movie is the way the shaman's

reli^ous system interlocks with our

technology in a totally whacked-up

way (which I won't go into because

it's brought out in nice stages I'd

rather not spoil for you) and how the

ghastly impasse is splendidly resolved

via bravery and ecstasy.

Timothy Hutton is quite good as

the distraught scientist whose job it is

“He isn’t just a mass of defunct tissues. ” Primitive man (John Lone) meets modern

woman (Lindsay Crouse) courtesy an overage flower child (Timothy Hutton) in Iceman.



to "understand" the shaman and who
succeeds thoroughly in a way his

employers never wanted, but Lindsay

Crouse — who plays the film's head
scientist — has trouble trying to do
something with her role, since it

never has much to do with the rest

of the movie. I suspect it was
jammed in by some moron who
doesn't have much respect for us

simple-minded folk out there in the

theaters.

The third of our atavisms is

Splash. I wish they'd done just a little

more work on it and polished it a

mite finer here and there, but it is a

jolly comedy which I enjoyed very

much and am happy to encourage

you to see. It is the old, old story of

a mortal who attracts the love of a

lovely supernatural being— in this case

a mermaid, whom he falls in love

with in return— and of what happens
next in this cruel world. It plays the

game completely fairly, obeying ^11
* the rules, with only one tiny change:

the bulk of the action takes place in

New York, New York, in the 1980s

instead of on the coast of Normandy
during the Dark Ages.

Not to worry. Splash is

extremely fortunate in its director,

Ron Howard, and in the way he

handles its excellent cast. The
mermaid, for example, is played by
Daryl Hannah, whom I had seen only

once before, as the liveliest performer

in the otherwise pretty ghastly Blade

Runner. She played a horrendous

killing thing which hurled itself at its

victims with brutal impact and then

attempted to crush them with its

lovely legs, and she was dandy.

For Splash she has gone through

a complete change of heart and has

even lost her legs in certain vital

sequences. She's still adept at

suggesting the odd and unreal, but

now she is very kindly disposed to

almost everything, except perhaps for

lobsters. (Actually, it isn't that she

doesn't like lobsters, it's just that she

expresses her fondness for them in a

shell-chilling sort of way.) She is

particularly fond of a fruit wholesaler

played by Tom Hanks, whom she

falls in love with at first sight off the

shore of old Cape Cod.
Hanks makes an excellent partner

to Hannah, who plays her mermaid
as a force of nature unabashed at any
display of emotion or of flesh.

Hanks's fruit dealer is a confined,

fretting sort of man who berates

himself for not "relating" as openly as

he knows he ought to do in this

liberal day and age. Fortunately for

him, he is totally turned on by
Hannah, and after hardly any
preliminaries whatsoever— not having

a common language helps to cut

down on them enormously — the two
engage in lovers' frolics.

There are problems, of course;

aren't there always? Hanks
temporarily loses the mermaid when
she wanders off to Bloomingdale's,

where she is startled by the Crazy
Eddie announcer and learns English;

there are problems with her

reappearing fish tail (as long as her

legs are dry they remain legs, but

when they get wet they become the

hind part of a huge goldfish); and she

starts to attract the interest of that

old bugaboo — civilization.

The first representative of

naughty civilization is a well-meaning

nebbish played by Eugene Levy. Levy
is a nitwit scientist who firmly

believes in mermaids and who sets

out in pursuit of Hannah in true

Marx Brothers fashion. After a large

number of disastrous false starts, he
exposes her for a wonder of the

world, and thus unleashes upon her

some of the same representatives of

our society that ran out to encounter

other such aliens, i.e., the same
generals, scientists, and police who
previously welcomed King King,

Godzilla, the flying saucer in The
Day the Earth Stood Still, and so on.

And once again we are exposed as a

species who, for the good of the rest

of the universe, really ought to be
walled off.

I haven't yet mentioned the best

thing in the movie, John Candy,
mainly because he doesn't actually

have much to do with mermaids or

how unpleasant we are as a group.

Candy plays H.mks's brother; I've

encountered him before, and now I

know that he v/as wasted. Here, in

Splash, he has at last been allowed to

do what he cari, and it really is

spectacular. As a matter of fact, he is

so good he almost romps away with

the movie, and if there hadn't been

someone as skillfully flamboyant as

Hannah doing the mermaid, I am
sure he would have wiped her out.

As it is, she has to struggle. Unless

he is handled very, very badly.

Candy should end up being one of

our top comic litars- a judgment that

calls for no great astuteness on my
part, since his talent is glaringly

obvious.

There's one more aspect of

Splash I haven't mentioned yet which
very much deserves stressing. Though
it's just as anti-the-way-we-are as the

rest of the atavistic epics, the film is

broad-minded enough to admit that,

in spite of our wayward drift, we
have done a few cute things along

the way. It points out, for instance,

that— notwithstanding its negative and
irritating implications, no matter how
we may be annoyed by what it says

both about the contrariness of our

race and the arbitrary and often

rough-hewn means with which we
control that contrariness— a traffic

light, seen just as it is on its long,

shiny pole, going from green to

yellow to red, lickity tickity tickity,

with a smart little shade mounted
over each of its colored lenses, is

pretty. And 111 settle for that. IS

“It isn't that she doesn't like lobsters ...” Daryl Hannah digs into her dinner in Splash,

with John Candy (right) as a swinging New Yorker.



OTHER DIMENSIONS

The George Zucco Film Festival

D ue no doubt to some grievous

flaw in my character— for all

I know, it may even be a

genetic defect — I find myself *
* identifying not always with the

winners, the leaders, and the stars but

quite often with the runners-up, the

second bananas, and the out-and-out

losers. Thus, in the months I've been
conducting this column I've devoted at

least equal time, when writing about
the fantasy and horror films of

yesteryear, to people like Lionel

Atwill, Frances Dee, Willie Best, and
George Zucco. Rather than mend my
ways. I've decided to go even further

in glorifying the also-rans. Right now
in Manhattan one of the art houses

is staging a salute to Cary Grant,

screening "forty-five of his best films"

over a period of several weeks. This

set me to contemjjlating similar

festivals for some of my own favorites.

For the lead-off event, I imagine doing

a George Zucco festival, honoring one
of my most admired villains and
madmen of the silver screen.

A tall, lean man, Zucco was able

to do the most ridiculous and illogical

things with style and grace. Whether
transplanting a human brain into the

shaggy head of a gorilla or collecting

blondes for a rejuvenation

experiment, he did it with aplomb.
He was capable of radiating a

gentlemanly lunacy, a polite, British

sort of madness. And nobody was
better at controlled nastiness. I see

him as a sort of spiritual remittance

man, exiled among barbarians,

lending class to the tackiest Poverty

Row quickie.

Before discussing the films I plan

to show (and because of space

limitations here I'm only listing nine),

a few words about Zucco the man.
He was born in Manchester, England,

in 1886 and died in Southern

California in 1960. He worked as a

clerk in a stockbroker's office, was in

the service in World War I, and did

his first professional acting in Canada
back in 1908. In the 1920s Zucco was
often on the stage in London and
also worked with the New
Shakespeare Company at Stratford-

on-Avon. He had a strong supporting

role in the long-running war play

Journey's End and in the middle 1930s

appeared on Broadway playing

Disraeli to Helen Hayes's queen in

Victoria Regina. His movie career

began in the early thirties in England

and ended in Hollywood in 1951, by
which time Zucco had shown up in

close to a hundred films. One of the

impressive things about his career

is the fact that he worked not only

at the top studios like MGM,
Paramount, and 20th, but at such

lesser dream factories as Monogram
and PRC as well.

To bone up on my idol I visited

the massive collection of show '

business clippings, books, photos, and
memorabilia housed at Lincoln

Center's library of the performing

arts. The entire George Zucco
holding, alas, occupies just two slim

manila folders. National magazines

seem never to have profiled him;

movie fan magazines weren't

interested in his romances or his

favorite casserole recipes. A fellow

named Doug McClelland did one of

the few pieces on him ever written.

and that was for Film Fan Monthly
some ten years ago. Most of the

clippings in the' Zucco file are reviews

of films he appeared in, and he is

usually mentioned only in the list of

credits. In a few, he gets an

additional nod in catch-all phrases:

"George Zucco, Gale Sondergard, and
Lionel Royce are properly forbidding

as Nazi villians" or "George Zucco,

Rhys Williams, and Patricia Medina
are impressive in lesser roles." Some
of us are destined for top billing,

others seem to lead a life devoted to

lesser roles— one reason, perhaps,

why I'm thinking of adopting Zucco
as my patron saint.

And now to the films themselves,

which I envisicn being shown late on
a series of storm-tossed evenings in a

small run-down movie palace halfway

up a side street. Quite possibly there's

at least one phantom prowling up in

the rafters.

CHARLIE CHAN IN HONOLULU
(1938): This is the sort of murder film

that causes mystery buffs considerable

anxiety. "Zuccc is acting so gleefully

guilty," they decide, "he has to be a

red herring." Then the thought

occurs, "But suppose that's a bluff,

and he's acting guilty because he is
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The New York Times Bestseller

Battlefield
Earrh

by L.Rnn Hubbard

Soon to be TWO motion pictures.

BRIDGE PUBLICATIONS, INC.
MW NORTH CATALINA STREET • LA • CA 90027

' l%2, 1984 LRH. All rights reserved.

1984 BRIDGE PUBLICATIONS. INC.

Somewhere
up there
lurks an

unknown...

he year is 3000 A.D.

Aliens stalk the Earth, and
Mankind cringes in hiding

from their unknown, unlimited

powers... Until one man decides

to take them on. .

.

Don't miss the national bestseller

that everyone's talking about —
BATTLEFIELD EARTH. It s the biggest

science fiction novel ever written —
over 1000 pages of gripping

adventure by master storyteller, L.

Ron Hubbard.

"A superlative stoiyteller with

total mastery of plot and pacing ...

epic in size and scope and as much
fun as anything he ever wrote ... if

you like Heinlein, you'll like

Hubbard."

—Publishers Weekly*

'Will be talked about for a decade
... wonderful adventure ... great

characters ... a masterpiece.
"

A.E. Van Vogt

Read the New York Times

bestseller BATTLEFIELD EARTH. Buy
it today for only S4.95 —wherever
paperbacks are sold.

Also ask for the dynamic music

soundtrack of BATTLEFIELD EARTH
at record stores everywhere.

a masterful display of upper-class scorn. ” Zucco, left, starred as the High Priest of

guilty." Zucco, whose very garments

(especially his tweedy cap) look

sinister, is a crazed psychiatrist named
Dr. Cardigan. He's cne of six people

who have booked passage on a

freighter, and when the ship docks at

Honolulu, there's a murder aboard.

Sidney Toler took over the Chan role

here, and although he's no match for

his predecessor Warrier Oland, he

does a pretty good job. He and
Zucco have a good deal of fun

baiting each other. Ziucco is aided by
his props, especially a large trunk in

which he's keeping alive— with the aid

pf a tangle of impressive mad-scientist

tubes and flasks — a criminal brain.

THE CAT AND THE CANARY
(1939): Zucco disappears through a

secret door in the library wall early

in this old dark house comedy. Before

he departs, however, he does a

creditable job of holding his own
against such scene-stealers as Bob
Hope and Gale Sondergaard.

Portraying the lawyer who comes to

the ancient mansion in the bayou to

read the will at midnight, Zucco is

suave and vaguely sinister. He uses a

variety of little bits of business,

polishing his glasses, shuffling his

papers, lowering his voice, to keep

the attention in his scenes focused onr
him. I've written about this version of

the old Broadway thriller in these

pages before, so let me just say that

I'm including it in my festival because

(continued on page 88)

Madeleine Carroll and Bob Hope teamed up against Zucco’s “cold, ruthless, and
amusing” Nazi agent (he’s across the street) in My Favorite Blonde.

*
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Eetters
FEMINIST FRACAS

Dear Editor:

I enjoyed your August 1984 issue

immensely— but I must register one
strenuous objection: the

characterization of Shirley Jackson in

the editor's blurb as "an overweight

faculty wife with a knack for making
readers mad." Why mar an otherwise

enlightning essay about this superb

author with such a cheap,

unnecessary comment? I've been a

reader of Twilight Zone since the first

issue and I can never remember a

male writer having been described in

this condescending manner. Please,

let's have more stories like Nancy
Kress's 'Ten Thousand Pictures, One
Word" and less woman-directed

insults in the future.

— Erika Adler

Somerville, Massachusetts

WHAT'S UP FRONT

Dear Editor:

I am a subscriber to your

magazine, and by and large I'm

happy with it — particularly Ron
Goulart's Nostalgia column.

Unfortunately, the covers of the last

three issues have disappointed me.
They've featured science fiction,

fantasy, or horror movie stills. From
time to time I like to see this, but I

am beginning to miss the old cover

art, absent since the August 1983 and
June 1983 covers. In my opinion,

these types of covers are the best

because they truly capture that

mysterious Twilight Zone feeling, are

extremely creative, and set my
imagination into motion. Some
photographic covers are interesting,

such as last February's, and the April

1984 still from Dreamscape was
appropriate because dreams are a

large part of the "dimension of the

imagination." The December 1983

Iceman cover, however, had little to

do with The Twilight Zone. In fact,

it left me cold. Let's see some more

cover art.

— Jeffrey Caglarcan

Vienna, Virginia

Your wish is granted. See Joe

Burleson's cover for this issue. — Ed.

MARTIAN ARTS

Dear Editor:

In the John Sayles interview in

the June 1984 TZ, Sayles refers to

"the film where the ship crashes into

a cow pasture and everybody has

those little inserts at the back of their

heads." Sayles cannot remember the

name of the film.

Well, the film is Invaders from
Mars, and it's one of my all-time

favorite sci-fi movies. It was one of

many (maybe one of the first)

wherein an astronomer saves the

world from destruction. My friends

and I grew up on these films, and
they motivated some of us, such as

me, to pursue careers in science.

Sayles should be chided for not

remembering stich a great sci-fi classic

as this film!
— James Tanner

San Gabriel, California

KICKING 'CATHAY'

Dear Editor:

Reading tfie August issue of TZ,
I came across a story, "Cathay," that

disturbed me — for all the wrong
reasons.

The story's author, Steven

Millhauser, writes compelling prose.

Sadly, with "Cathay," he uses his

talents to advocate trite ideas and
misinformation about the East from

Western folklore. Though Millhauser

quite obviouslj' is writing about

China, he just as obviously knows
nearly nothing about it.

Three cases where his impressions

of the Chinese are just plain wrong:

1) "Cathay" is a Westernization of

the Mongol (Yiian) Dynasty's name
for China. Thei Chinese hated the

Yiian with good reason: they were

murderous rulers, and they do not

care for the name "Cathay."

2) The idea that beauty reaches

its peak in the aesthetic flaw is a

Japanese one. The Chinese are, by
tradition, perfectionists.

3) In the section entitled

"Concubines," Ivlillhauser hints that

Chinese eunuchs were not to be

trusted sexually with the Emperor's

concubines. While this sort of distrust

was a possibility— or so I have heard
— with Western eunuchs, Millhauser

writes in far poorer taste than he

realizes here: the Chinese removed all

of a man's genitals to make him a

eunuch, rendering impossible any
sexual contact.

I've not the time nor the

inclination to list all of author's

misconceptions, but taken together,

while not purposely meant to malign

(continued on page 78)

Letters should be addressed to Editor,

Twilight Zone Magazine, 800 Second
Avenue, New York, NY 10017. We
reserve the right to edit letters for

length.
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OTHER DIMENSIONS

Etc.
Etc. IT’S A GOOD LIFE:

ROD SERLING’S
FORGOTTEN SCREENPLAY

It's common knowledge among
TZ fans that Rod Serling adapted

Jerome Bixby's story “It's a Good Life"

for the Twilight Zone tv series, and

that Joe Dante (see interview, page

46) directed a remake of the episode

— about Anthony, a malevolent little

boy who can make anything happen

through sheer mind-power— for

Twilight Zone— The Movie, this time

from a script by Richard Matheson.

What few realize, however, is that

Serling himself once wrote a full-

length feature film version of the

same tale.

Back in 1974, one year before his

death, Serling told an interviewer that

he was working on a third draft of

the screenplay for Alan Landsburg

Productions, for whom he had

narrated Chariots of the Gods? and

other documentaries. The script was

essentially an elaboration of the

award-winning teleplay, according to

Dante, who has read it. Unlike

Bixby's story, however, "the

screenplay starts with the child being

born," Dante recalled in Fangoria

Billy Mumy in tv’s “Good Life.'

magazine. "He can talk right away.

He's very smart and dangerous ... It

falls upon the townspeople to get up

enough courage to do something

about Anthony. It's a little like a

more sophisticated version of what

It's Alive turned out to be."

It's possible that the screenplay

included scenes from the original

story too grotesque for television:

Anthony's making a rat eat itself,

from the tail up; his timing some of

his neighbors into truly horrific

creations; and the actual process of

his "wishing someone into the

cornfield," i.e. executing someone—
although Dante claims that the script

contained no "exploitation."

It's uncertain why Serling's script

was never produced. Yet since Dante's

filmed version departs markedly from

the original, employing a different

ending, setting, and several new
characters, it's conceivable that

Serling's version might someday make
it to the screen. Till then, fans must

content themselves with the Twilight

Zone episode.

—James H. Bums

MYSTERY
PICTURE

The picture above may not

appear particularly imposing, but the

original is nearly three feet wide and

four feet high, in living color. It was

waiting for us in the middle of our

office when we returned the other

day from one of our regular three-

martini lunches (just kidding), and

damned if we know exactly what it's

supposed to be. Our next cover? A
new subscription ad? The design for a

Twilight Zone billboard? All we
know is that the artist's name is

Schoolcraft (a label on the other side

adds an initial "R."), that he hails

from Des Moines, and that he's

promised to come back and pick up

the painting sometime soon. Judging

by what's going on in the picture,

we're not sure we want to be here

when he does.

A THOUGHT
FOR 1984

'The truth is that life, ordinary

everyday life, consists far more
largely of horrors than writers of

fiction usually care to admit."

— George Orwell,

"Inside the VVhcJe"
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TZ PROFILE

Michael Pare: The Hot One
James Verniere tPiks to the star of two of this summer’s wildest films.

Two years ago Michael Pare was
nobody, relatively speaking. Well, that’s

not entirely true; he was a kid from the

Bay Ridge section of Brooklyn, the

product of an Irish Catholic family of

eleven (ten children and a widowed
mother). According to one myth, he was
discovered while working as a sous-chef

at New York City’s Tavern on the Green.

I say “according to one myth’’ because

now that he’s hot there are many myths

surrounding the discovery of Pare. You

see, when a star is born, everyone

claims to have been at the delivery.

Pare broke into acting by way of

modeling. It was his rugged, blue-eyed

good looks that landed him the title role

in last year’s Eddie and the Cruisers, a

film that flopped but catapulted Pare

himself to stardom. It was his searing

screen presence in that film that

attracted the eye of director Walter Hill

{Forty-Eight Hours), who was in the

market for an unknown to star as soldier

of fortune Tom Cody in his stylizecj rock-

and-roll fantasy. Streets of Fire. Since

then. Pare has starred in Stewart Raffill’s

science fiction thriller. The Philadelphia

Experiment. Not a bad career for a kid

with a degree from cooking school.

TZ: How does a chef become an
actor?

Pare: First, you go to the Peculiary

Institute of America.

TZ: The what?
Pare: No, really, the school is called

the Culinary Institute of America.

Then you get lucky.

TZ: How did you get lucky?

Pare: I went to a restaurant in New
York called Chip's Pub to pick up the

girl I was dating at the time. While I

was waiting for her, a woman who
turned out to be an agent tapped me
on the shoulder and asked me if I

wanted to be an actor.

TZ: What did you say?

Pare: I said, "No, lady. I'm a cook." I

didn't think she was for real, at first.

TZ: You did a brief stint on The
Greatest American Hero. Then you
landed the lead in Eddie and the

Cruisers. How iJid that happen? Luck
again?

Pare: No, I auditioned for that part.

Martin Davidson, the director, was
sure that he wanted an actor, not a

rocker, to play Eddie Wilson. The
only problem was that I had never

played guitar or tried to sing in my
life. But becauaj I'm an actor, I

learned to fake it.

TZ: Describe Tom Cody, the

character you play in Streets of Fire.

Pare: He's a New Wave John Wayne
— at least that's how Walter Hill

thinks of him.

TZ: What made you decide to go
ahead and take the lead in The
Philadelphia Experiment! Some young
actors might have avoided a second

genre film.

Pare: I took it because I loved the

story. It's so weird and intriguing.

Imagine that the government actually

conducted a successful experiment in

invisibility. Doesn't that interest you?
Plus, I need to get as much
experience as I can. I'm still fairly

new at the game.
TZ: Have you I'un into any
resentment among your peers?

Pare: Yeah, but I try to laugh it off.

I've heard people say, "Oh, the new
Travolta." I just say, "Screw you."

NAME CHANGE
Harlan Ellison fans, take note:

"The wily Terry Levene of

Aquarius Releasing is responsible for

the wildest title change ever. Fearing

that the re-release of the 1978 curio

A Boy and His Dog would generate

low response on 42nd Street's action

track, the sly Mr. L. has changed the

marquee title for that engagement
only to A Psycho Boy and His Killer

Dog, Blood."

The above report comes from
Rick Sullivan's Gore Gazette, "Your

Bi-Weekly Guide to Horror,

Exploitation, and Gore in the N.Y.

Metro Area." Those seeking further

word on the grindhouse circuit — as

well as hair-raising photos of axe

murders, maulings, and skewerings—
should write Sullivan at 73 North
Fullerton Avenue, Montclair, NJ
07042.

DESERT ISLAND
REVISITED

Last issue's report on the Great

Cartoon Mystery— the coincidental

appearance of a New Yorker cartoon

on the same day as Feggo's in

Twilight Zone, both of them
depicting a man marooned on a

desert island who sees what he thinks

is a rescue ship, only to have it turn

out to be Noah's Ark— prompted our
books editor, Thomas Disch, to haul

out some desert-island cartoons of

his own. Tom, it seems, has been

amusing himself by juxtaposing the

cartoon world's best-loved cliches,

and has lately been working on a

series in which various familiar

cartoon figures (the New Year's baby,

a starving prospector crawling on his

belly, etc.) appear, improbably, on a

typical cartoon island. Right, our

favorite of the series.
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I’

It!

wrongs ...

and by voices crying out for vengeance!

Banshee
by Ray Bradbury

I
t was one of those nights, crossing Ireland, motoring through the

sleeping towns from Dublin, where you came upon mist and en-

countered fog that blew away in rain to become a blowing silence.

All the country was still and cold and waiting. It was a night for

strange encounters at empty crossroads with great filaments of ghost

spiderweb and no spider in a hundred miles. Gates creaked far across

meadows, where windows rattled with brittle moonlight.

It was, as they said, banshee weather. I sensed, I knew this as my
taxi hummed through a final gate and I arrived at Courtown house, so

far from Dublin that if it died in the night, no one would know.

i
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Banshee
->

I paid my driver and watched the taxi turn to

go back to the living city, leaving me alone with

twenty pages of final screenplay finished, and my
film-director employer waiting inside. I stood in the

midnight silence, breathing in Ireland and breathing

out the damp coal mines of my soul.

Then I knocked.

The door flew wide almost instantly. John
Hampton was there, shoving a glass of sherry at me
and clutching my arm.

"Good God, kid, you got me curious. Get

that coat off. Give me the script. Finished it, eh? So

you say. Let's have a look! Glad you called from
Dublin. The house is empty. Clara's in Paris with

the kids. We'll have a good read, knock the hell out

of your scenes, drink a bottle, be in bed by two and
— what's that?"

The door still stood open. John took a step,

tilted his head, closed his eyes, listened.

The wind rustled beyond in the meadows. It

made a sound in the clouds like someone turning

back the covers of a vast bed.

I listened. »

There was the softest moan and sob from
somewhere off in the dark fields.

Eyes still shut, John whispered. "You know
what that is, kid?"

"What?"

"Tell you later. Jump."

With the door slammed, he turned about and,

the grand lord of the empty manor, strode ahead of

me in his hacking coat, drill slacks, and polished

half-boots, his hair, as always, windblown from

swimming upstream or down with strange women in

unfamiliar beds.

Planting himself on the library hearth, he

gave me one of those beacon flashes of laugh, the

teeth that beckoned like a lighthouse beam swift and

gone, as he traded me a second sherry for the

screenplay which he had to seize from my hand.

"Let's see what my genius, my left ventricle,

my right arm, has birthed. Sit. Drink. Watch."

He stood astride the hearthstones, warming
his backside, leafing through my manuscript pages,

conscious of me drinking my sherry much too fast,

shutting my eyes each time he let a page drop and
flutter to the carpet. When he finished he let the last

page sail, lit a small cigarillo and puffed it, staring at

the ceiling, making me wait.

"You son of a bitch," he said at last, exhaling.

"It's good. Damn you to hell, kid. It's good!"

My entire skeleton collapsed within me. I had
not expected such a midriff blow of praise.

"It needs a little cutting, of course!"

My skeleton reassembled itself.

"Of course," I said.

He bent to gather the pages like a great loping

chimpanzee and turned. I felt he wanted to hurl

them into the fire. He watched the flames and

gripped the pages.

"Someday, kid," he said quietly, "you must
teach me to write."

He was relaxing now, accepting the inevita-

ble, full of true admiration.

"Someday," I said, laughing, "you must teach

me to direct."

“The Beast will be our film, son. Quite a

team."

He arose and came to clink glasses with me.

"Quite a team we are!" He changed gears.

"How are the wife and kids?"

"They're waiting for me in Sicily where it's

warm."
"We'll get you to them, and sun, straight off!

I-"
He froze dramatically, cocked his head, and

listened.

"Hey, what goes on — " fie whispered.

I turned and waited.

This time, outside the great old house, there

was the merest thread of sound, like someone run-

ning a fingernail over the paint, or someone sliding

down out of the dry reach of a tree. Then there was
the softest exhalation of a moan, followed by some-

thing like a sob.

John leaned in a starkly dramatic pose, like a

statue in a stage pantomime, his mouth wide, as if

to allow sounds entry to the inner ear. His eyes now
unlocked to become as huge as hen's eggs with pre-

tended alarm.

"Shall I tell you what that sound is, kid? A
banshee!"

"A what?" I cried.

"Banshee!" he intoned. "The ghosts of old

women who haunt the roads an hour before some-

one dies. That's what that sound was!" He stepped to

the window, raised the shade, and peered out. "Sh!

Maybe it. means— us!"

"Cut it out, John!" I laughed, quietly.

"No, kid, no." He fixed his gaze far into the

darkness, savoring his melodrama. "I've lived here

ten years. Death's out there. The banshee always

knows! Where were we?"

He broke the spell as simply as that, strode

back to the hearth, and blinked at my script as if it

were a brand-new puzzle.

'Tou ever figure, Doug, how much The Beast

is like me? The hero plowing the seas, plowing

women left and right, off round the world and no
stops? Maybe that's why I'm doing it. You ever

wonder how many women I've had? Hundreds! I— "

He stopped, for my lines on the page had

shut him again. His face took f ire as my words sank

in.

"Brilliant!"

I waited, uncertainly.

"No, not that!" He threw my script aside to

seize a copy of the London Times off the mantel.
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There was

the softest moan

and sob

from somewhere off

in the dark fields.

"This! A brilliant review of your new book of

stories!"

"What?" I jumped.

"Easy, kid. I'll read this grand review to you!

You'll love it. Ter'ific!"

My heart took water and sank. I could see

another joke coming on or, worse, the truth dis-

guised as a joke.

"Listen!"

John lifted the Times and read, like Ahab,

from the holy tex:.

'"Douglas Rogers's stories may well be the

huge success of American literature— '" John stopped

and gave me an innocent blink. "How do you like it

so far, kid?"

"Continue, John," I mourned. I slugged my
sherry back. It was a toss of doom that slid down to

meet a collapse ol' will.

"— 'but here in London,"' John intoned, "'we

ask more from our tellers of tales. Attempting to

emulate the ideas of Kipling, the style of Maugham,
the wit of Waugh, Rogers drowns somewhere in mid-

Atlantic. This is ramshackle stuff, mostly bad shades

of superior scribes. Douglas Rogers, go home!"'

I leaped up and ran, but John, with a lazy flip

of his underhand, tossed the Times into the fire

where it flapped like a dying bird and swiftly died in

flame and roaring sparks.

Imbalanced, staring down, I was wild to grab

that damned paper out, but finally glad the thing

was lost.

John studied my face, happily. My face

boiled, my teeth ground shut. My hand, struck to

the mantel, was a. cold rock fist.

Tears burst from my eyes, since words could

not burst from my aching mouth.

"What's wrong, kid?" John peered at me with

true curiosity, like a monkey edging up to another

sick beast in its cage. "You feeling poorly?"

"John, for Christ's sake!" I burst out. "Did you

have to do that!"

I kicked at the fire, making the logs tumble

and a great firefly wheel of sparks gush up the flue.

"Why, Doug, I didn't think— "

"Like hell you didn't!" I blazed, turning to

glare at him with tear-splintered eyes. "What's wrong
with you?"

"Hell, nothing, Doug. It was a fine review,

great! I just added a few lines, to get your goat!"

"I'll never know now!" I cried. "Look!"

I gave the ashes a final, scattering kick.

"You can buy a copy in Dublin tomorrow,

Doug. You'll see. They love you. God, I just didn't

want you to get a big head, right? The joke's over.

Isn't it enough, dear son, that you have just written

the finest scenes you ever wrote in your life for your

truly great screenplay?" John put his arm around my
shoulder.

That was John: kick you in the tripes, then

pour on the wild sweet honey by the larder ton.

"Know what your problem is, Doug?" He
shoved yet another sherry in my trembling fingers.

"Eh?"

"What?" I gasped, like a sniveling kid, revived

and wanting to laugh again. "What?"

"The thing is, Doug— " John made his face

radiant. His eyes fastened to mine like Svengali's.

"You don't love me half as much as I love you!"

"Come on, John— "

"No, kid, I mean it. God, son. I'd kill for

you. You're the greatest living writer in the world,

and I love you, heaj:t and soul. Because of that, _!

thought you could take a little leg-pull. I see that I

was wrong — "

"No, John," I protested, hating myself, for

now he was making me apologize. "It's all right."

"I'm sorry, kid, truly sorry — "

"Shut up!" I gasped a laugh. "I still love you.

I-"
"That's a boy! Now," John spun about, brisked

his palms together, and shuffled and reshuffled the

script pages like a cardsharp, "let's spend an hour

cutting this brilliant, superb scene of yours and — "

For the third time that night, the tone and

color of his mood changed.

"Hist!" he cried. Eyes squinted, he swayed in .

the middle of the room, like a dead man under-

water. "Doug, you hear?"

The wind trembled the house. A long finger-

nail scraped an attic pane. A mourning whisper of

cloud washed the moon.
"Banshees." John nodded, head bent, waiting.

He glanced up abruptly. "Doug? Run out and see."

"Like hell I will."

"No, ge on out," John urged. "This has been a

night of misconceptions, kid. You doubt me, you

doubt it. Get my overcoat, in the hall. Jump!"

He jerked the hall closet door wide and

yanked out his great tweed overcoat which smelled

of tobacco and fine whiskey. Clutching it in his two
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Banshee

monkey hands, he beckoned it like a bullfighter's

cape. "Huh, toro! Charge!"

"John," I sighed, wearily.

"Or are you a coward, Doug, are you yellow?

You — "

For now, the fourth time, we both heard a

moan, a cry, a fading murmur beyond the wintry
front door. ,

"It's waiting, kid!" said John, triumphantly.

"Get out there. Run for the team!"

I was in the coat, anointed by tobacco scent

and booze as John buttoned me up with royal dig-

nity, grabbed my ears, kissed my brow.
"I'll be in the stands, kid, cheering you on. I'd

go with you, but banshees are shy. Bless you, lad,

and if you don't come back — I loved you like a son!"

"Jesus," I exhaled, and flung the door wide.

But suddenly John leaped between me and the

cold blowing moonlight.

"Don't go out there, kid. I've changed my
;

mind! If you got killed— "

"John," I shook his hands away. "You want

j

me out there. You've probably got Kelly, your stable

;
girl, out there now, making noises for your big

;
laugh —

"

! "Doug!" he cried in that mock-insult serious

I
way he had, eyes wide, as he grasped my shoulders.

I

"I swear to God!"
! "John," I said, half-angry, half-amused, "so

i
long."

I I ran out the door to immediate regrets. He

!

slammed and locked the portal. Was he laughing?

) Seconds later, I saw his silhouette at the library win-

dow, sherry glass in hand, peering out at this night

theater of which he was both director and hilarious

audience.

j

I spun with a quiet curse, hunched my shoul-

!!
ders in Caesar's cloak, ignored two dozen stab

ij

wounds given me by the wind, and stomped down
ji along the gravel drive.

^
I'll give it a fast ten minutes, I thought, worry

John, turn his joke inside out, stagger back in, shirt

torn and bloody, with some fake tale of my own.
Yes, by God, that was the trick —

I stopped.

For in a small grove of tnjes below, I thought

I saw something like a large paper kite blossom and
blow away among the hedges.

Clouds sailed over an almost full moon, and
ran islands of dark to cover me.

Then there it was again, further on, as if a

whole cluster of flowers was suddenly torn free to

snow away along the colorless path. At the same
moment, there was the merest catch of a sob, the

merest door-hinge of a moan.
I flinched, pulled back, then glanced up at the

house.

There was John's face, of course, grinning like

a pumpkin in the window, sipiping sherry, toast-

warm and at ease.

"Ohh," a voice wailed somewhere. "...

God . . .

.

"

t was then that I saw the woman.
She stood leaning against a tree, dressed in a

long moon-colored dress over which she wore
a hip-length heavy woolen shawl that had a life of

its own, rippling and winging out and hovering with

the weather.

She seemed not to see me, or if she did, did

not care; I could not frighten her, nothing in the

world would ever frighten her again. Everything

poured out of her steady and unflinching gaze

toward the house, that window, the library, and the

silhouette of the man in the wirdow.
She had a face of snow, cut from that white

cool marble that makes the finest Irish women; a

long swan neck, a generous if quivering mouth, and
eyes a soft and luminous green. So beautiful were
those eyes, and her profile against the blown tree

branches, that something in m(i turned, agonized,

and died. I felt that killing wrench men feel when
beauty passes and >*^11 not pass again. You want to

cry out: Stay. I love you. But you do not speak.

And the summer walks away in her flesh, never to

return.

But now the beautiful woman, staring only at

that window in the far house, spoke.

"Is he in there?" she said.

"What?" I heard myself Seiy.

"Is that him?" she wondered. "The beast," she

said, with quiet fury. "The mon:jter. Himself."

"I don't — "

"The great animal," she went on, "that walks
on two legs. He stays. All othei's go. He wipes his

hands on flesh; girls are his napkins, women his

midnight lunch. He keeps them stashed in cellar

vintages and knows their years biut not their names.

Sweet Jesus, and is that him?"

I looked where she looked, at the shadow in

the window, far off across the croquet lawn.

And I thought of my director in Paris, in

Rome, in New York, in Hollyw'ood, and .the mill-
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races of women I had seen John tread, feet printing

their skins, a dark Christ on a warm sea. A picnic of

women danced on tables, eager for applause, and

John, on his wa}' out, saying, "Dear, lend me a

fiver. That beggar by the door kills my heart — "

1 watched this young woman, her dark hair

stirred by the night wind, and asked:

"Who should he be?"

"Him," she said. "Him that lives there and

loved me and now does not." She shut her eyes to

let the tears fall.

"He doesn't live there anymore," I said.

"He does!" !5he whirled, as if she might strike

or spit. "Why do you lie?"

"Listen." I looked at the new but somehow old

snow in her face. "That was another time."

"No, there's only now!" She made as if to rush

for the house. "Ard I love him still, so much I'd kill

for it, and myself lost at the end!"

"What's his name?" I stood in her way. "His

name?"
"Why, Will, of course. Willy. William."

She moved. I raised my arms and shook my
head.

"There's only a Johnny there now. A John."

"You lie! I feel him there. His name's changed,

but it's him. Look! Feel!"

She put her hands up to touch on the wind

toward the house, and I turned and sensed with her

and it was another year, it was a time between. The

wind said so, as did the night and the glow in that

great window wh(jre the shadow stayed.

"That's him!"

"A friend of mine," I said, gently.

"No friend of anyone, ever!"

I tried to look through her eyes and thought:

my God, has it always been this way, forever some

man in that house, forty, eighty, a hundred years

ago! Not the same man, no, but all dark twins, and

this lost girl on tfie road, with snow in her arms for

love, and frost in her heart for comfort, and nothing

to do but whisper and croon and mourn and sob

until the sound of your weeping stilled at sunrise but

to start again with the rising of the moon.
"That's my friend in there," I said, again.

"If that be true," she whispered fiercely, "then

you are my enemy!"

I looked down the road to where the wind

blew dust through the graveyard gates.

"Go back where you came from," I said.

She looked at the same road and the same

dust, and her voice faded. "Is there to be no peace,

then," she mourned. "Must I walk here, year on

year, and no comeuppance?"

"If the mar in there," I said, "was really your

•Will, your William, what would you have me do?"

"Send him out to me," she said, quietly.

"What would you do with him?"

"Lie down with him," she murmured, "and

ne'er get up again. He would be kept like a stone in

a cold river."

'Ah," I said, and nodded.

"Will you ask him, then, to be sent?"

"No. For he's not yours. Much like. Near sim-

ilar. And breakfasts on girls and wipes his mouth on

their silks, one century called this, another that."

"And no love in him, ever?"

"He says the word like fishermen toss their

nets in the sea," I said.

"Ah, Christ, and I'm caught!" And here she

gave such a cry that the shadow came to the

window in the great house across the lawn. "Ill stay

here the rest of the night," she said. "Surely he will

feel me here, his heart will melt, no matter what his

name or how deviled his soul. What year is this?

How long have I been waiting?"

"I won't tell you," I said. "The news would
crack your heart."

She turned and truly looked at me. "Are you
one of the good ones, then, the gentle men who
never lie and never hurt and never have to hide?

Sweet God, I wish I'd known you first!"

The wind rose, the sound of it rose in her

throat. A clock struck somewhere far across the

country in the sleeping town.

"I must go in," I said. I took a breath. "Is

there no way for me to give you rest?"

"No," she said, "for it was not you that cut

the nerve."

"I see," I said#

"You don't. But you try. Much thanks for

that. Get in. You'll catch your death."

"And you— ?"

"Ha!" she cried. "I've long since caught mine.

It will not catch again. Get!"

I gladly went. For I was full of the cold night

and the white moon, old time, and her. The wind

blew me up the grassy knoll. At the door, I turned.

She was still there on the milky road, her shawl

straight out on the weather, one hand upraised.

"Hurry," I thought I heard her whisper, "tell

him he's needed!"

I rammed the door, slammed in the house,

fell across the hall, my heart a bombardment, my
image in the great hall mirror a shock of colorless

lightning.

John was in the library drinking yet another

sherry, and poured me some. "Some day," he said,

"you'll learn not to take anything I say with more

than a grain of salt. Jesus, look at you! Ice cold.

Drink that down. Here's another to go after it!"

I drank, he poured, I drank. "Was it all a

joke, then?"
'

"What else?" John laughed, then stopped.

The croon was outside the house again, the

merest fingernail of mourn, as the moon scraped

down the roof.

"There's your banshee," I said, looking at my
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drink, unable to move.

"Sure, kid, sure, unh-huh," said John. "Drink

your drink, Doug, and I'll read you that great

review of your book from the London Times again."

"You burned it, John."

"Sure, kid, but I recall it all as if it were this

morn. Drink up."

"John," I said, staring into the fire, looking at

the hearth where the ashes of the burned paper blew

in a great breath. "Does . . . did . . . that review

really exist?"

"My God, of course, sure, yes. Actually . .

."

Here, he paused and gave it great imaginative con-

cern. "The Times knew my love for you, Doug, and

asked me to review your book." John reached his

long arm over to refill my glass. "I did it. Under an

assumed name, of course, now ain't that swell of

me? But 1 had to be fair, Doug, had to be fair. So I

wrote what 1 truly felt were the good things, the

not-so-good things in your book. Criticized it just

the way 1 would when you hand in a lousy screen-

play scene and 1 make you do it over. Now ain't

that A-one double absolutely square of me? Eh?"

He leaned at me. He put his hand on my chin

and lifted it and gazed long and sweetly into my
eyes.

"You're not upset?"

"No," I said, but my voice broke.

"By God, now, if you aren't. Sorry. A joke,

kid, only a joke." And here he gave me a friendly

punch on the arm.

Slight as it was, it was a sledgehammer strik-

ing home.
"I wish you hadn't made it up, the joke, I

wish the article was real," I said.

"So do I, kid. You look bad. I — "

The wind moved around the house. The win-

dows stirred and whispered.

Quite suddenly I said, for no reason that I

knew:
"The banshee. It's out there."

"That was a joke, Doug. You got to watch

out for me."

"No," I said, looking at the window. "It's

there."

John laughed. "You saw it, did you?"

"It's a young and lovely woman with a shawl

on a cold night. A young woman with long black

hair and great green eyes and a complexion like

snow and a proud Phoenician prow of a nose.

Sound like anyone you ever in your life knew,

John?"

"Thousands." John laughed more quietly now,

looking to see the weight of my joke. "Hell — "

"She's waiting for you," I said. "Down at the

bottom of the drive."

John glanced, uncertainly, at the window.
"That was the sound we heard," I said, "She

described you or someone like you. Called you

Willy, Will, William. But I knew it was you."

John mused. "Young, you say, and beautiful,

and out there right this moment . . .

?"

"The most beautiful woman I've ever seen."

"Not carrying a knife — ?"

"Unarmed."

John exhaled. "Well, then. I think 1 should

just go out there and have a chat with her, eh, don't

you think?"

"She's waiting."

He moved toward the frcmt door.

"Put on your coat, it's a cold night," I said.

He was putting on his coat when we heard

the sound from outside, very clear, this time. The
wail and then the sob and then the wail.

"God," said John, his hand on the doorknob,

not wanting to show the white feather in front of

me. "She's really there."

He forced himself to turn the knob and open

the door. The wind sighed in, biinging another faint

wail with it.

John stood in the cold weather, peering down
that long walk into the dark.

"Wait!" I cried, at the last moment.

John waited.

"There's one thing I haven't told you," I said.

"She's out there, all right. And she's walking. But

. . . she's dead."

"I'm not afraid," said John.

"No," I said, "but I am. You'll never come
back. Much as I hate you right now, I can't let you

go. Shut the door, John."

The sob again, and then the wail.

"Shut the door."

I reached over to knock his hand off the brass

doorknob, but he held tight, cocked his head,

looked at me and sighed.

"You're really good, kid. Almost as good as

me. I'm putting you in my next film. You'll be a

star."

Then he turned, steppec out into the cold

night, and shut the door, quietly.

I waited until I heard his steps on the gravel

path, then locked the door, and hurried through the

house, putting out the lights. As I passed through

the library, the wind mourned down the chimney

and scattered the dark ashes ol the London Times

across the hearth.

I stood blinking at the ashes for a long

moment, then shook myself, ran upstairs two at a

time, banged open my tower-room door, slammed
it, undressed, and was in bed v^rith the covers over

my head when a town clock, far away, sounded one

in the deep morning.

And my room was so high, so lost in the

Jiouse and the sky, that no matter who or what

tapped or knocked or banged at the door below,

whispering and then begging and then screaming . .

.

Who could possibly hear? iS
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It was just a child’s toy .. . why, then, did it inspire such terror?

the rockina horse
by Cezarija Abartis

d
ressing his five-year-old boy, noticing the "Play and stuff. Tag. Hide and seek."

mark on Jake's hand. Was that when it "Now the mittens. Where's the other one?"

started? Was it that simple? And this is only morning, Alan thought. Why
. .. Itf. T -.11.1 1.1 1*111-*d

ressing his five-year-old boy, noticing the

mark on Jake's hand. Was that when it

started? Was it that simple?

The ground was slushy, the sky windy and
dark, and there v/ere two, probably three more
months of winter to live through.

Jake stretcheii out one arm and then the other

through the sleeves of the jacket that Alan held.

"Zip, zoop. All toa.sty warm. What will you do in

kindergarten today’’"

by Cezarija Abartis
"Play and stuff. Tag. Hide and seek."

"Now the mittens. Where's the other one?"

And this is only morning, Alan thought. Why
couldn't June get the kids ready today of all days?

"The other mitten?"

Jake shrugged. "I dunno. Daddy. Maybe the

monster took it."

"A monster doesn't need mittens. Let's hunt

for them." At the back of his mind the sharp

irritation with June was engulfed by a queasy fear
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the rockmg horse

for all of them. It had been a blessed while since he
had thought of that toy.

Alan crouched down on all fours to check
under the sofa. Jake tramped over to the kitchen.

Alan could hear Jake getting a glass from the

cupboard and running the water in the sink.

The mitten wasn't under the sofa. His eyes

took in the room: the ugly chiming clock that had
been a wedding present from her mother, the bay
window facing the north side, the wrong side, and
over in the corner, surrounded by her plants, an
African carving of a head grinning around its teeth,

its ebony jagged teeth. "You should have mentioned
before that you didn't like the sculpture," she had
said.

"It's not worth it. It's just not worth fighting

over," he had said, his voice urging reason and
economy.

“What are you afraid of? There's nothing to

fear but ..."

"/ know. Panic," he'd said softly.

"Ow. Ouch." Jake let out a pinched cry, but it

came from the cellar, not th« kitchen.

Alan gulped a deep mouthful of air that

sheared into him as if he were drowning. Easy now.
"Jake, are you all right?" He heard Jake thumping up
the cellar steps. He calmed himself, did not let his

imagination swallow him. Don't clutch. Stay calm.
Now.

Alan pushed slowly toward the kitchen, as if

nothing were the matter. Jake wore a vexed and
guilty expression. "What were you doing down
there? What is it?"

"A splinter. The monster stuck a splinter in."

Jake opened his right hand. "See, Daddy?"
Only that. A bright bubble of blood. Gently,

Alan soaked it up with a wadded Kleenex. "This is a

cut, not a splinter." A tiny and shallow semicircular

flap of skin and .flesh had been sliced on the inside

of Jake's hand, at the center of his palm.

"I was feeling how sharp the axe was, and
something bit me."

"You're not allowed down there by yourself."

Jake continued to stare at the floor. "Well, there's no
splinter in there. I'm happy to say you'll probably
dance again."

"What?"
"It's a joke. You're fine."

"Oh."

"Let's put some Mercurochrome on it."

"I don't want to be a dancer. I wanna be a

cowboy."
"That's great." Alan dabbed antiseptic on the

palm. "Jake, why'd you go downstairs? Were you
playing in the woodpile?"

"I thought maybe I dropped the mitten in the

cellar this morning." His eyes drifted away. "When I

went downstairs with Mom when she went down-
stairs to check the wood in the furnace and I went

with her." He would not look at Alan directly.

"Yes, Jake, go on."

His face showed strain. "No, that's a fib. I

wasn't searching for my mitten. I just was going to

play with my horse. He wants me."

"Why do you say it wants you?"

"It's been so long, you know."
It didn't seem long to Alan. "I'm glad you told

me, Jake."

"It's cold down there. And lonely. You haven't

painted him. When will you carry him up again?"

Alan couldn't bring himself to explain. "We'll

see. Let's get you a Band-Aid."

"A special stripe-ed-y one?"

"Sure." In the kitchen cabinet all that was left

were spot bandages. Why didn't June keep a full box
of Band-Aids in the kitchen? Alan took the steps

two at a time to the upstairs medicine chest. Out of

kids' bandages. Well, the ballpoint pen would do,

maybe. "I'm customizing the Band-Aid," he shouted
down.

When Jake saw the handpainted bandage, he
didn't exactly reject it. "I wanted one with green

stripes .

"

Alan ran up the steps again to get another
plain bandage. "Sure, Jake." As he turned on the

landing, he jammed his thumb into the newel post.

Oh, swell. He came down the steps blowing on his

fingers.

"Is that an owie. Daddy?" Jake patted his

father's hand. "Poor Daddy." Then he bent forward
and lightly kissed the bruise.

Alan brushed back a wisp of hair from Jake's

face. "Thanks."

a Ian was late for the interview. He didn't get

the job. Probably he wouldn't have gotten it

even if he'd been early, he told himself. No,
quit the self-pity. There would be other interviews.

Besides, he kind of liked not v/orking. No, cut the

crap. It'd been six months and be couldn't consider it

a vacation, richly deserved, any longer. He was in

June's way when she was at borne, and when she

was at work he felt worse: guilty that she had to

work for that pissant real estate agent, guilty that it

wasn't enough money, guilty that they had about
used up their savings, their patience, maybe other

things.

Or had it started before that? In September
when Marge, their cleaning hidy, dragged in the

green rocking horse?

Their previous cleaning lady had retired and
Marge, herself close to retirement, had come
recommended by some friends a few months ago.

She liked to save things — old magazines, chipped

china, cuttings from plants.

"Where did you get that?" June asked, knead-

ing the back of her neck, trying to relieve her
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The sun went behind a

cloud, cind the horse's

paisley pattern became
eyes.

headache.

Marge had brought them a pie, made from

the first apples of autumn, and the rocking horse.

"Ain't that something? I never seen one like it. I seen

plenty of white ones and brown ones but never a

green one with little corkscrews and eyes and whirli-

gigs sprinkled on :.t like that. I'm giving it to Jake.

Jake's my boy."

June wrinkli^d her nose.

Marge ratthid on. "I got it from an antique

store in my neighborhood. It's from a merry-go-

round. He cut off the pole and nailed rockers on the

bottom." She put her hands on her hips and flicked a

smug look at June. "Ain't that something. It was in

the back of the store, but I cleaned off the cobwebs

and dried bugs."

. It was clean, all right — no dirt, no insects.

Just a violent, ripe, primeval green. Painted that

color, the pygmy horse looked like some unappeas-

able jungle deity w'orshiped by savages, carrying the

freight of their unavailing prayers and sacrifices.

When the afternocn sun hit the paisley design, eyes

appeared in the v/ormy squiggles, and the paisley

seemed to swarm. There it sat in the middle of the

room, and for a minute the three adults stood sus-

pended numbly around it as if before a fetish or

totem from an ancient time.

Amy broke into the stiff silence in the living

room. She was wearing lipstick. Alan didn't approve

of makeup on a twelve-year-old. He would have

told her to wash her face if Marge hadn't been there.

"Mom, can I have an advance on next week's

allowance? Shirley's aunt is taking her to a movie

and I can come. It's PG, so you don't have to worry.

And since there's no school tomorrow ..." She

paused in front of the rocking horse. "That's for

Jake? Wow, that's really different. Can I have some
money, can I?"

"I'd like to talk to you about your allowance,"

June began.

Marge left and started the vacuum cleaner in

the next room. Amy raised her voice so she could be

heard above the whine of the motor. "The reason we
want to go to the movie is because Melissa didn't

invite us to her slumber party." Her lipsticked mouth
formed a smirk. "Screw her."

June flinchjid. "Watch your language, Amy
Charlotte Lichter."

"She's a dip and an asshole."

"Don't press your luck, kiddo."

"I hate her, hate her, hate her. I hope she

dies. I hope she drops dead, the dumb sucker."

"No movie for you."

Amy glared at the rocking horse. "Why does

Jake always get everything? Nobody cares about

me."

"Guess you'll go eat worms, huh?"

Amy turned to June with eyes like points of

fire. "Fuck!" she said, and struck at the rocking horse

as she stalked out. "I hate her. Someday, I'll ..."

June kept massaging the base of her skull. "I

shouldn't have. I don't know what ..."

Then Jake ran in. "Amy's crying. Gee, is that

for me?" The horse was still swaying from Amy's
swipe. His chin dropped in awe. "It's beautiful," he

said in a hushed tone.

"It's a gift from Marge. At least let your

father paint it over. Make it more like a real horse."

"I like it. Mommy, I do. Just the way it is."

He circled it, hesitated, and stepped back two
paces, puzzled, his head to one side, his brow
furrowed. The sun went behind a cloud, and the

horse's paisley pattern became eyes nesting inside

paramecium creatures squirming against the green

background.

Jake moved toward it, extended an arm slow-

ly, and touched the horse with his index finger, then

the whole palm of his hand. It was only a wooden
toy. t

When Jake had been a baby he had rocked

himself in his sleep, sitting up on his knees with his

arms stretched out to the sides of the crib, shaking it

rhythmically. Now he mounted the rocking horse

and rode furiously, throwing his head back and
pumping his legs from his waist back and forth,

back and forth, up and down, his fists wrapped
around the two pegs growing out of its temples like

horns. There was fierce glee in his eyes and his

nostrils flared. "It's mine! It's mine!" His voice

vibrated with high exhilaration.

"Stop." June flung out a hand to still him.
"You'll hurt yourself." And more steadily, more con-
trolled, "You'll break it. You'll wear a hole in the

rug." She kept her hand on his waist.

"I like it. Mommy." He hugged Marge when
she left.

J
une was edgy. "I think Marge is getting

feeble-minded."

"She's too young to be senile."

Maybe I should find someone else to clean

the house." *

"It's not contagious, you know."
"I can't help it, Alan."

"Listen to this about the documents lost in the

flood in Florence."

"Look at me, please."
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He lowered the magazine he was reading.

"What's bothering you?"

"I feel silly talking about it." She bit her lower

lip. "It's just a hunch."

"Out with it."

"When I let myself in by the kitchen door yes-

terday, she was telling the kids a story."

"So?"

"She was telling them that banshees wail over

the graves of the dead."

"Marge got it wrong. The banshee wails out-

side the house a night or two before someone dies."

"I don't want her teaching them stupid things

or superstitions. I'm their mother. I want to be the

one to teach them. Not her. Not some superstitious

old maid."

He went over to where she was sitting on the

sofa and put his arm around her shoulder.

"It was creepy. The banshees were gradually

coming for everyone." She closed her eyes as if to

press the memory back and away in her mind where
it could lose itself.

"If you want, I'll talk t» her."

She had made up her mind. "No. I'll do it to-

morrow. I don't want her here again."

"June, honey, not just for one story."

"You weren't there. You didn't hear it. It was
creepy."

"She's a poor old lady with no money. We
can't fire her."

"We're not . . . not . . . not a corporation.

We're not firing her— just letting her go. She's got

money. She has her social security. And she gave

Amy a necklace." June sounded shrill and desperate

as she argued more with herself than with him.

"She's got money. And we're not the only ones she

works for."

He said in a low voice, "She loves the kids."

"I don't care." Her chin trembled. "Maybe I

just don't like her. Maybe I don't like her stealing the

kids' affection."

"That's crazy. The kids love you."

"Yeah, 'quality of time spent,' et cetera, et

cetera. I know the slogan. You Tarzan, me Super-

mother." She clenched her fists in her lap. "I never

want to see her in this house again."

"What will you tell her?"

"I'll think of something."

She didn't have to. Marge called the next

morning to say she was going into the hospital for a

checkup on account of her thyroid problem. She

never came out. She died of coronary thrombosis.

She was laid out at Richfield Funeral Home. Alan

felt he should pay his respects.

Her head lay on a satin pillow as it never had

in life; she was clothed in her Sunday-best suit. Her

iron-grey hair curved around her rouged cheeks and

pointed to the reddened mouth in jolly parody. He
stumbled to a chair in the back row.

In front of him he heard someone whisper

solemnly, "She looks good, doesn't she. Better than

she did in the hospital. She looks as if she's

sleeping."

"She looks as if she's going to a party, that's

the truth," replied the other woman.
He disagreed.

"She sure got a lot of flowers."

"She was a volunteer at the church. That pink

bouquet is from the pastor."

His eyes, too, were drawn to the vase of car-

nations with the gay silver ribbon threading through

the flowers at the head of the coffin.

He couldn't stay any longer. There were too

many flowers.

He went up to the casket for one last fare-

well, giving a wide berth to the chairs along the aisle

so he wouldn't trip into them. Hs really didn't like to

look at death. A memory surfaced from his child-

hood of a cat he'd had— Midnight, a cat he'd loved.

Alan had once come upon Midnight with a squealing

chipmunk in her mouth. He'd tri(;d to get it away by
stroking Midnight and talking to her. "Midnight,

nice Midnight let the chipmunlc go. Give it up."

Midnight had snapped its neck. Alan had been five,

and for some reason or by some mistake he'd been

left alone. He'd run and hidden in the house. From
the window he'd peered squeamishly as Midnight

rolled the dead chipmunk around, danced into the

air, tapped it with a dainty paw, and licked it.

He had to get out of here.

His eyes blurred and thought they saw a

crescent-shaped welt on the back of one of Marge's

clasped hands. Now it was a purplish wormy scar,

now a half-moon mouth. The undertaker had made
no effort to disguise this beneath rosy makeup.

He spoke a few words of condolence to

Marge's sister and rushed outside to be free from the

intense and forced sweetness of cut flowers.

Until October they had been fine and more
than fine. Young couple with two children, nice

house in the suburbs, life insurance. Upscale tastes:

white rooms, green plants, heailth foods, jogging.

Keep that body in shape, like it said in the song:

"We're gonna live forever." He had quit smoking last

year. They were sitting pretty. They were in the cat-

bird seat. ("Are you getting off here. Mister? Is this

your stop?" "No thanks.")

In mid-October, he'd lost his job with the

State Planning Commission. Nothing personal, the

director had said. Alan's work had been excellent,

and the director had told Alan he'd be delighted to

provide recommendations; but in the reshuffling and
cutbacks, positions had been withdrawn from their

department. He had been the most junior member.
What it meant was that June had to keep on

working and postpone her college degree. When he'd

'continued on page 70)
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Moi'e Books
I

n Legion (Pocket Books, $3.95), William Peter Blatty

has written what the ads are hailing as "his long-

awaited sequel to The Exorcist.” The idea sounds

promising enough, at first. Exactly twelve years after the

events of the earlier novel, the Washington area is

witness to a series ol' grisly occult murders, and once

again the killer or killers may be supernatural.

Characters from the first book are back in action,

confronting the forces of darkness. The first victim is a

little black boy who delivers the Washington Post; he's

found crucified to a pair of oars in the Georgetown

University boathouse. Then a couple of local priests are

polished off in an ecfually gruesome manner. It sounds

as if we're in store for another horror blockbuster.

No such luck -for this time around Blatty has c

made a peculiar decision; he's chosen to tell his story 1

from the point of view of a garrulous old police I

detective. Lieutenant William Kinderman, a veteran of J

forty-three years on the force. Kinderman played a i

supporting role in The Exorcist, but now, in a kind of v

fictive Peter Principle, he's been elevated to the position r

of central character. And a more tedious character could £

scarcely be imagined. From the start, he displays little (

interest in the crimes he's supposed to be investigating; c

he's far more concerned with such theological problems 1

as the existence of God, the problem of evil, and the £

nature of the humar soul. As a result, until the novel's £

final chapters, the events of the story take a back seat 1

to Kinderman's interminable soliloquies on the Bible, 1

quantum mechanics, electrons, the Neanderthal,

elephants, chimpanzees, Shakespeare, Occam, Blake, 1

Leopold and Loeb, genetic theory, quarks, neutrinos, £

Kafka, Teilhard de Chardin, B.F. Skinner, Darwin, 1

Alfred Binet, and the role of the Prime Mover. It's i

typiccil of the book that one of the first clues in the £

case— that two strands of hair match— is revealed only i

distance us from it. When, as the novel opens, we find

him at the scene of the crime, he's busy musing about

Beethoven, Gerard Manley Hopkins, and The Brothers

Karamozov, and throughout the book he constantly

interrupts the narrative to deliver monologues on
whatever strikes his fancy. Blatty's own fancy apparently

runs to quaint Victorian theology; he's even gone so far

as to throw in a short allegorical dialogue about

Creation, the kind of thing usually confined to obscure

occult books. He sneaks the scene in through that

hoariest of devices, a dream, one in which Kinderman

sees, so help me God, a big blue light exchanging

angelic chitchat with a little white light. ("In his mind he

heard the light on the left begin to speak. 'I cannot help

loving you,' it said. The other light made no answer.")

Character takes a backseat to such concerns.

Kinderman's relations with his wife are cloyingly

saccharine ("I think not, precious angel . . . Hugs and

Kisses, darling dumpling"), and other characters in the

novel emerge as little more than "cuts of meat in a

supermarket cooler" (to»use Thomas Disch's term for

most horror-tale victims), trundled onstage merely to be

after we've been forced to sit through a meandering

eight-page discussion on the Gnostics, angels, and the

miracles of the autonomic nervous sytstem.

That Blatty would rather write a novel of ideas

than a horror novel seems a perfectly laudable ambition;

The Exorcist, in fact, managed to be both, combining

authentic chills, strong narrative drive, and a gripping

presentation of such complex intellectual problems as

catching the Prince of Lies in a contradiction and

determining whether the main character was a victim of

possession or merely psychosis. Legion's philosophizing,

however, is long-winded, intrusive, and, in light of the

book's simple-minded supernatural ending, ultimately

pointless. Worse, it's, served up to us, via Kinderman, in

a singularly off-putting style, a mixture of Hollywood

Yiddishisms (he describes God as "Blithely shtravansing

through the cosmos like some omnipotent Billie Burke"),

literary name-dropping ("Kinderman thought of the

passage by Plato .... He remembered 'Visions,' an essay

by Jung. ... He remembered a line from G.K.

Chesterton ..." and a certain sour preachiness that I've

always associated with Lee J. Cobb, the actor who
played Kinderman in the 1973 film of The Exorcist. In

the original novel, the lieutenant admitted of himself,

"Schmaltz — that's the Kinderman method: pure schmaltz."

He hasn't changed much in the intervening twelve years;

if anything, his schmaltz quotient has increased.

The detective is, in short, a classic bore, and

viewing the action through his baggy eyes tends to

butchered. A nurse we've barely met gets hers in a

typically grisly little throwaway: "Her torso had been slit

open, her organs removed, and her body— before being

sewn back up— had been stuffed with light switches

taken from a storeroom in the hospital basement." Even

one of the supposedly sympathetic characters, a survivor

from the previous novel, is introduced mainly to be

slaughtered, and though we're offered a few little hints

("Is it true the way he died? . . . And he was
mutilated?") the exact manner of his death is coyly

withheld for a full thirty pages before we learn that the

man's entire blood supply has been drained, without

spilling a drop, into "twenty-two specimen jars arranged

neatly in symmetrical rows." From the way they're

presented, these deaths are clearly intended to titillate.

Suddenly, in the book's closing pages, Blatty

becomes all business, staging several confrontations

between Kinderman and the killer during which, in

another artificial device reminiscent of old detective

films, the latter simply looks Kinderman in the eye and,

in a brief lecture delivered with cool villainly hauteur.

Explains All. ("Haven't you guessed it. Lieutenant? Why,
of course you have. You've finally put it all together.")

There's also a mildly dramatic scene in which Kinderman

realizes his own family is in danger and ends up dashing

home to save them. It's as if the author's realized, just

before the end, that he has a responsibility to tell a

story. Kinderman moves quickly for an old man; but for

Blatty's novel, it's much too late. —TK

..J
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by Stephen Rebello
A legend beloved of ‘Bermuda Triangle’ cultlsts—

and a legendary film project—is finally sailing across the screen.

L ike the Bermuda Triangle, the ghostly Flight

101, and the dark doings in Hangar 18, the so-

called Philadelphia Experiment is just the sort of

tale to keep tabloids like the Star and the Enquirer in

the chips. Along with other occult legends, it boasts all

the ingredients for cne heck of a "popcorn" movie:

wartime invisibility experiments gone horrifyingly

haywire, a World War II naval destroyer vanishing from

its Philadelphia berth only to reappear seconds later in

Virginia, ominous hints of a government cover-up, and

crazed crew membeis scared into silence. Almost as

tantalizing as the alleged incident itself (recounted in a

book by William Moore and 'Triangle" promoter Charles

Berlitz) is the question of why Hollywood proved so

pokey in getting arc'und to filming it.

However, take heart. Just when genre films were

threatening to take i:hemselves too seriously, along comes
the summer release of New World Pictures' nine-million-

dollar thriller The Philadelphia Experiment—

a

zippy,

straight-ahead action film that uses the source material

as a springboard for breakneck chases, romance on the

run, and a host of high-powered explosions cmd sp)ecial

effects. While it probably won't cause Joe Dante or

Steven Spielberg any sleepless nights worrying about the

competition. The Philadelphia Experiment might prove

just the tonic for a summer audience's sun-fried senses.

On the face of it, there isn't much about the

film's production lineup to lure the lines away from

Gremlins or Indiana Jones. The picture's director is

Stewart Raffill, a transplanted Englishman who cut his

directorial teeth on Disney and Wilderness Family fare

before making his fantasy genre debut on last season's

Ice Pirates, about which the less said the better.

Screenwriters William Gray and Michael Janover are,

respectively, represented by Amityville 3D and Hardly

'Working, the latter film marking the return of Jerry

Lewis. More intriguing, perhaps, is the presence of

cinematographer Dick Bush, whose work on Tommy and

Victor/Victoria bodes well for this new venture.

Additionally, there is the casting of Michael Pare, one of

the new pack of urban Adonis types, whose work in

Eddie and the Cruisers and Streets of Fire smoldered

even when the films did not. Opposite Pare (and finally

breaking free of her image as Brian DePalma's wife) is

Nancy Allen, star of films such as Carrie, Blow Out,

and Strange Invaders. ,

Perhaps the most bankable name on the credit

roll is that of the film's executive producer, John
Carpenter. For years. Carpenter unsuccessfully wrestled

with adapting and directing the project himself, only to

give up the ghost when more malleable and lucrative

projects such as The Ninja (since scrapped) and the

now-in-production Starman loomed on the horizon!

However, unlike Halloween II director Rick Rosenthal's

complaints about Carpenter's heavy postproduction

tinkering on that film. The Philadelphia Experiment gave

director Stewart Raffill a relatively free hand. "As a

matter of fact," Raffill laughed during the last weeks of

shooting, 'I've never even met John Carpenter."

One of the film's producers, Doug Curtis, has

been involved with the project since it was a glimmer in

Carpenter's directorial eye. "He loved the material,"

Curtis recalled, "but though he wrote the first two acts

of a brilliant film, he wrote himself into a comer.

It was basically Three Days of the Condor using the

Philadelphia Experiment as a background. It was a very

intellectual, talky script and the only one John started

but just couldn't finish. I think the problem was that

John wanted to tell it as a cover-up kind of story. Once
you do that, you're telling a story that is more political

than action-adventure— and if the film was going to

work, action-adventure was what it had to be."

Eventually a workable screenplay was whipped

into shapje, and the film was given a spring 1982 green

light by Avco Embassy. However, studio ownership

changed hands, and The Philadelphia Experiment was

l
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The Philadelphia Experiment
2 .

given the heave-ho.

Unwilling to say die, producers Curtis and
Carpenter spent months brainstorming the basic material

with a new writer. Although Carpenter wanted to make
the film entirely a period piece, a compromise approach

was struck: the plot line would kick off in 1943 with the

on-ship experiment going hopelessly out of whack. Two
young Naval buddies leap overboard, only to find

themselves sucked into a vortex that spits them out in

1984. A sexy, spirited young woman aids their flight
' toward safety and the truth.

One might well ask whether this new story line

isn't a shade too reminiscent of The Final Countdown,
that 1976 Twilight Zoneish film which proved, at best, a

middling critical and financial success. Producer Curtis

merely shrugs. "I don't worry about that as much as

everyone else seems to. When you read the concept, it

certainly sounds like the same kind of film, but that one
takes place on a ship and they go back to the forties.

Ours is a unique story; it's got people you really care

about before you care about all the effects involved."

Once The Philadelphia Experiment was berthed at

New World Pictures the production was pared down to

basics: eight weeks to prepare and six to shoot. Director

Jonathan Kaplan, hot on the heels of Heart Like a

Wheel, was signed on to helm the picture, only to fall

out later. The nervous producers, patching Max W.
'Anderson's special effects for Ice Pirates, decided to hire

both Anderson and that picture's director, Stewart

Raffill, for Philadelphia.

Industry veterans consider Raffill to be fast,

savvy, and a flexible collaborator— just the man for the

job. In the flesh, the director looks the type one might

see beaming from a magazine ad, sporting a snazzy

sweater and a thumbs-up grin. If his juices were sapped

from making two sci-fi action films back to back and
taking critical lumps on one of them, he certainly didn't

show it. Says Raffill: "I liked Philadelphia because it lent

itself to doing a science fiction film where you really

cared about the people. When I came on the project, all

the rewriting I instigated was mainly character-

orientated. It's vital that the people are likable and
believable so that when you put them through these

spectacular special effects, the audience cares about

them."
' Credited by his coworkers with also having

goosed up the film's action ratio, Raffill initially sought

the U.S. Navy's help in obtaining, on loan, a vintage

ship to represent the U.S.S. Eldridge, the 306-foot

destroyer that, so it has been claimed, disappeared and
reappeared back in 1943. The military's flat-out refusal

changed Raffill's mind about the veracity of the tale.

"Personally, I was agnostic about whether or not the

book was true until the Navy was so adamant in saying

"You can't use our ships,"' Raffill explains. 'Then I did

become more suspicious and maybe a bit of a believer in

the whole thing. The Navy didn't want to help us with

the making of the film, nor did they want to participate

in any way, because they said the Moore and Berlitz

book was absolutely untrue. Our film does state the fact

that the military takes occasional risks— risks which are

sometimes necessary, sometimes not. But even if they

did lose some people in doing the experiment, one must

remember that they were trying to save lives and ships

during wartime." Without the Navy's help, Raffill and
the crew improvised, trekking to Charleston, South

1 . Fresh from the futuristic ’50s world of Streets of Fire,

Michael Pare plays a U.S. sailor transported—via The

Philadelphia Experiment—from 1943 to 198^-. 2. In this

artist’s rendition, wartime research into “ra(far invisibility”

turns into a pulp sci-fi dream, complete witt lightning bolts,

explosions, and an ominous tornadolike ’’time vortex.”

3. Working on a budget considerabiy smaller than the

Navy’s, special effects supervisor Max Anderson and
director Stewart Raffill had to make the pyrotechnics look

real. 4, 5. When experiments in the Philadelphia Navy 'V'ard

go haywire, the casualties are very strange indeed-
including these burn victims aboard the U.Ei.S. Eldridge.

6. Pare and pal Bobby DiCicco, all washed up In 1984 and
nowhere to go. 7. Dead ringers for a band of aliens,

security forces at a 1984 naval base don protective gear

near the experimental area. 8. Time-traveler Pare wreaks
destruction aboard the Eldridge.
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The Philadelphia Experiment

Carolina, where they found a 376-foot destroyer called

the Laffey which could sub for the Eldridge.

Influenced by Raffill's experiences as a

documentary filmmaker and his personal penchant for a

Hemingwayesque lifestyle, the script was opened up to

embrace firestorms, outsized explosions, and city-block

meltdowns. To create these sequences, effects man Larry
Cavanaugh was forced to come up with expensive-

looking production values on a limited budget, in

contrast to his past work on such high-ticket films as

Apocalypse Now and The Long Riders. Raffill and
Cavanaugh had a field day with a location shoot in

Wendover, Nevada, where an abandoned Air Force base

was razed for the film. The bearish, soft-spoken

Cavanaugh produced a full-tilt windstorm by using seven
gas-plant wind machines powered by chassis-mounted

aircraft engines. The buildings themselves were doused
by a tanker spewing a quick-igniting mixture of diesel

fuel and gasoline. "They were built back in the thirties

and were very dry," says Cavanaugh. 'The fire created

its own current and started burning up so fast that,

within ten minutes, we couldn't even bring the actors

through the way Stewart had planned the scenes." Adds
a grinning Raffill: "We actually burned a piece of

history, because the base was specially built to assemble
the first atomic bomb loaded on the Enola Gay for the

flight to Hiroshima. I felt radiate^ just from being

there."

Another of the film's intended set pieces is a

vertiginous whirlpoollike vortex created by optical effects

expert Max W. Anderson. One of those sequences

utilizes tank work, miniatures, animation, slit-scan, and
multiplaning techniques married within single shots. A
spindly, bespectacled young man who chooses his words
carefully, Anderson worked on Raffill's Ice Pirates as

well as on Wolfen, Cat People, Altered States, and
Children of the Com. Unlike some of the full-scale

shootouts he's had with directors on past projects,

Philadelphia saw Anderson and Raffill's working
relationship become exceptionally plummy. Echoing the

production's party line, Anderson maintains, 'The film is

not about special effects. Basically, the effects are there

to sell the story line and enhance the situation that

envelops the characters. I'm trying to find new and
different ways of involving the audience in the movie.

'The hard part of this film," he says, "isn't the

difficulty of the effects. It's very easy to create a

dazzling light show in a trip through a vortex. If that's

all we create. I'm going to feel like I failed. What's
important is getting the audience sucked into the vortex,

not just viewing a light show passing by. I'm trying to

create compression of imagery, in other words: strange

and familiar images stacked on top of each other which
begin to compress, to slow down, and then become freer

as the point of view dives through wide-open space."

(Confused? We are, too.) Adds Anderson with a grin:

"Of course, that's the ideal. If I can achieve that. I'll be
thrilled."

Director Raffill is betting on the chemistry between
leads Michael Pare and Nancy Allen. Pare, a likable,

square-jawed throwback to such rakish and irreverent

types as Garfield and Gable, has no illusions that the

film is an actor's showcase. "We've rewritten every line

we've delivered," he says. "We haven't changed the script

or the story, but we've pushed the dramatic effect.

Before, you could have gotten puppets to do the script.

Now it's a people story." Pare admits that the project

lured him, in part, precisely because there were some
who didn't want it made. "I heard this story about a

boat disappearing around ten years ago," Pare said,

"from my brother. It's a little scary, thinking of the

government pulling off stuff like that which we don't

know about. It's like that Hangar 18 thing with the

aliens. To tell the truth, I liked the fact that the Navy
didn't want it made."

For Pare, director Raffill's approach proved
something of an about-face from that of Walter Hill on
the rock thriller Streets of Fire. "Walter's more of an
intellect," says Pare. "When he wants you to get excited

for a scene, he tells you quietly, 'Now, Michael, this is a

very passionate, moving moment.' Btewart jumps up and
down, yells, and gets you pumped up. The difference

between them is that Walter has a Ph.D. and Stewart's

been in movies for twenty-five years. They're two
different schools."

Actress Nancy Allen, whose brassy, somewhat
ditzy charm has yet to find the role in which shell leave

a mark, bridles at any suggestion that her ex-husband
Brian DePalma typecast her as an airheaded mantrap.

"They're not all whores," she insists with more than a

slight edge. "In my opinion, anyone who enjoys what
she's doing isn't a whore. The character in Blow Out, for

example, is quite smart and centered. Her problem is that

she's typical of women her age, victimized by thinking

men are much smarter than she is. My character in

Philadelphia is a good lady. She's a lot like me."

Director Raffill admits that he gave Pare and
Allen a great deal of latitude in resliaping their stick-

figure characters. With so much daily doodling with the

screenplay, the director and actors seemed as pleased

with their contributions as the producers appeared

jittery. "Producers like to know what's happening daily,"

says Raffill. "They like stability. Since they were so

nervous about the script's being rewritten during

shooting, I shot scenes the way they were written, as

well as our way. That way, we have two choices."

Raffill enjoys taking an oblique swipe at the

generation of directors often referred to as "movie brats."

"One of the advantages I have," he says, "is that before

I became a film director, I had a pretty adventurous life

and upbringing. A lot of people are raised in Hollywood
and are Hollywood. Therefore, they are educated purely
by other people's material. They don't have a life's

experience. I'm not saying that makes for better or worse
movies, but certainly different movies."

Although Raffill and company expressed fears

about their film's getting lost in the high-powered arena
of summer releases, the director cautioned that audience
tastes can never be second-guessed. "I just went ahead
and made the movie," Raffill says. "In the finality, 1

made it to please myself, based on what I like to see

and what fulfills my personal taste. In general, I like the

films most audiences like. Occasionally one can have a

sense of paranoia that you may not be doing it right,

but the movie business is not for the faint-hearted. You
have to go for what you want. You can't be frightened

of failing."

With The Philadelphia Experiment's no-frills

aspirations and risky mix of talent on both sides of

the camera, it might prove a nice surprise if the film

remains visible long after more highly touted epics

have long since done their own disappearing acts. ®
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Like some real-life

Philadelphia Experiment,

the S.S. ‘Poet’

sailed out of

Phllly four years

ago—and vanished
without a trace.

Voyage

to

Oblivion
by Paul Hoffman

O ne a.m. Friday, October 24,

1980. The S.S. Poet, a con-

verted World War II troop-

ship, left her berth at Girard Point,

Philadelphia, and set sail for Port Said,

Egypt, laden with a Food for Peace

cargo of 13,533 tons of yellow com.
The night air was crisp and clear.

The Poet's normal complement of ten of-

ficers and twenty-four crew members
was aboard— all but John B. McNaney,
who had sailed on the Poet some 250

.it
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days a year for the past thirteen years

and had been chief engineer for nine.

McNaney's wife had been hospitalized,

and he'd hurried home to Baltimore to

be with her.

It turned out to be the luckiest ill-

ness his wife ever suffered— for the

Poet was embarking on her final

voyage . . . into oblivion.

At least one crew member had
a premonition of disaster— Seaman
Roland "Skip" Courter, a forty-year-old

drifter from Oaklyn, New Jersey, who
was making his first voyage aboard the

Poet.

"I knew he was afraid to go," said

his drinking buddy, Guy Fernandez. "I

asked him why ancf he said, 1 don't

know. It's an old ship. It's carrying

com. If it gets wet, it expands . . . the

hull ruptures . . . that's it.'"

Forty-five minutes after the Poet
set sail, the harbor pilot turned over
the helm to Captain Gary Harper, the

river pilot. Harper found that the

523-foot-long ship was "sluggish"— slow
in turning — in shallow water, but once
she reached the deeper channel of the

Delaware River, the ship steered nor-
mally. He also noted that the Poet was
"by-head": her bow rode lower than
the stem. But, according to Harper,
the Poet's skipper. Captain Leroy War-
ren, a fifty-seven-year-old veteran of
thirty years at sea and more than fif-

teen as a master, "sort of shrugged it

off."

The trip downriver was unevent-
ful. At 8:20 a.m., as the Poet passed

Cape Henlopen at the mouth of Dela-

ware Bay, she dropped the pilot, and
Captain Warren headed out into the

vast Atlantic. The sea breeze blew at

twenty m.p.h.; the waves were three

feet high.

Forty minutes later, the ship sent a

routine radio message to the Coast

Guard and the Maritime Administra-

tion's USMER— merchant marine locat-

ing system— stating its position and
its intended course: a "rhumb line,"

or direct route, across the Atlantic to

the Strait of Gibraltar and then along

the North African coast through the

Mediterranean to Port Said.

At midnight. Third Mate Robert
Gove made a collect radio-telephone

call to his wife Donna in Red Bank,
New Jersey. During their brief conver-

sation there was no mention of adverse

weather or any other problem affecting

the vessel.

That was the last anyone heard
from the S.S. Poet.

Nearly four years later, no trace

of the S.S. Poet has been found — not a

single piece of flotsam, not so much as

an oil slick, nor any word about the

fate of the thirty-four men aboard.

'The loss of a U.S.-flag vessel of this

size without a trace is unheard of,"

declared one Congressional investiga-

tor. "There is no other incident of this

type on record." The Poet's disap-

pearance remains one of the great mar-
itime mysteries of all time, yet it has

passed almost unnoticed by the press

and public.

D
espite her name, the Poet was
not the sort of ship that in-

spires verse. There was noth-

ing romantic about her— neither the

majestic masts and rigging of the Yan-

kee Clipper and other craft from that

era of "wooden ships and iron men"
nor the streamlined steel hull and art

deco interiors oi' liners like the Nor-
mandie and lie de France.

No, the Poet was an assembly-line

product of a mechanized war. One of

six sister ships constructed by the

Kaiser Company in Richland, Califor-

nia, in 1944, she originally was
christened General Omar Bundy and
saw service ferrying toops for the Ar-
my and Navy until 1949. Then she and
her sister ships were "mothballed" in

Virginia's James River.

In 1964 the ships were bought by
Bethlehem Steel, overhauled, and con-
verted into bull<-cargo carriers. Re-

christened the Portmar, she plied the

intercoastal trade:, carrying steel pro-

ducts westward and lumber east. In

1969 she was sold and renamed the

Port.

Three years later she was sold

again, to the Hawaiian Eugenia Corp.,

renamed again — the Poet— and trans-

ferred to transoceanic shipping, her

new owners profiting under a Congres-

sional rider requiring that fifty percent

of foreign aid be carried on American-
flag vessels— at prices of $80 a ton,

double the world rate.

It was blatant special-interest

legislation, under which American tax-

payers enriched a handful of ship-

owners. Only tv:enty-five ships plied

the oceans carrying Food for Peace

cargoes, fourteen of them — like the

Poet— World War Il-vintage vessels

resurrected specifically to cash in on
government contracts. According to

Jesse Calhoon, president of the Marine
Engineers' Beneficial Association, they

were "aging rustbuckets . . . floating

coffins waiting to sink."

Even more ominous was the

record of Hawaiian Eugenia and of its

president and principal owner, Henry

J. Bonnabel. A 1944 graduate of the

Merchant Marine Academy at Kings

Point, Long Island, "Bonnie" Bonnabel,

tall, bald, and mustached, ran an inter-

locking tangle of shipping companies
from a nineteenth-floor office at 17

Battery Place at the tip of Manhattan,
overlooking New York Harbor.

During the Safety Board hearings,

he wept at questions about the Poet. "I

can't talk about the ship," he said. "It

was the equivalent of taking a 1944
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Cadillac, putting it >ip on blocks in a

garage and, after all those years, bring-

ing it out."

Actually, the Poet was more like a

Model T with 100, OCX) miles on the

odometer. According to the Phila-

delphia Inquirer, Bcinnabel had com-

piled "a record cif operating old

freighters that have {xperienced serious

mishaps that have litft the ships help-

less and vulnerable to catastrophe on

the high seas."

There was the Silver Dome, which

sank in the Pacific in 1973. There was
the Pilgrim, which had been on her

way to a ships' "graveyard" in 1979 to

be cut up for scrap when she was di-

verted to deliver a Food for Peace

cargo to Zambia. But she never

reached her destination, because she

developed a forty-five-degree list and

nearly sank in the Atlantic off Cape

Town, South Africa

In the same week that the Poet

disappeared, the Flora, Hawaiian

Eugenia's only other tangible asset, lost

her power off the Azores and was
knocked out of commission. She never

sailed again.

Finally, there was the Penny, one

of the Poet's sister ships— a "deathtrap,"

according to some crew members. On
a 1980 voyage in tfie Gulf of Mexico
between Tampa, Florida, and Gal-

veston, Texas, she lost power fifteen

times — sometimes so badly that she

couldn't even radio for help. In 1983,

en route to Port Said with a Food for

Peace cargo, she was forced to dry-

dock in Bermuda for repairs, and again

in Malta on the voyage back. After

that, the Coast Guard decertified the

vessel.

Although Bonnabel called the In-

quirer article "scandalous," he proved

to have a memory like a sieve. Sub-

poenaed to testify at a 1981 hearing of

the House Committee on Merchant

Marine and Fisheries into the disap-

pearance of the Poet, he was examined

by Pennsylvania Congressman Thomas
Foglietta:

Q. Were you . . . the president of

a corporation which owned the

Silver Dome, a ship which sank in

the Pacific in 1973, after cracks

developed in the hull?

A. I am under oath. 1 must answer

you truthfully.

Q. I hope you do,

A. I don't remember. You asked

if I was president of that com-
pany, I don't remember if I was or

not. . .

.

Q. How about the Oswego Ship-

ping Co. 7

A. Oswego Steamship Co. sounds

familiar.

Q. Are you the president of the

Oswego Steamship Co.?

A. I would have to look at the

records to find out . . . You see, it

is going back eight years in my
memory. You are asking me a

question eight years back in my
memory. I am not trying to avoid

the answer. If I say yes, I could be

wrong. If I say no, I could be

wrong.

Bonnabel collected $1 million in

insurance from Lloyd's of London for

the loss of the Poet. By contrast,

families of the ship's officers received

$30,000 each in union benefits, and
survivors of the crew even less. Negli-

gence suits against Hawaiian Eugenia

remain pending. Meanwhile, Bonnabel

has reportedly received a new shipping

contract from the government.

I f the Poet was not the sort of ship

that inspires verse, its disappear-

ance has all the makings of a mys-

tery novel, except there is no Perry

Mason or Peter Wimsey to tie together

all the loose ends in the final chapter.

In fact, there is no final chapter— only

loose ends.

Ships on the high seas are sup-

posed to report their positions to the

Maritime Administration every forty-

eight hours. Sometimes they're lax

about it, but the Poet had a record of

"religiously reporting." Its next report

should have been made by noon, Sun-

day, October 26. But no message was
ever received; the Poet did not even

send an EPIRB — emergency position-

indicating radio beacon — a backup

device that is standard operating equip-

ment on ships that size. Investigators

thus speculate that whatever happened

to the Poet happened sometime during

the thirty-six-hour period after she'd

sent her last message: Third Mate
Gove's call to his wife at midnight,

Friday.
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Voyage to Oblivion

On Saturday, October 25, a storm
swept up the Gulf Stream, reaching the

North Atlantic just about the time that

the Poet was scheduled to enter the

area. Fifty-mile-an-hour winds fanned
waves of up to twenty-five feet. On
Sunday, October 26, the ketch Wan-
dering Angus was capsized by a "rogue

wave." A few hours later, a few miles

away, the yacht Polar Bear, en route

from Shelter Island, New York, to Ber-

muda, was swamped and sank. Both
vessels— each less than one-tenth the

size of the Poet— sent distress signals

and all aboard were rescued.

"Although it was a heavy storm,"

one investigator noted later, "weather
conditions of this magnitude are not

uncommon and do not alone sink a

ship." Gerald A. Peterson, associate

director of the National Weather
Bureau, agreed: "It was by no means
an extraordinary weather situation that

could not be handled by ships at sea

under operating conditions." Indeed,

._the Poet had weathered worse storms

on previous voyages. For that matter,

ten other American merchant ships

were in the area and sailed through the

storm unscathed, although the Pana-

manian freighter Ocean Endeavor was
beached on the Jersey Shore.

Unfortunately, the Maritime Ad-
ministration's computers are pro-

grammed to record only good news.
They store a ship's reported positions,

but make no note of its failure to report.

So the M.A. did not notify the Coast
Guard that the Poet was missing.

On Monday, October 27, Bonna-
bel tried to contact the Poet regarding

discharge of the cargo at Port Said. For

nine days Chatham Radio sent a mes-
sage every two hours and never re-

ceived an acknowledgment. But not

until November 3 — the following Mon-
day— did Bonnabel notify the Coast

Guard that the vessel was missing.

"It isn't unusual or abnormal for a
vessel on a foreign voyage of this type

to go three, four, five days without re-

porting," the shipowner later explained,

"notwithstanding the fact that they

have instructions to report every forty-

eight hours."

So Bonnabel finally notifed the

Coast Guard, and then—
And then the Coast Guard did

nothing!

'There are three call letters that

take precedence over S.O.S.," com-
plained union leader Jesse Calhoon,
"and that is NBC, CBS, and ABC. If

you want to get the Coast Guard to

the scene of an accident, the most ex-

= peditious method is to put a television

camera there."

What especially irked the union
leader were network newscasts show-
ing Coast Guard planes dropping emer-
gency supplies to Haitian "boat people"

trying to enter the U.S. illegally- while
no search for the Poet and her

American seamen was underway.
But then, there was no publicity in

the Poet mystery. In The New York
Times, the vessel's disappearance rated

only a four-paragraph wire-service

story buried on an inside page. The
Washington Post didn't print a line

about it . . . until six months later.

Not until Friday, November 7,

after he'd met with Donald F. Hall, a
retired Coast Guard captain and
father-in-law of Third Mate Gove, did

Bonnabel finally ask the Coast Guard
to conduct a "search-and-rescue" mis-

sion-two weeks after the Poet had
last reported and only two days before

it was due in Port Said!

On the same day, Gove's father,

also a retired Coast Guard captain,

phoned his old service to request a

search for the missing vessel and was
told, "there's nowhere to search but the

whole ocean."

At long last, a mission was
launched. By November 11, Coast
Guard and military planes had scanned

135,850 square miles of ocean east of

Delaware Bay without finding a trace

of the Poet or her crew. The search

was eventually widened to cover

297,400 square miles.

Lloyd's of London agents in Gi-

braltar reported seeing no sign of the

Poet passing into the Mediterranean,

and semiofficial beachcombers as far

away as Ireland and Great Britain

scoured shores washed by the Gulf

Stream for flotsam— still without find-

ing a trace, although the recent down-
ing of Korean Air Lines flight 007 by
Soviet interceptors over the Sea of

Japan demonstrated dramatically how
quickly debris from a disaster bobs to

the surface and washes ashore.

On Saturday, November 15, irate

relatives of the Poet's crew confronted

Admiral Richard 1. Price, who had pre-

sided over the search, at Coast Guard
headquarters on Governor's Island in

New York Harbor, demanding action

or, at the least, an explanation.

"It could not have just walked off

the end of the world," said Dolores

Sallee, mother of two, whose husband
Richard was a seaman on the Poet. "It

cannot have just disappeared."

But there was nothing that Price

could do— or say— except twiddle ner-

vously with a rubber band and lead

the group in prayer.

Two days later, on Monday, No-
vember 17, the fruitless search, de-

scribed by Adm .ral Price as “one of the

largest in Coast Guard history," finally

was called off.

On December 9, the Poet officially

was declared ‘lost at sea" and all

aboard "missing and presumed dead."

W hat had happened to the

Poet! Even the experts could

do litlle more than guess.

S. Fraser Simmis, president of the

National Cargo Bureau, said that the

ship had been "very tightly stowed"

and doubted that she could have cap-

sized as the result of a cargo shift or

that the grain had been ignited by
spontaneous combustion.

A National Transportation Safety

Board report speculated that the Poet

had "capsized suiJdenly due to synchro-

nous rolling"— struck broadside by a

wave as the crcift was canting in the

same direction. It's an action akin to

the accelerated action utilized by
motorists stranded in snow and ice:

Start rocking the auto and give a final

shove to solid ground when the car is

rocking in the right direction. On the

sea, however, tlie final shove isn't to

solid ground, but to Davy Jones'

locker.

But the board was "unable to de-

termine the probable cause of this acci-

dent since no distress signal was ever

heard and no trace of the ship or its

crew has ever been found." Admitted
Congressman Foglietta: "Nobody knows
what happened out there."

The hiring halls and waterfront

saloons where seamen gather buzzed

like beehives with rumors about the

fate of the Poet. Indeed, they'd been

buzzing within days of the disappear-

ance, even as the grieving gathered in

Admiral Price's office— although there

wasn't a single shred of substantive

evidence to support such stories.

The most common scenario paral-

leled the pages of Hammond Iimes's

thriller. The Wreck of the Maty Deare:

insurance fraud. Perhaps the Poet's

cargo— valued at $2.1 million— had
been offloaded secretly and sold else-

where, the ship iscuttled to conceal the

crime. But given the value of the vessel

and cargo, it was scarcely a profitable

proposition.

Other scenarios were even more
fantastic: the Poet had carried not
grain, but a secret consignment of
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state-of-the-art weaponry for the late

Egyptian strongmar, Anwar Sadat.

The Poet had perished in an accidental

explosion— possibly (!ven nuclear— that

the authorities were covering up. Or
the lethal cargo had been hijacked on
the high seas by Libyan agents ... or

by Israelis ... or by— Name your
nationality.

Like moss, conspiracy theories

flourished in the shadows. In another

scenario, the Poet had been hijacked

not by foreign agents, but by elements

of orgcmized crime, her cargo traded

for heroin in Iran, her crew held

hostage or murdered by the mullahs.

After all, the Poet had disappeared

more than a weelc before Ronald
Reagan's election, nearly three months
before the American hostages' release.

In an elaboration of this theme, the

ship had been camouflaged and used

to smuggle narcotics into the U.S.,

even though the Pcet obviously was
too bulky to avoid detection and too

slow to evade pursuit. Nor was it ex-

plained why dope dealers, who trade

in packaged kilos, would have any use

for a 13,000-ton bulk-cargo carrier.

There was a theory to fit every

fantasy. Although the Poet's an-

nounced course would have carried her

five hundred miles north of the so-

called Bermuda Triangle, ghost-hunters

popped out of the woodwork to claim

that craft and crew had been seized by
the same supernatural forces that sup-

posedly sent so many other ships and
seamen to their doom. Even the Pilot,

official organ of the National Maritime
Union, reported that the Poet had
vanished in "the infamous Bermuda
Triangle, site of numerous inexplicable

vessel and aircraft disappearances."

Grumbled Admiral Price: "We were
getting proposals that we search based

on people's communications with—
what I guess I will call 'the other

world,' whatever that is."

"Ships of this size are not often

lost at sea," said Rear Admiral John D.
Costello, Coast Guard chief of opera-

tions. "They are almost never lost

with no distress communication being

heard." He might have added that even
more rarely do they disappear without

a trace.

Perhaps the perplex was summed

up best by Lisalette Zuckier, descen-

dant of generations of seafarers,

women to whom a "widow's walk" is

as familiar footage as a front doorstep.

Her great-grandparents were lost at

sea. Four uncles were killed in World
War 1. Her son, Hans Peter, sailed as a

seaman on the Poet.

"The whole thing smelled of fish

from the very beginning," she told Ad-
miral Price during the confrontation on
Governor's Island. "If this were 1880
and it were a ship in secirch of whales
we awaited, then I would believe you.
But this is 1980 and with all the

modem equipment, with all your elec-

tronic gear, you tell me that the ship is

lost and cannot be foimd. I do not

believe you."

The questions remain unanswered.

The loose ends stay untied. The fate of

the Poet and her crew is not known
. . . and perhaps never will be. The
1981 Congressional investigation could

only repeat the few stark facts: "The
vessel carried thirty-four men . . . and
vanished without a trace, without a

clue. She disappeared, it is safe to say,

engulfed in mystery." iQ

..t
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TZ INTERVIEW

Gremlins gave the Twilight Zone director a chance
to work with•monkeys, man-eating monsters, and a

fiedgiing actor named Spieiberg.

TZ Interviewers Randy and Jean-Marc

Lofficer report:

Although after Piranha, The Howling,

and Twilight Zone—The Movie it could

never be said that Joe Dante has spent

his career making “art” films, Gremlins is,

by his own admission, the most commer-
cial picture thus far in his career. Filmed

under the banner of Steven Spielberg's

Amblin Productions, it is the first of

Dante’s films to receive the type of

massive merchandising campaign that has

proved so successful for past Spielberg

endeavors such as Raiders of the Lost Ark

and E.T.

As we sat talking about Gremlins, the

film was still going through the final phase

of postproduction. Its success and au-

dience appeal were an unanswered ques-

tion, since it was scheduled to open on

the same day as three other eagerly

awaited productions, all aimed at a similar

market. Whether this eccentric fairy tale

would be able to beat out Streets of Fire,

Ghostbusters, and Top Secret for the big

opening-day box office was still anybody's

guess.

Dante, in his characteristic manner,

punctuated our conversation with wry

comments and laughter. His major regret

over the long months spent working on

Gremlins, he says, was that it allowed him

no time to indulge one of his greatest pas-

sions: going to the movies.

46 Twilight Zone

TZ: Has the story of Gremlins

changed much from the original script?

Dante: Yes. Originally, it was written

on spec by Chris Columbus, who was
about twenty years old at the time. It

was a little more of a standard horror

movie. All the gremlins turned into

monsters, including Gizmo. In fact,

there was no Gizmo. Basically, all they

did was eat people. That was their

main modus operandi. They were

“There was a scene
in a McDonald’s

where everyone was
eaten except the

hamburgers.’’

hungry all the time. There was a scene

in a McDonald's where everyone ' is

eaten except the McDonald's hambur-
gers. There were people lying on the

tables with pieces missiitg from them,

but the burgers were untouched
because the gremlins wouldn't eat

them. McDonald's wouldn't go for

that! Also, it was a little more grue-

some than we wanted.

TZ: Maybe McDonald's would have
liked it if the hamburgers had been

eaten as well.

Dante: They probably would have.

but it was funnier if they didn't eat the

hamburgers.

So, yes, it was considerably more
graphic, and we've tried to make it a

little less gruesome and more fun. It's

not a serious picture, though it has

things in it that are sort of interesting

subtexts. Also, it's not the world's most
logical plot, so to treat it with any
degree of gravity probably wouldn't

have helped the people watching it.

TZ: Did you attempt to make it more
logical?

Dante: Well, for a while, we were
seduced into trying to account for

every odd little plot point. For in-

stance, it used to bother me that the

gremlins could go out in the snow— the

movie takes place at Christmas — and
yet not be affected by the water. So
we wrote in a pilot point that they

became affected only when the water

was above a certain temperature, and
we dutifully put that into the film. But

then, when we went to cut the film,

we realized that none of those things

were really very important, as long as

there was an internal logic that we
were operating with. And it really does

make a certain ki)id of sense, because

the whole tone of the project is kind of

like a fairy tale. We hedged on a

number of things, such as the rules

that the Chinese kid gives to the

father. He says, 'Don't do this, this.



and this." We said, "That's kind of

arbitrary, isn't it? He just made these

up, and why does i:his guy believe it

all? Why does he take it seriously?" So
we did a lot of hedging voice-overs,

where the father v\tould explain the

rules to his family, and he would say,

'Well, it sounds silly to me, but maybe
we should listen to these people."

As we started to dub the picture,

we looked at all this material, and we
realized that the fcrce of the movie

comes from the fact that there is a cer-

tain set of givens in it, just like in a

fairy tale. You have to believe them in

order for the story lo make sense. We
were robbing ourselves of the convic-

tion of the story f>y making fun of

them, or even suggesting that there

might be something odd about them.

So now the picture is just out there. It's

take it or leave it. You either like this

story or you don't. And if you don't

then you can find a ] ot of things wrong
with it. But if you do like it, every-

thing does make sense in its own scat-

terbrained way.

TZ: Are there many special effects

other than the little creatures?

Dante: The little creatures are the

special effects, but they're in so many
scenes that it really ended up being a

big deal. We shot them in two parts,

one with the live action and one with

just the effects, and the effects ended

up taking as long or longer than the

principal photography.

There was just one stop-motion

shot. When I first read the script, I

thought that the whole thing had to be

done in stop-motion— in which case we
would still be shooting two years from

now, because there'd be so much of it.

But as it turned out, by planning it

down to the wire, we found a way to

do most of what was in the script

without having to compromise too

much. There were still some things that

we just couldn't do. There's a limit to

how clever you can be in hiding

things. There were so many people on
the set controlling cables from all these

various special effects that it was
literally impossible to walk! It's a

tribute to the movie that the actors

aren't stumbling all over the place.

because underneath every frame there's

something like five people that they

have to step over in order to get any-

where. It's the hardest picture I ever

made.

TZ: I imagine the gremlins were too

small to be played by people inside

costumes.

Dante: Right, we couldn't do it that

way. We originally talked about hav-

ing some monkeys in the picture. A
guy came over and brought a tree

monkey, and we thought that maybe
we could put one in a suit. Anyway,
this monkey proceeded to run about

the office, leave little monkey deposits

everywhere, and didn't look like the

most controllable kind of actor. Also,

Steven had told me a story about try-

ing to use monkeys for aliens in Close

Encounters, and all the monkeys did

was to rip off their alien costumes, run

all over the set, and throw things at

the crew. So it just wouldn't have

worked. Besides, the specifics of what
they had to do were too complex. It

was hard enough for people to do

them, let alone asking some animal.
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“It's got kids, it's got families, it’s got dogs, it's c,

Frances.Lee McCain, and Hoyt Axton get acquaini

"He remembers all the aphorisms from his old Charlie Chan movies.

'

East meets West in a Chinese curio shop with Keye Luke, Hoyt Axton. and John Louie.

TZ: Was the picture fun to do? *

Dante: Yes. The cast was great. I had
fun working with them. People have
said that one of the best things about
the picture is the casting, which was
done by Susan Arnold. Keye Luke is in

the picture, and getting to meet him
and hear his stories was terrific. He's

eighty years old and looks fifty. He re-

members all the aphorisms from his old

Charlie Chan movies and will spout

them at the drop of a hat. Things like,

"May your shadow always fall in pleas-

ant places." He's just a charming,

wonderful guy, playing a role which
will not exactly advance the Chinese

race. But then, it's a fairy tale. It's an
affectionate stereotype. Still, it is

nonetheless the kind' of portrayal of

Chinese people that probably went out

in 1940. Yet it's all germane to the plot,

because at the beginning of the picture,

you really don't know where China-

town is. You don't know if it's out of

the country, in the country, or what it

is. It's sort of a state of mind, as op-

posed to a real place.

TZ: You're one of the few people, if

not the only one, that has ever had the

opportunity to direct Steven Spielberg

in a scene . .

.

Dante: This is true. Steven worked on
the same day as Robbie the Robot and
Bob Bums, who owns the original

Time Machine. It takes place at an in-

ventors' convetion, and we used these

as inventions that are going on in the

background. Steven had broken his

foot, which was in a cast and which
lent a properly odd tone to the thing.

He drives around with his electric car,

covering up the actors' dialogue.

We did a joke, in the background,

where we cut back to the Time
Machine, which isn't there anymore.
This guy who was been sitting in it has

obviously been vaporized away some-
where. Every time I would shoot it,

Steven would say, "No, no! Have the

guy who owns it be more upset!" But

“We’ve tried to

make it a iittie iess

gruesome and
more fun.”

it's a background joke, it's not sup-

posed to be that obvious. Finally, I did

a take where this guy that has lost the

Time Machine is throwing his briefcase

up in the air and pounding the floor.

Steven said, 'Well, maybe that one is

too much."

That was the only time he visited

the set, really. He was there one other

day, and he tried to coax me into some
other piece of outrageous directing, but

I had none of it. No, directing Steven

was fine. He didn't ask for any.

TZ: You had the composer, Jerry

Goldsmith, as well.

Dante: Jerry Goldsmith is in that

scene, and he complains that I didn't

direct him much, and he's right. It

didn't occur to me until the last time I

looked at the scene, and I noticed that

he's looking at the camera throughout.

Nonetheless, it's his big moment.
TZ: Is it true you're also going back to

the original Warner Brothers logo on
this film?

Dante: Coincidentally, I think Swing
Shift had wanted to use the old

Warner's logo, ard they didn't have

one. Then we wanted to use it, too. So
I think we may have engineered a

change from the new Sol Bass Warner
logo, with the little worms in it, to the

revival of the old one.

We also got Jerry to reorchestrate

the Max Steiner music that's at the be-

ginning of all the old Warner pictures,

which he at first complained bitterly

about. Then he really got into it and
had a great time. It sounds wonderful.

It's in stereo.

TZ: How long ha^^e you been working

on the film?

Dante: I've been ^vorking on this for-

ever! I could have made twenty Roger

Corman movies in the time it took to

make this one. I v-as doing preproduc-

tion and storyboards on Gremlins

while we were making Twilight Zone,

which is something I'm never going to

do again. Then, when Twilight Zone
was almost finished, everyone left and

went off to do their own things. Only
Frank Marshall and I were left to put

Twilight Zone together, shoot the new
ending, etc. All the while, Mike Fennell,

Gremlins producer, was saying, "What
are you doing? We've got to work on
Gremlinsl" And at that time, we didn't

know whether we were going to shoot

it on location or here, or even how we
were going to do it. The whole thing
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Phoebe Cates, late of Lace and Fast Times at Ridgemont High, here displaying more
interest in Zach Galligan than bank superior Judge Reinhold.

'

op/e who are not from Earth.

"

Zach Galligan

:h their new pet. I

stretched into an incredibly long period

of time.

TZ: Do you think you should have

done it in six months?

Dante: No, but 1 think it would have

been a different picture if I had. We
ended up with a three-and-a-half-hour

rough cut, which is; an awful lot of

film. That happens, in part, because

you just spend so much time working

on the picture. You sit around so much
on a special-effects picture that you
start to think, "We ought to be doing

something with this scene. We ought to

be embellishing it somehow." And by
the time you're through embellishing it,

you've got an hour of embellishments!

TZ: Do you feel pleased with the film?

Dante: 1 have no idea. I'm probably

the worst person tci ask. I'm pleased

that certain problems I saw in it have
been overcome. I'm not pleased that

others haven't. I basically will be

pleased if people lilce it, because it's

probably the most commercial movie
I've ever made— and this is coming

from someone that used to work for

Roger Corman! Those movies were en-

tirely commercial, and therefore any-

thing you did in bel ween was entirely

your own. With this picture it's a little

different. There's a lot of money riding

on it, and there is a pressure to try and

make something thai: you think people

will like. But in the end, all I can do is

try to make something that I think I'll

like, within the boundaries set for me
by the project.

TZ: Since you've bem working on this

film for such a long time and have

been so close to it, aren't you afraid

that you may have lost your perspec-

tive on it?

Dante: I was afraid that was true until

I started showing it to people. For in-

stance, I showed it to Steven, who
hadn't even looked at the dailies. He
pronounced it my greatest work. I

said, "But is it any good?"

He does seem to be pleased with

“Steven pronounced
it my greatest work.

I said,

'But is it any good?’”

it. I think one thing that pleases him is

that although this is the kind of picture

he likes, it's not made the way that he

would make it. Therefore, I don't think

he feels that he's going to be accused of

repeating himself, in the sense that he's

gone off and taken a bunch of com-
mercial elements from his previous pic-

tures and thrown them all together in a

similar manner.

The thing that originally attracted

him to this, I think, was the tone of

the script, which, even in its most hor-

rific early draft, was always sort of

whimsical and eccentric. That's been

preserved and even enlarged upon, b
also takes place in his favorite venue, a

small town. It's got kids, it's got

families, it's got dogs, it's got people

who are not from Earth. It's got every-

thing he likes.

TZ: Speaking of people not being from

Earth, did you ever come up with an

explanation of where the gremlins

came from?

Dante: We have a lot of interesting

ideas that we used ourselves as to

where they came from. George Gipe,

who wrote the novelization, has in-

vented an entire background which ex-

plains where these things come from*

and what they are. Although I don't

totally subscribe to that, it's very

clever and imaginative. The book has a

lot of interior monologues on the parts

of the special-effects characters, which

you can't do in a movie. It sort of

gives it an extra dimension.

TZ: Everybody has been going around

saying that this is "Steven Spielberg's

Gremlins." Does that bug you at all?

Dante: No. As a matter of fact, I

specifically didn't take that credit that

they like you to take, the one that

says, "A So-and-so Film." Not because

it isn't my movie or anything, but it

just isn't something that I'm comfort-

able with. But it is Steven Spielberg's

Gremlins. If it wasn't for him, I

wouldn't be making it. It doesn't

bother me, because I don't think any-

body, once they see this movie, is go-

ing to confuse it with the way Steven

would have done it. @

..I
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TZ SCREEN VIEW

Zach Galligan, as Gremlins’ hero,

prepares to hack off the head of a

murderous intruder.

Allowing the gremlins to work their

mischief required technical

teamwork. Says Dante; "Underneath
every frame there's something iike

five people."'

Close encounter with a mogwai: Hoyt Axton meets John Louie’s pal, Gizmo.

52 Twilight Zone

Frances Lee McCain, on the prowl

for marauding gremlins.



Keep him away from water.

Don’t ever get him wet.

Keep him out of light; he

hates bright light. It will

kill him.

But the most

important thing, the

thing you must never

forget: no matter

how much he cries,

no matter how much
he begs, never never feed

him after midnight!

Keye Luke, as the owner of a curio shop, is reluctant to sell

his mogwal to a stranger.

In a scene cut from the film, Galligan

and Phoebe Cates uncover a map—and
some small-town skullduggery.

TlieCa and
Feeding of

Cute little Gizmo was a production manager's nightmare. “There

were so many people controlling cables that It was literally

impossible to walk!”
,
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SPORTS SEcnon

Caseys next Time at the Bat
it k by C. Brian Keliy kc

Think there are no second chances? Think you can’t go home again?
Just <

W idely overlocked; forgot-

ten, you might say, in the

mists of time, and buried

utterly in the encycloptjdic volumes
of baseball "stats" since ac-

cumulated, there was another oc-

casion, you know, that the mighty
Casey came to bat. It was quite a

while, of course, after that in-

famous day when the pride of

Mudville vainly fanned the air at

the top of the ninth, v^ith two on,

two out, and two needed to tie the

score at four.

It was quite a while, in fact,

before Casey played fiall again at

all, for Mudville's manager had
been pretty sore, and perhaps

rightly so.

"You lunkhead!" he had
shouted in front of all, the grounds-

keepers already edging toward the

soon-to-be-vacated field and the

stunned customers slowly rising

from their seats for the long walk
to the nearest exit. 'You horse's

watchamacalit! I don't believe it. I

don't believe what I just saw. Du-
du-du-do you know what you just

did?"

"Bu-bu-bu-but Mister Mc-
Cready," said Mudville's deflated

hero, uncommonly flustered him-

self, "all I did was to strike out—
that could happen to anyone, once

in a while."

A clever and nearly hateful

look lighted up McCready's one

good eye. "True," he sadd in decep-

tively low voice. "Quite so, and
forgiveable, too ... if the guy just

[ swings away like he ought. But

i you, Casey . .

.
you let two good

f ones go right by. You weren't even
) interested in them, wei'e you?"

sk the pride of the Mudviiie

McCready's voice now had
begun to rise ominously again.

"No," he replied himself on behalf

of the club's hapless mainstay.

"No, the mighty Casey couldn't be
|

bothered by two perfect pitches,

“Oh! somewhere

in this favored

land the sun is

shining bright;

The band is plaj'

ing somewhere,

and somewhere

hearts are light;

And somewhere

men are laughing

and somewhere

children shout,

But there is no

joy in Mudville—
mighty Casey has

struck out.’’
I

Ernest Lawrence Thayer
'

nine.

could he? No, he had to play to

the stands! Give 'em a real thrill

this time, huh?"

Like many a manager today,

McCready had an odd and ritual-

istic dance well suited to his fits of

temper but reserved, usually, for

employment before startled um-
pires who have taken leave of their

senses in the middle of a close

game. Now dancing that very

dance in front of his towering bats-

man, McCready sputtered his ab-

solute worst set of epithets for a

member of his nine.

"Showboat!" he now thun-

dered. "Hot dog! You're through,

Casey— through! This is a team, in

case you don't know it, a nine. We
got no room for prima donnas. So
just clean out your locker and
catch the next bus out of town."

And with that, before Casey
could protest further, McCready
whirled and stumped off in un-

abated rage. He did turn, though,

for one parting shot, a bit of ad-

vice that has since entered the

language. "Don't call us," he

shouted. 'We'll call you."

And the man did have a

point, if you'll recall. Who knows
what might have happened if

Casey had just swung his best at

the first two pitches, each unfor-

tunately a strike? Even a single

could have kept things going for

Mudville. After all, only moments
before, apparent disaster staring

them in the face, Flynn, a known
waffler, somehow had managed a

sharp single, and Blake, usually

hopeless at the plate, rapped out a

very smart double. As a result,

Casey approached the batter's box

1
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with his club's tying runs poised at

second and at third.

All that was needed, all that

was asked, was another double.

And as I say, even a single would
have sent Flynn for home and left

Blake sitting pretty on third when
the next fella came up to bat.

As McCready undoubtedly
realized, with Casey at first by
then, chances were fair to good of

bringing him home as the winning
score. As we all know, though, it

was not to be, not that day. No
joy in Mudville. As ten thousand
unbelieving eyes followed his every

move, or lack thereof, as five

thousand stilled tongues hung out,

Casey hardly even glanced at the

first two servings aimed his way.
He did not, would not, deign to

afford them his slightest

consideration.
^

And then . . . and then, not

an hour later, there he was, all his

belongings stowed in a large laun-

dry bag, sadly trudging for the bus
station in the center of town. How
swiftly the mighty can fall!

As the poet said (he had been
seated, I understand, not three

rows up from behind third base),

somewhere in the land, the sun
shone bright, bartds played, hearts

were light, and children were at

play. But not in Mudville, not that

day. And nowhere where Casey
trudged. Woe, woe, woe . . . and
many an idle summer day left for

our hero to meditate upon the fine

distinctions between pride and
vanity, vanity and pride.

The next spring, to the sur-

prise of all, Casey appeared at

training camp the very first day,

his ticket paid by himself, and ap-
proached his former manager, hat

deferentially in hand.

"Mister McCready?" he asked
the old curmudgeon, the famed
hitter's hat undergoing a ruinous

twisting in the big hands, his voice
near to a tremulous sob. "Mister

McCready? I love this club, you
know. Hardly can live without it.

Could I . . . could I sign on again
at least as batboy?"

McCready favored him with a
withering look, apparently little or

no forgiveness in his heart. "I'm

glad," he said, chunks of gravel in

his voice. "I'm glad you didn't ask
to play. But batboy? Yeah, we
could use an older fella at the job,

all right. Think you can keep ev-

erybody's favorite stick straight?"

Casey's reply was humble, em-
barrassingly so. "Oh, yessir, thank
you, sir! ill sure try."

The sportswriters, pressing in

close, took it all down, every
word, and soon produced at least

three columns each from the epi-

sode, there not being much to

write about at spring training,

anyway.
McCready was true to his

word, too. He had a fine team that

year, the wily old fox— he had
traded and recruited well for the

weaker posts on the squad, while

keeping his very best stalwarts at

their own specialties. His Mudville
nine soon was leading its division,

and toward the end of summer
simply widened the gap that sep-

arated the club from a peck of

competitors in the rear, and all the

while he had the most renowned
batboy in the business, and never

mind that the team's only glaring

weakness was its lack of a deep,

deep hitter. In all other depart-

ments, though, batboy among
them, Mudville had hardly a peer.

As that same summer waned,
Casey unfailingly was resplendent

in his utterly clean and unbe-

smirched uniform, an exact replica

of the team's own standard, except

that instead of a name or number,
the stitching cruelly said, "Batboy."

He did his job faithfully and

well at even^ game and practice.

He handed out and picked up
more bats than there are Chinese

noodles to be found in all Hong
Kong on anj' given day. When a

batter or two, in the throes of a

game, chang(;d his mind between
every pitch and called for another

stick, then berated the poor batboy
if the result was a strike or a high

pop fly, Casey never complained.

With his fellow teammates of

an earlier day, it was as if he were
apologizing still for having
bumped them from the road to a

possible championship by his own
high-handed attitude of the season

before. With the newcomers to the

squad, especially the younger men,
it was even more sad — a legend to

whom they themselves had aspired

“Fm sure glad

he’s not playing any

more,” said one ball.

“On a good day,

he’d rip the hide off

three or four

of us, easy.”

not only bereft of all vanity, but
broken, utter.y, in pride.

Yet, urbeknownst to his

fellows, there was some of that lat-

ter ingredient still intact. There was
a measure of hope, too, but hope
stifled by shame and remorse.

Few would ever know, of

course, for it: was long after the

players retired from field and
clubhouse or, in the case of night

games, early, early in the morning
before, when the mighty Casey, by
himself, would repair to the

batter's cage, turn on the pitching

machine and :ake his whack at the

ball. He then ran; he did weights

and calisthenics, and .he wrote
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every day to his sweet, aging

mother that all was well in Mud-
ville and still he was a member of

the Club, the best club there was
in the entire world.

One evening, unknown to

Casey himself, McCready hap-

pened to stump by on his one
good leg, happened to pause for a

look at the single batter facing the

machine on the lonely field, and
then, shuffling into the night, went
on. And if the manager were im-

pressed the slightest by what ob-

viously was in his batboy's heart,

he never let on. Not once as the

season progressed did McCready
glance Casey's way, not even in

the occasional clinch when a real

hitter could have been used, when
Casey scarcely could hand out the

bats for all his own looking over

in the manger's direction for per-

haps a secret signal to step in at

the plate and save the day, the

Club.

Never overtaken in its own
division, Mudville approached the

league's pennant games with a

flourish, soon enough. And with

the advent of that play-off series,

Casey still went about his duties

with a scrupulous eye for every

detail required, but now, the

season fast fading, it often, even

frequently, was with, head hung
unhappily low. It was testimony to

his loyalty to the clufi, really, that

he endured the ignominy of his

humble station day alter day.

In some ways, it was nice that

players from the opposing team no
longer jeered at him, that his own
teammates no longer snarled under
their breath when they weren't in

the mood for their customarily

most favored bat. It was nice that

no one seemed to have time or in-

clination for such gestures of con-

tempt — but it was at the same time

even worse no longer to be noticed

at all.

As the season appeared to be

petering out for most teams, mean-
while, there had been joy for the

coming respite in the baseball fac-

tories of Haiti and Puerto Rico.

Word of Casey's low standing had
reached the freshly stitched balls

rather late, but when it did, the

news simply added to the wide-

spread expressions of relief.

"I'm sure glad he's not playing

any more," said one ball to his

companions inside a waiting crate

in Puerto Rico one day late in the

summer. "On a good day, he'd rip

the hide off three or four of us,

easy."

There was a chorus of assent,

but one wise old ball in a comer of

the shipping room, where he had
rolled years before in some packer's

unwitting haste, spoke up in dis-

agreement. "I don't know, I don't

know," he told the younger, newer
balls. "Anyone getting Casey today
would have quite a ride, quite a

ride, I suspect ... all that pent-up

energy, fury, and frustration."

'Well," said one brash
youngster, "It's not to be, and the

season's just about over. We've all

got until next spring to relax,

now."

"I don't know," repeated the

oldster from his dusty niche. "Not
only quite a ride, but you'd be a

pretty famous ball. I'd say ..."

B y now, of course, the out-

standing Mudville nine had
moved into the Series —

and the fight of its life, its oppo-
nent the very same nemesis that

had snuffed out the joy in Mud-
ville only the year before.

They played every other day,

and they split their games quite

evenly as time went on. Then, at

last, the day dawned when it

would be all over for one peerless

nine or the other, each having

notched three wins as they entered

the final and seventh game that

would decide the championship for

once and for all. And still, even

now, McCready showed no sign of

relenting and maybe inserting

Casey as merely a pinch-hitter ear-

ly in the game, when it could do
no great harm and yet maybe pro-

duce a run or two, if the batboy
somehow found his old form.

But no, down to the wire, Mc-
Cready kept his own mysterious

counsel, unbudged by any event, it

seemed, but surely aware that his

busy batboy had his eyes fixed

every second of the game upon the

dugout in slow-dying hopes that

the prized signal still would flutter

after all.

Top of the ninth now, and sud-

denly the scoreless tie had been rent

absolutely asunder by a barrage

from the plate, one batter after

another taking his best shots of the

day, and when that side finally did

retire, the score stood stark and
frightening at six-zero. The six was
not Mudville's, sad to say.

But Mudville had not come all

this way to lie down now in help-

less faint. Far from it. Valiant to

the end, Mudville fought tena-

ciously against hopeless odds,

-those odds largely being the other

side's pitcher, "Beanball" Swartz. A
vicious man to face from the box,

he could whip off a magically

curving ball that caught a corner

of the plate, then, instants later.
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"dusted" the unwary batter stand-

ing alongside. Two of Mudville's

sturdy nine had been carried out

already, their heads nearly split by
the man's cannonballs, and of the

rest who remained, hardly a one
dared by now to step closer than

two feet to the plate, so lethal and
yet so marginally legal were "Bean-

ball's" deliveries down the lane.

Still, in the bottom of the fast-

ebbing ninth, Mudville had its two
walks, due to the cruel pitcher's in-

sistence upon knocking them out

of the box in a most literal sense.

That was a start, albeit the price in

personnel was high. Amazingly
enough, Mudville then squeaked
out a hit or two here, a steal and
another walk or so there, until by
some alchemy that left the fans in

a daze when they tried to recall its

every ingredient the squad had
• "fought back to four on the Iroard.

Two were out now, and th^ score

stood at six to four now, as

Casey's own replacement on the

active roster approached the box,

stick in hand.

Seconds later, clutching a

shattered left elbow, h_e, too, was
on his way to the showers, and
still another sub was standing on
first in his place for the costly

"walk." Worse yet, the most skit-

tish of Mudville's lineup were up
next, each man pale and mumbling
to the sky above, for this was war,

and Swartz, despite McCready's
imprecations and a word or two
from the umpire, was giving no
quarter. Not now, not at at the

bottom of the ninth, not with the

win all but tucked away.

C
asey was just handing his

club's shivering shortstop

an unwanted bat when Mc-
Cready at last gave in, his season

on the line. "Casey," he shouted.

"Go in there and pinch." That was
it, flat, no flowery expression— just

go in there and play.

Of course, Casey did go, his

face twisted as a ruined hat by his

emotions. He went in and on the

first pitch was dusted good and
proper, all right. "Strike!" he heard
the ump shout, and Casey looked

up at the man from the ground,
mouth open for protest, but then
just as quickly closed.

Jaw suddenly clenched and
face reddening fast, and not with
any shame or embarrassment,
either, Casey slowly raised himself

to a fresh stance. He nodded to

one and all, yet his glance was
strangely far off as he stepped in

close to the plate. He crowded it

so that the ump had to warn him
back, and Swartz looked a wee bit

surprised at that. But not for long.

Baleful in the face, he sighted

down the lane and let a sizzler go.

Casey, in a change of pace for

him, did not wait, but stepped

“Casey,”

he shouted.

“Go in there

and pinch.”

almost in tront ot the plate and
swung a bat that would have
broken a rhino's head.

The result was not a crack,

not even a rifle shot, but the

report of a busted ball. Fans and
players alike ducked at the

murderous sound, for none wished
to be near the missile. But when all

had recovered and looked to see

who else might have been maimed,
they saw only a hole in the old
wooden fence to the right of first.

Foul ball, and now there were two
counting against the mighty Casey,
best known batboy of them all.

Trembling slightly like the

thoroughbred he was, Casey next
warmed the air with his borrowed
stick a couple of times, then lined

it up straight and true at Swartz
himself, as if to say. You saw that

one; the next will have on it your
name.

Clearly startled, Swartz threw
a wide, schoolboy's ball before he

could think to catch himself. He
then tossed cinother as he settled

down again to his business, and
then still another as the baleful

look only slowly repossessed him.
But it did, finally, it did, and he
had Casey, oi' Casey him, at three

and two, one more pitch to go.

Swartz shook off his

manager's prudent signal to walk
the batboy at this point, a strategy

reflecting the fact that Mudville's

next up would be the pitcher

Harper, who couldn't disturb a fly

with a tennis racket and was re-

tained on the club solely for his

miracle right arm. No way, Swartz
seemed to indicate with his angry
shake of the head. I'm gonna dust

off this guy, this Casey, once and
for all.

He accordingly wound up and
released a speedball down the lane

with all the kinetic energy of a

gigantic slingshot, with the cruelty

of every April there ever was, a

low, knee-busting duster coming
straight for Casey, and never mind
about any strike zone this time at

all.

Well, sir, to make a long story

a good deal shorter, the fact is that

Casey had spent much of his idle

and rootless hours the latter part

of the season before at a game
known as golf. Stepping back
nimbly now, he simply golfed this

ball, the most vicious ever deliv-

ered by Swartz, golfed it, and
again wood split leather, this time

with such forci? that Casey was left

a shattered shaft in a throbbing

pair of hands.

That ball? That ball . . . well,

as McCready was to say years

later, when the Russians put up
their Sputnik and said it was the

world's first satellite propelled into

man-made orbit, they either were
liars or ignoj'amuses, and most
likely a lot of both.

Casey's tying run, of course,

was followed by a volley of hits

against the shaken "Beanball's"

cold-armed successor on the

mound, and the joy of that day
was nowhere cis great as it was in

Mudville, for this time the mighty
Casey had not struck out ®
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CoMoges

by

Jtm

Harter

Set Point
by J. M. Favors

It was Joe. the club loser, versus Bill, a classic winner—
and It definitely wasn’t a love matchl

n
othing moved but the heat

devils flowing from the siz-

zling asphalt; they probed
the rubber soles of my Nikes and
rolled up along my calves in re-

lentless waves. Even the wind held

its breath. The fraying strings of

the net on the second court hung
like overcooked spaj'hetti in the

motionless air. What in the name
of common sense was I doing

here? I hated to admit it, but my
wife, Paula, had been right; it was
much too hot to play tennis today.

Even so, I peenid around in

disappointment at the empty
benches. Where was the usual Sat-

urday mixture of rinky-dinks, big

hitters, and dedicated beer

drinkers?

Maybe after last night's bash

at the Set Point Lcunge, every-

body was too wiped out to show
up— and with good reason. It had
been one helluva party. The music

had been low-down funky, the

Cutty Sark had flowed endlessly,

and the ladies had bc'en sleek and
sassy. The blue silk original that

Paula was wearing had cost

enough to decrease the national

debt by a couple of zeroes, and
she'd looked like a crown princess

in it.

Still, after ingesting booze in

sufficient quantities to merge the

later details of the evening into an
indecipherable blur, here I was,

sans hangover apd ready for ac-

tion. The rest of the guys obvious-

ly hadn't made the cut. "Nobody's

got the balls for this game but me,"

I chortled, chest expanding a bit

because my body had come
through the whole event with bare-

ly a tremor; once again, my superb

conditioning had paid off. "Not

bad for an old man of forty-three."

Five laps around the court, fif-

ty jumping jacks, and a few prac-

tice serves later, it was not quite so

easy to convince myself that I was
enjoying the response of my
muscles. I forced myself to ignore

the ache deep in my shoulder

socket. My breath whistled out in

laborious puffs. "No pain, no
gain," I panted, starting to feel

light-headed from the sullen sun.

No matter; I kept on doggedly un-

til the sweat trickling down my
forehead insinuated its saltiness

under my contacts and the sting

sent me groping blindly for a

towel. I didn't notice Joe until he

cleared his throat.

"Got time for a quick set.

Bill?" he asked diffidently.

I squinted up and groaned in-

wardly. Joseph Blough — honest to

God, that's his name— was the

worst player in the club, maybe
even the world. He stood eyeing

me hopefully, his shirt pristine in

the wilting heat and his shorts

creased and immaculate. It was
ninety-eight degrees and he was
wearing mid-calf white socks!

Why was I ready to slash my
wrists at the mere sight of him?
Some digression may be helpful.

After a day's play, the guys would
sit around the clubhouse swapping
lies and killing six-packs, and
sooner or later Joe would become
the butt of our jokes. We weren't a

malicious bunch; most of us liked

him, sort of, but the man was a
born loser. In spite of a brace of

$200 rackets and enough lessons to

finance a Mercedes for the club

pro, his backhand would flutter in

the net like a dying salmon. His
second serve (the first one was
always out) would gently kiss the

tape on its way to an inevitable

double fault. I'm telling you, we all

owned him. We didn't even claim

bragging rights for beating him
anymore.

What's even worse, the boob's

incompetence didn't stop with ten-
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nis, it permeated his whole life. He
was stuck in a dead-end job he
hated, and his flashy wife was a
one-woman welcome wagon. Yep,
Joe was a loser; that says it all.

The thought of chasing down
his flailing forehands gave me
severe gas pains, but for the life of

me, I didn't know how to get out
of playing him.

"I must've missed you last

night at the Lounge," I hedged.
"You and Doris leave early?" I kept
a desperate eye on the parking lot,

hoping to see Mike or A1 drive up
so I could plead a prior commit-
ment, but not a soul was in sight.

"I wasn't there."

He sounded so wistful that I

felt a quick tug of pity. Could it be
that no one had remembered to in-

vite him? "You didn't really miss
much," I lied. "Anyway, what the

-hell. I'll take you on." A chaflenge

was a challenge.

As we walked onto the blister-

ing court, his mute gratitude made
me uncomfortable. I felt a touch of

remorse over all the times I'd

ducked him and made a mental
note to play him once a month
from now on. Or okay, let's not
get crazy— once every two months
would do.

"Haven't seen you around
much lately, Joe. What've you
been up to?" I asked with more
warmth than necessary.

His reproachful glance made
me feel like I'd stepped on a cocker

spaniel's ear. "I moved," he said

solemnly. "Don't you remember?"
"Oh yeah, that's right." Truth

was, I didn't remember. I hadn't

thought about him in ages. "How's
Doris?" I added quickly to cover
my gaffe.

"We separated for good six

months ago." His matter-of-fact

reply stunned me with its non-
chalance. As crazy as he was
about her. I'd have thought he'd be
at the point of hara-kari.

"Gee, that's tough, Joe. But
hell, you'll probably be back
together before you know it."

"You need to warm up?" he
asked, as though I hadn't spoken.

I shook my head. Screw you
then, bucko! I thought, put out by
his attitude. Stone-cold, I could
whip his butt with ease.

"Up or down?" I snapped,
wanting to get on with the

slaughter. As my graphite Prince

clattered to the court, he pointed
to the sky and won the right to

serve first.

Joe hesitated as he walked to

the other side; after the space of a

breath, he turned. 'Want to bet

something on this set?" he asked.

An uncharacteristic expression I

couldn't identify flitted across his

face.

"Make it light on yourself. I

can always use an extra buck." I

knew I was coming on strong, but
why not? In the five years he'd

been in the club, he'd never been
able to string together two points

against me, much less win a game.
I hoped he wouldn't go berserk

and bet next month's check,

though. Doris was probably bleed-

ing him dry.

He studied me soulfully. "Why
do you and the rest of the fellows

put me down all the time?"

I couldn't believe it. The sun
was turning my brains to oatmeal
and this turkey was asking for a

dissertation on his shortcomings.

"Pick your poison," I growled.

"You're the one who's got to

swallow it."

My irritation went right over
his head; he studied his nails

blandly before he spoke. "You
know. Bill, I've never had a real

partner— someone I can count on
to play me on a regular basis."

"So?"

"So, that's the bet. If I win,
youll be my permanent partner."

The idea set my teeth on edge.

The prospect of dealing with Joe's

bumbling for more than an occa-

sional set made me want to retch.

"And when you lose?" I jeered.

"If I lose. I'll never bother you
again."

I could've; sworn there was a

spark of confidence in the sardonic
smile tugging at the corners of his

full lips; a warning bell went off,

but I ignored it. He was the same
pudding-faced dope he'd always

I couldn’t tell

the difference

between the

sun’s glare

and the lights

ex]3loding

inside: my head.

been, I told myself. He didn't have a

prayer of beating me, and after-

ward he'd be off my back for good.
"You got it, hot shot," I said,

agreeing to his terms. Leaning back
casually, I Wciited for his game to

self-destruct.

The first shock of the day was
that I didn't see the ball until after it

dusted the service line and wedged
itself firmly in the chain-link fence.

"My Gawd, you aced me!
What's happened to you, boy?" I

yelped, staring at him open-
mouthed.

He shrugjjed. "I've had lots of

time to practice lately."

From th(;n on, the shocks
came with monotonous regularity.

The next fifteen minutes sped by in

a nightmarish blur. Before I could
pull myself together, I was down
one-four. As we changed courts, I

glanced at him uneasily, feeling a

definite foreshadowing of doom.
This couldn't be for real! Flood,

famine, nuclear holocaust — no ca-
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tastrophe I could think of had the

potential to affect me so person-

ally as a loss to Joseph Blough. My
imagination peopled the space

behind me with a hooting gallery;

I could hear my pal F^ollie yelling,

"Choke! Choke!" as he clutched his

neck in mock agony. From some-

where far off, Paula screamed,

"Fight, Bill. Oh my God, don't give

up without even trying!"

That did it. I stiffened, sphinc-

ter tightening with determination.

The next game wasn't pretty

by any means; my form and style

had vanished, but tfiey were re-

placed by indomitable will. With a

powder-puff and thrive blaps off

the frame, I somehow broke his

serve. This small accomplishment

gave me new life. 1 battled on
grimly, galloping after cross-court

volleys that were seemingly impos-

sible to reach, doggcjdly slashing

his angel-perfect lobs;. My lungs

found no oxygen ir; the super-

heated air; they felt liJte worn foot-

balls deflated from one punt too

many. I couldn't tell the difference

between the sun's glare and the

lights exploding inside my head,

but I hung on.

With the set count at six-six,

we met at the net, he to dab a

smudge from his dry forehead, me
to soothe my quivering innards

with his proffered Gatorade. My
legs jerked in involuntary protest,

heavy with exertion and adrenalin.

Joe openly measui'ed the depth

of my fatigue. "If you're bushed,

we can finish later," he said

magnanimously. The knowing glint

in his eyes was almost as bad as

defeat.

"Nine-point tie-f)reaker— first

one get's five takes it," I hissed,

spinning on my heel and trying my
damnedest not to limp on the way
back to the base line. It had never

seemed so important that I win. I

would gladly have traded my
house and all my trojjhies for this

one victory.

The tie-breaker stretched out

endlessly; each of us poured his

life's blood into every point. Four-

four: my service and the last

chance for me to pull it off. He

signaled he'd receive in the ad

court. Hard and low, my first

serve grazed the net and landed a

hair beyond the line.

"Out." Joe's voice betrayed no
emotion.

"God damn that sucker to

hell," I breathed at the ball, know-
ing that if it had been good, he

couldn't have reached it. I had ex-

actly one more play left in me. As
I began the swing on my second

serve, 1 watched him edge in for

the chip backhand that had been

my nemesis all set.

This is it— hit the thing with

everything you've got, some name-

less instinct in me urged. The
camera switched to slow motion as

I connected. Till the day I die. I'll

never forget the achingly beautiful

trajectory of the ball as it skimmed
past the line.

Joe's eyes glistened with plea-

sure. "Double fault. Nice try. Bill."

His voice trailed off as the court

rushed up to meet me.

When the twitching of my
eyelids dislodged the stuff

that was holding them to-

gether, my wife swam into view.

Someone else was there, too —

a

dim form standing patiently in the

shadows gathering beside the bed.

Paula was crying. Her lips

moved urgently, but the ringing in

my ears and an insistent beep —
beep— be^p drowned her words. I

tried to respond, but a bale of cot-

ton seemed to be wedged in my

throat. I clawed feebly at the slimy

plastic tube that forced cold air in-

to my abused sinuses. The rod in

my neck bent just enough for me
to tell that the beeping originated

in the mass of gadgets to which I

was attached.

It took a minute, but it finally

dawned on me — I was in a hospi-

tal. Part of me perversely felt

relieved. A case of heat exhaustion

might keep me off the court for a

few days, and it would give me an
excuse for losing the set. Thin per-

haps, but viable.

I reached for Paula, needing

to breathe in great gulps of her

fragrance, but all my nose would
give me was the sterile stink of an-

tiseptic. She leaned over me, slim

and lovely in her blue silk gown.
The flowers that I'd helped her pin

into her hair before we left for the

party were disarranged and. slightly

crushed. I wanted to brush away
the mascara tracks the tears had
left on her cheeks, only my fingers

wouldn't cooperate.

Suddenly the incongruity of it

hit me with jackhammer force and
changed the steady beep — beep

into afJ irregular dissonance. Why
was she still dressed like that?

With the chill in my toes be-

ginning to grab for more vital

parts, some of the pieces fell into

place in a way that set dark,

leathery wings flapping against the

inside of my skull. The avalanche

of pain that had knocked me to

the dance floor last night returned

with a vengeance and I remem-
bered most of it: the horrified faces

of my friends, the wailing sirens,

the grim-eyed medics wheeling me
into the emergency room.

But what about Joseph Blough?

Then the most pertinent reali-

zation of all glazed my body with

ice. Joe had moved away— far

away. Six months ago. I'd been a

pallbearer at his funeral.

As the manic beep smoothed
out into one long, continuous

drone, I felt a light touch on my
shoulder.

"Hope you don't mind, part-

ner." Joe smiled. "I took the liberty

of reserving a court." fS
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Collages

by

Jim

Harter

The Seventeenth Hole
at Duncaster

by H. R. Wakefield

Something was out there—something worse
than sand traps and woods.

M r. Baxter sauntered out of

his office in the Dormy
House at Duncaster Gold

Club, just as the sun was setting

one perfect evening late in Sep-
tember, 192-, meager labors fin-

ished for the day. He gazed idly

around him over one of the finest

stretches of golfing in the world.
Duncaster is a remote hamjpt on
the Norfolk coast and, being
twelve miles from a railway sta-

tion, would have remained deli-

cately secluded if some roaming
enthusiast in the late nineties had
not felt his heart seized by so fair,

so promising, so royal and ancient

a prospect, and rallied his golfing

acquaintance to found the Dun-
caster Golf Club, with a small and
select membership, and small and
select it had remained. Almost
deserted for most of the year, it

was thickly sprinkled in August,
and there was always a pleasant

gathering of old friends at the

spring and autumn meetings. Mr.
Baxter, the popular and efficient

secretary, was a portly little per-

son, kindly, considerate, but very
happy. He let his eye roam placid-

ly just over the superb sand-dune
country bordering the North Sea,

where gleaming alleyways of per-

fect turf burrowed their way
through the golden ramparts above
them, sweet Isolated pathways en-

ding in the World's Finest Greens
— so the members considered —
where little red flags gleamed,
waving gently in a dying evening
breeze; then his eyes wandered in-

land and became for a moment
sharply intent as they reached the

seventeenth green, the new seven-
teenth placed on a plateau in the

big wood, the long shadows cast

by the sleepy sun peeping through
the trees, playing across it.

Mr. Baxter was in a slightly

depressed and introspective mood.
Golf secretaries, he decided, were

I

born and not made, and born
under no felicitous star. There was
he, a student and a philosopher by
taste and temjjerament, condemned
to oversee foi' a slender remunera-
tion the tiny activities of a blasted

golf club. He had drifted into this

blind alley as he had always
drifted; it was all due, he sup-

posed, to the fact that one of his

glands functioned inadequately.

Yes, golf secretaries were only ex-

plicable on some such derogatory

hypothesis. This seventeenth green,

for example, f)ecause it was the on-
ly alteration made since the open-
ing of the links, what a "Yes and
No," what a discordant clamor of

debate, what a fuss about almost
nothing! Of course it was an
improvement; by hacking a fair-

way through the wood and making
the green on that ideal little

plateau a had two hundred and
seventy-yardei- had been changed
into a very fine two-shotter - the

best, though not the most pleasing

hole, for the dunes made the real

charm of the course. And yet— the

student and philosopher rebelled.

He strolled across to the Pro's

shop, whose tcmant was standing in

the doorway smoking a pipe, and
gazing reflectively in front of him.

"Evening, Dakers," said Mr.
Baxter, "I thought I saw someone
on the seventeenth a little while
ago. Is anyone still out?"

The Pro took his pipe out of

his mouth. His face did not
command a wide range of

expression, but for a moment a
look of a certain sharpness and
subtlety flitted across it.

"No, sir, everyone's in. Mr.
and Mrs. Slannard finished a
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quarter of an hour ago; they were

the last."

'That's funny," said Mr.
Baxter, "I could have sworn I saw
someone."

The Pro paused a moment, as

if carefully choosing his reply. "I

think, sir, it's shadows. I've fancied

the same thing."

"Well, what do >ou think of

it?" asked the secretar^^.

"I'm sure it's a very fine hole,

sir, but it's too good for me. I've

played it seven times now, and
done five fives and two sixes. It's

funny, too, because it's just my
length— a drive and push iron with

the ground as hard as this, yet I

haven't found the green with my
second shot once. The ball seems

to leave the club all right, and
then — well, it's something I've

never known happen before."

"I hope it's going to be a suc-

cess, for it's been enough bother

and expense," said Mr. Baxter.

The Pro did not answer for a

moment. He put his pipe back in

his mouth and looked away over

the subject of discussion. At length

he asked, "Did they ever discover

what the contractor's men died of,

sir?"

"Not for certain," replied the

secretary, "blood poisoning of

some kind — a very unfortunate

affair."

"The other chaps; thought it

had something to do with those

skulls and bones they dug up.

They got talking to the villagers,

who put the wind up them a bit.

I'm thinking."

"How was that?" asked Mr.
Baxter.

"It's some sort ol' talk about

the wood, it seems," replied

Dakers.

Mr. Baxter was interested. "I

should like to hear more about

this," he said, "but I have no time

now. ni see you tomorrow."

The next day, tlie Saturday
before the opening of the autumn
meeting, Mr. Baxter played an
afternoon round with Colonel

Senlis. It was for both of them
their first introduction to the new
seventeenth. The colonel had taken

up the game after he retired, and
he served it with an even more
fanatical devotion than he had
served his King. He was a jolly old

maniac with a handicap of sixteen

and a style of his own. Mr. Baxter

might have have been a very fine

player; he had balance, rhythm,

and a beautiful pair of hands, but

his heart had never been in it, and
he was content to be a perfectly

reliable two.

No incident of any moment
occurred during the first sixteen

holes. The Colonel collected much
fine sand in various portions of his

attire; Mr. Baxter played sound
but listless golf. When they

reached the seventeenth tee the

I

wind, which had been wandering

j

vaguely and gustily round the

compass, suddenly settled down to

blow half a gale from due east,

and the seventeenth became a tiger

indeed. Mr. Baxter, after a couple

of nice blows dead into the wind,

lay some twenty yards short of the

wood, which was beginning to

shout wildly in the gale. The
Colonel was in the rough on the

right, an alliterative position he

usually occupied. He played his

fourth — one of the few properly

struck golf shots . of his exis-

tence-dead on the pin. The secre-

tary took his number three iron,

and knew from the moment the

ball left the club that he didn't

want it back. It was ruled on the

flag.

As the Colonel came up, a

look of swelling pride on his

rubicund visage, he remarked,

"Did you see mine, Baxter? Never
say again I can't play a spoon
shot! You hit yours, too, didn't

you?"

"Yes," answered the secretary,

smiling. "I'm inside you by a yard
or two,^ I fancy."

"I don't," said the Colonel.

"You'll be playing the odd, stroke

gone, all right."

They walked together along

the avenue of lurching Scotch firs

and larches, and climbed the bank
of the plateau.

"My God!" cried the Colonel.

'We're neither of us on! Where the

Hades are they?"

An exasperating search fol-

lowed, which ended when the

Colonel found his Dunlop No. 1

dozing behind a tree; and Mr.
Baxter detected his No. 2 in a

rabbit hole. The Colonel made
robust use of an expletive much
favored by the gallant men he had
once had the honor of command-
ing. Mr. Baxter quiety picked up
his errant globe and walked off to

the last tee.

r- "Damn it, Baxter!" cried the

Colonel, "that hole meant to fight

me, I felt it aU the time."

The secretary had played

I

many holes with the Colonel on

I
many different courses, but had
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never noticed any of them display-

ing any Locarno spirit toward or
desire to fraternize with him, but
all the same he had voiced his own
thoughts. It had been a ludicrous

incident, but its humor did not
appeal to him particularly. Both
those shots should have been by
the pin. Just what the Pro had
said. It was very curious. Tm
going to hate that hole," he
thought.

"There's a damned funny mark
on my ball," grumbled the

Colonel. "I suppose it hit a tree,

though I could swear it didn't.

Looks more like a bum. Why,
there's the same thing on yours!"

Mr. Baxter examined them.
They were funny symmetrical little

marks, and they were remarkably
like burns. "The wind must have
caught them and blown them into

"the trees," he said, unconvincingly.
"It's rather a gloomy spot in there,

and it's hard to follow the flight

exactly."

After tea the secretary went
round to see Dakers.

"Well," he said, "I've tried the

new hole."

"1 saw you out, sir," said the

Pro, smiling. "Did you get your
four?"

"I almost deserved it," said Mr.
Baxter. "My third was played like

a golfer, and lined on the pin. I

found it in a rabbit hole under-
neath the left bank."

"That's what I told you, sir.

It's that sort of hole. I shall be
interested to see how the members
like it next week. In this wind it's

certainly some hole."

"You mentioned last night

something about talk in the vil-

lage," insinuated Mr. Baxter.

"What kind of talk?"

"Well, sir, there's been quite a
clack, still is, for that matter;

they're a funny, old-fashioned lot,

with funny ideas. Do you know,
sir, they won't go into that wood
after dusk!"

"Why on earth not?"

"They don't seem to think it's

healthy somehow; they call it

'Blood Wood,' some old supersti-

tion or other. I think some of them

“It’s called

‘Blood Wood’
by the locals.’’

were a bit ashamed of feeling that

way till the contractor's men died;

but that started them off again."

"It's a pretty vague sort of

yarn," said the secretary musingly.
"Do they go into detail at all?"

"No, sir, it's a village tradition

of very old standing, I should say.

They are scared of the wood. Old
Jim the Cobbler's father was found
dead, apparently murdered, in it,

and there are other tales of the old
times like that."

S unday was a busy day for

Mr. Baxter. The Dormy
House filled up steadily,

and by the evening the highly

satisfactory total of forty-four,

mostly hale, and slightly too
hearty elderly gentlemen had
assembled.

The autumn meeting opened
in a full easterly gale, and it was a

battered and weary collection of

competitors who arrived back at

the clubhouse.

Mr. Baxter, greeting them as

they came in, found them on one
subject unanimously eloquent.

They one and all cherished loath-

ing mingled with respect for the

new seventeenth. The secretary

examined their cards with
curiosity. Only one five was re-

corded; the average was eight.

When young Cyril Ward, the only
scratch player in the club, came in,

the secretary asked him how he
had fared. "My ancient friend," he
replied, "I accomplished seventeen
holes in seventy-two strokes; good
going in this wind; my total is

eighty. 1 give you one guess as to

the other hole."

"Oh, the seventeenth, I

suppose."

'Tou've said it. Baxter, there's

something funny about it. I hit

two perfect shots and then took six

more to hole out."

"I'm sure of it," said the sec-

retary, "but I'm getting most
remarkably sick of hearing about
it."

After the second round of the

thirty-six holies stroke competition

Mr. Baxter found himself the cen-

ter of one of the fiercest indigna-

tion meetings in the history of the

golf game, liveryone had some-
thing to say. Eventually he was
forced to promise that, if at the

end of the week they were still of

the same opinion, he would have
the old seventeenth restored. "But,"

said he, "all this chopping and
changing will cost us a lot of

money."
"More likely save us a bit,"

grumbled a pi'otestant. "I lost three

new balls there today. Have you
noticed what a stench there was
coming from the back of the

green?"

Cyril Ward went for a stroll

with Mr. Baxter when the debate

was over. "I wish the old boys
weren't so impatient," he said.

'That hole has beaten me badly
twice, but I'd like to have many
more shots at it. 1 shall protest

strongly if they decide to change
back. Look at it now, the green's

like a pool of blood!"

("A sinister but apt descrip-

tion," thought Mr. Baxter.)

The sun was setting in a wild

and tortured sky, and its fiery

dying rays certainly painted the

seventeenth a sanguine hue.

"It's funry you should say
that," he remarked. "It's called

'Blood Wood' by the locals."

"From what 1 heard of the ex-

pletives used f)y our worthy fellow

foozlers, they certainly agree with
them," laughed Ward.

That nigfit Mr. Baxter had a

short but disturbing dream. He
seemed to hear a deep bell tolling

sullenly, and then suddenly a voice

cried, "Sacred to the memory of

Cyril Ward, who screamed once in

Blood Wood," and then came a

discordant chorus of vile and bes-

tial laughter, aind he awoke feeling
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depressed and ill at ease.

"This absurd business is get-

ting on my nerves," he thought,

"I'm even dreaming al^out it," and
he suddenly felt he wanted to leave

Duncaster, and the sooner the

better. It was too lonely and idle a

life, he decided.

The next day the gale contin-

ued, bringing torrents of rain with

it, and there was no competition.

The course was a melancholy and
deserted waste. Mr. Baxter, as he

worked in his office, could hear

the great breakers booming beyond
the dunes. About sax the rain

dwindled to a light drizzle, and
Cyril Ward came in to see him, a

couple of clubs under his arm.

"There's just enough light to let me
defeat that blasted hole," he said;

"the swine fascinates me!"

Mr. Baxter found himself

rather vehemently trying to per-

suade him otherwise. "I shouldn't;

it's still raining, and it will be
almost dark in the wood."

"Oh, rot," said Ward, and
presently the secretarjf saw him tee

up and drive off. He watched him
until he had almost reached the

wood, and then someone called

him to settle a point of bridge law.

The windows of the smoking room
were open, and the gale suddenly

increased in fury.

Mr. Baxter had just given his

decision when there came a long

scream of agony shaking down the

wind. He rushed to the door, the

other occupants of the room hust-

ling after him.

That terrible cry had come
from the wood, and they began
running toward it. Suddenly just

visible in the gloom, a figure came
staggering out from the wood,
threw up its arms, and fell. Mr.
Baxter dashed toward it as he had
not run for twenty years, the

others after him.

Cyril Ward was lying on his

back, his eyes wide, staring, and
horrible— obviously dead.

Amongst those v?ho came up
was the local doctor, who knelt

down and made a short examina-
tion. "Must be heart. I believe he
had a weakness there, poor Cyril!"

Mr. Baxter helped to carry the

body back to the Dormy House;

his burden was Cyril's left leg, a

disgusting dangling thing. The
memory of his dream came back
to him, and his nerves shook. He
tried to find reassurance by telling

himself that such premonitions

were common enough, however
inexplicable.

It was decided at an informal

meeting that the links should be

closed the next day out of respect

for the dead, but that the four-

somes should be held on the

Thursday. "A very typically British

compromise," thought Mr. Baxter.

"Will an inquest be necessary?"

he asked the doctor.

"I think not; it's clearly a case

of heart."

"Did you notice his eyes?"

asked the secretary.

The doctor gave him a quick

glance. "I did," he replied, "but

these attacks are often very pain-

ful. But did you notice that

appalling stink coming from the

wood?"
"Yes," said the secretary

shortly.

"Well, I should find out the

cause; it can't be healthy."

"I will tomorrow," said Mr.
Baxter.

The next day he spent in his

office, and never before had a

sense of the futility of his

occupation so swept over him.

This shifting of pieces of india

rubber from one spot to another!

Oh, that a man should have to

spend his few and gloriously po-

tential days fussing about such

banality! Perhaps he was only

pitying himself. He went back to

his card-marking. He felt utterly

weary when he went to bed, and
fell immediately asleep. "Boom!

His burden was

Cyril’s left leg,

a disgusting,

dangling- thing.

Boom! Boom!" there came that

terrible tolling. He must wake! He
must not hear what was to come.
"Sacred to the memory of Sybil

Grant, who screamed twice in

Blood Wood," and once again

came that foul and wicked
laughter.

He awoke sweating and un-

nerved. He got up and mixed him-
self the strongest whiskey and soda

of his ^temperate existence. "Sybil

Grant! Sybil Grant!" Thank God,
he knew no one of that name! He
tried to read, till light came.

He went down to the club-

house after breakfast, and met the

doctor. "Hullo," said the latter,

"you're not looking very fit! What's
the matter?"

"Oh, just a rotten night," said

the secretary. "By the way, I sent

the green-keeper to find out about

that smell, but he couldn't discover

any cause for it; and, as a matter

of fact, says he couldn't smell

anything."

"Well, he's a lucky man," said

the doctor. "It was the most loath-

some reek I've encountered, and
I've met a few!"

After the foursomes had
started, everyone desperately light-

hearted and pathetically deter-

mined to allow no echo of the hor-

ror of a few hours before to dis-

turb the atmosphere of labored

cheerfulness, Mr. Baxter felt he
must be alone. He wandered off to

the long no man's land between the

..i
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dunes and the sea, a famous haunt

'

of sea birds; the sand showed
everywhere the delicate tracings of

their soft little feet.

As he reached the darker
strata just surrendered by the

angry, fading tide, his ey^ was
caught by a patch of scarlet mov-
ing down to the sea some distance

to his left. "A girl going to bathe,"

he thought casually. "She must
have warm blood in her to face

such a sea on such a day. I hope
she knows what she's about. It's

none too safe a spot." Presently he
saw a man run down to join her,

and felt reassured and yet

depressed. "To be a dingy old
bachelor like myself is the one un-
answerable indictment. Ten King's

Councillors could not make it seem
excusable."

Then his mind turned to the

question of the new post he was
determined to secure. He would go
up to London as soon as the meet-
ing was over and get an exchange
if possible.

H
is work kept him busy all

the afternoon, and he did

not emerge from his office

till dusk was falling. "Best figure in

England," he heard the Colonel de-

claring, as he entered the smoking
room. "I believe she's engaged to

Bob Renton."

"Who's that?" asked the sec-

retary.

"The Grant girl," said the

Colonel. "Sybil Grant."

The secretary felt a tug of

horror at his heart.

"Is she coming down here?" he
asked sharply.

"She is here," replied the

Colonel. "If you'd been here ten

minutes ago you'd have seen her."

"Well, where is she now?"
asked the secretary, seizing his

arm. "Where is this girl?" he cried,

his voice rising.

"Hullo, young feller, what's all

the excitement? I imagine she's

about at the seventeenth green;

she's staying with the Bartletts at

the Old Cottage, and is walking
back that way."

At that moment a bell seemed
to toll once shatteringly in the

secretary's ears. He put his hands
to his head, and without a word
started running frantically down
the seventeenth fairway. Suddenly
there sprang down the wind a ter-

rible cry of terror, followed by a

desperate and prolonged scream.
Mr. Baxter stopped dead and shud-
dered. He heard shouts behind him
and the patter of others running.

He tottered on. Somebody—
several people— passed him; as he
reeled into the wood he could see

the firefly gleam of electric torches,

and as he neared them he could see

they were focused on some object

on the ground. It was white, and

“Murder by

some person or

persons unknown,”

was the verdict.

someone was kneeling over it.

When he saw what it was he was
suddenly and violently sick. It was
flung down the bank, it was
naked, its head was lolling hid-

eously. It was sprawling, one knee
flung high, its face— but someone
covered that face with his coat and

told Mr. Biixter to go for the

doctor. And that terrible death
stench kept him company.

The inquest was fixed for the

following Monday, and Mr. Baxter
was told his testimony would be
required.

The little village swarmed
with police and reporters. There
hadn't been a mystery of such
possibilities for many moons, and
the whole country was stirred.

Murder so foul cried out for

vengeance. But there was no
arrest, "And there never will be,"

thought Mr. Baxter as he took his

stand in the improvised witness-

box in the village school. The
coroner, a corpulent, hirsute, and
pompous person, soon put to him
the question fie had anticipated. "I

understand that you started to run
toward the sitene of the tragedy
before these screams were heard: is

that so?"

”Ves," replied the secretary.

"Why was that?"

And then Mr. Baxter uncon-
trollably laugfied.

"I may be mistaken," said the

coroner, "but this hardly seems a
laughing matter."

"I must beg your pardon," said

Mr. Baxter. "I laughed against my
will, I laughed because I suddenly
realized how absurd you would
consider my explanation to be."

"That is quite possible," said

the coroner, "but I must ask you to

let me hear it."

"I had a premonition, a
dream."

"Of what character?"

"Well, I dreamed that Miss
Grant would f>e killed."

"Did you warn her?"

"I had never heard of her
except in this dream. I did not
know she was here till I was so
informed a moment before these

screams were heard."

"A curious story," replied the

representative of law and order,

who clearly regarded Mr. Baxter as

a person of limited Intelligence and
dubious veracii;y.

"Murder by some person or
persons unknc wn," was the ver-
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diet, and unknown he, she, or they

remained.

T
he nine days ran their

course, police and reporters

departed, and Mr. Baxter

went off to London, where he

secured a job at a nc;w course in

Surrey. He was to have no succes-

sor at Duncaster. Resignations

poured in, and it was decided at a

final meeting of the committee that

the links should be abandoned.

On arriving in London it oc-

curred to Mr. Baxter to call upon a

friend of his, a Mr. Markes. He
very much wanted an expert confi-

dant, and Mr. Maj'kes, besides

being very wealthy, was by some

trick of temperament fascinated by
all types of pyschic phenomena,

and had amassed the finest library

on such matters in the world.

"Jim," asked the secretary, "is

there any mention of Duncaster in

your records?"

"When I read about your

troubles there," leplied Mr.

Markes, "I thought they sounded

rather in the tradition, and so I

looked up the history of Duncaster

and was unexpectedly fortunate;

for it is mentioned in a work,

which, for the most part, is deser-

vedly forgotten. The Memoirs of

Simon Tylor, a peculiarly dull dog.

I have them here," he continued,

walking over to a shelf and taking

down a bulky volume.

"In the year 1839 Simon took

a walking tour through Norfolk

and arrived at Duncaster on Sep-

tember tenth. He liked the look of

it, and decided to spend a couple

of days there at tlie inn, 'The

Sleeping Sentinel.'"

"It is there still," said Mr.

Baxter.

"All this," went on Mr.

Markes, "is described at vast and

damnable length, but his adven-

ture, which occurred on the second

evening of his stay, is much more
crisply done. I will r«;ad it to you:

"'I spent a pleasing and invig-

orating morning wandering over

the wild expanse cl moor and

"dunes," as they call the great sand

mounds; and afterward dined.

“No one

wanders there

after nightfall,”

he said.

rested, and had some talk with my
good host of the inn. Late in the

afternoon I decided to make
further exploration of the neigh-

borhood, and, noticing a fine

wood of tall trees some distance

away across the moor, I remarked

to my host that I proposed to visit

it. Greatly to my surprise he

strongly opposed my doing so, but

when I asked him for what reason,

he returned me evasive replies—
"No one wanders there after night-

fall," he said. "It has a bad repute."

""'On account of robbers?" I

asked. And though he replied with

a short laugh that that was so, I

did not believe it was the thought

in his mind. To satsify him, I

declared that I would but walk

toward it, a promise I had better

have kept.

"'So I wandered out as the

light was fading, and drew near to

the wood. Then I put it to myself

that such village gossip was in

most cases but idle tradition

inscribed in the long and sparsely

furnished memories of country

folk. And this decision prevailing,

I entered the wood, following a

rough pathway. And then I had
reason to doubt my host's word,

for instead of it being shunned by
the local folk it seemed that the

wood did house quite a company.
The light being low and the trees

growing close, I failed clearly to

distinguish my companions, but

only, as it were, out of the corner

of my eye, I glimpsed them many
times. "Lovers," thought 1. After I

had traversed some two hundred

paces I noted some little way in

front of me a low mound with a

single fine tree at its back. I was
just fancying that I would go so

far and then return when a move-
ment in the gloom caught my eye,

and at the same instant I perceived

a very vile and curious stench.

Something seemed to be reclining

on the mound, a beast of some

sort, and slowly gaining its feet.

And then I knew the beginning of

fear. This thing seemed to rise and

rise till it towered above the tree,

and then it couched its head as for

a spring. I have no wish to see its

like again. Seized with a great

loathing and horror, I ran back

along the path, and as I ran it

seemed that many were running

beside me and closing in upon me.

I felt the Thing was close beside

me, but I dared not turn to look.

Just as my breath was leaving me I

found myself at the edge of the

wood, and then something seemed

to touch me, and I screamed and

swooned.
"'When I regained my senses I

found I was prone on the ground

and my host and some others were

standing round me conversing in

low tones. They helped me back to

the Inn, no one saying a word. I

left early the next morning, that

stench still lingering in my nostrils

and the host seeming to avoid talk

with rge. All this is the truth as I

have set it down.'

"And that's what happened to

Simon," said Markes.

"A curious story," said Mr.

Baxter.

"Far more curious than un-

common. I could find you a dozen

almost identical experiences. Al-

most certainly the work of our

friends the Druids, whoever they

were! A mound and an oak— such

places are death traps. Not all the

time; the peril is periodic. Why,
we don't know. But our friend

Simon was very lucky to be able

to leave 'early next morning,'

though he didn't escape altogether.

The rest of his book reads like a

coda to this adventure. Bad
dreams, depression and always

that smell in his nose. He died

within a year or two. And now tell

-me exactly what happened at Dun-
caster, for I gather it is still a dis-

turbed area."

So Mr. Baxter told him the

curious events connected with the

new seventeenth. 10
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me ESSENTIAL WRITERS

H.K.WAKEFIELD
The Last of His Breed

by Jack Sullivan

Coming at the tail-end

of a great tradition,

this English master
cast his ‘grey and somber’ spell

over everything from
golf courses

to Christmas trees.

/
n 'Tarewell to All Those!", a
touching announcement of his

retirement from the ghost story

field in 1961, Herbert Russell Wakefield
pronounced M. R. James to be "the last

of the great ones," a master of the

English ghost story who "closed an
epoch." In retrospect, however, it

might be more "accurate to grant
Wakefield himself that distinction, or
certainly the last part of it. H.R.
Wakefield carried the spectral torch of
the antiquarian ghost story longer than
anyone, and his death at seventy-
seven* in 1965 meant that something
supremely civilized yet supremely fear-

ful died with him, perhaps forever.

What sets Wakefield apart from
other late practitioners of the anti-

quarian ghost story such as L.P.

Hartley and Canon Basil Smith is that

the genre was the center of his career.

Beginning in the 1920s, the Oxford-
educated Wakefield, son of Bishop

'Authorities Mike Ashley and E. F. Bleiler

list the year of his birth as 1888; Wakefield
himself claimed 1890 in his two Arkham
House collections (shades of Gary Hart!),

and British anthologist Hugh Lamb compro-
mises with 1889. — Ed.

Wakefield of Birmingham, published

over a hundred ghost stories. Although
he worked for a time in publishing and
as secretary to Lord Northcliffe, wrote
for the BBC, and was a connoisseur of

crime (both fictional and factual), his

specialty was the horror tale. Like

M.R. James, he had a devotion to the

genre that made him the object of

snobbery and ridicule. 'Why concern

yourself with such inane tripe?" he
recalled numerous people asking over
the years. “Why waste a small talent

on such bogusness?"

But Wakefield took this "bogus-

ness" seriously -not only ghostly tales

but ghosts themselves. "Sometimes I

fancy I see something flicker and hear
something stir," he explained in "Why I

Write Ghost Stories" (1946). "There is,

I believe, something there, but I shall

never know what; and, rest assured,

neither will you. ... To know not and
know that you can never know is one
of the finest panaceas for human
doubts and fears, and an excellent

recip)e for humility.” Here Wakefield
articulates perhaps more clearly than
anyone the curious double attitude

toward the supernatural so character-

istic of the James school: there is

"something" out there, but it isn't

"necessarily spiritual or otherworldly in

origin"— and in any case, it is unknow-
able and unclassifiable. "I am a skeptic

of skeptics," Vifakefield summed up,

"but not, I hope, a wooden one."

(Interestingly, V^!akefield thought James
was too skeptical and casual in his

statements on the supernatural.)

This agnosticism emerges in Wake-
field's fiction, which has the "humility"

to withhold explanations of the terrors

it so adroitly unleashes. Depending on
the tale, this vdthholding can some-
times become a frustrating tease, but
often it contributes to the sense of

mystery. In "Tlie Red Lodge," Wake-
field's first story (from the 1928 collec-

tion They Return at Evening), it is the

latter. This deeply personal tale was
composed after Wakefield's stay in a

reputedly haunted house, where he ex-

perienced a horrible "feeling of devitali-

zation," lay av'ake until dawn "op-

pressed by a fear without a name," and
once glanced u]5 to a first-floor win-
dow to see "a Ijlurred face at one of

them. It was a man's face, but there

was no man in the house."
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Crediting his inspiration to the

"permanent residents of the Red
Lodge," Wakefield made a stunning

debut with this story. The haunted-

house plot is traditional and rather

hackneyed, but Wakefield's variation —
involving mysterious patches of green

slime which grow and accumulate into

a menacing apparition - is peculiarly

nasty and original, like an E.C. horror-

comic conceit grafted onto an old-

fashioned ghost story. Equally striking

are Wakefield's pacing and structure,

which point in a direction he was to

follow the rest of his career. In the ex-

position, Wakefield briskly moves his

characters into the Reil Lodge, pro-

vides only a sketchy Jiccount of the

Lodge's haunted history, and quickly

besets them with all m.mner of slimy

terrors. Yet he still manages to keep

enough demonic energy stored for a

dramatic climax, which rushes in with

a sudden narrative speed-up. The
reader, like the besieged family, never

quite knows what has hit him. There is

no denouement, other than the stark

announcement that the "Permanent Oc-

cupants of the Red Lodje were in sole

possession once more."

Wakefield used the same strategy

in “'He Cometh and Hi Passeth By,"'

an exciting black-magic tale which is

surely his masterpiece. The colorful

villain, one of the more diabolical

"Naughty Boys of the Nineties," is a

deft parody of the satanic cult leader

Aleister Crowley, just as the super-

natural gimmick, involving the sending

of lethal cut-paper figures, is an

homage to M.R. James's "Casting the

Runes." Yet the staccato rhythm and
menacing atmosphere are Wakefield's

own. This is' one of Wakefield's

longest, most carefully developed tales,

but it moves with deadly efficiency and
speed.

The close friendship of the two
charming bachelor heroes in this story,

which enables them to risk their lives

for each other, signals an important

underlying motif in Wakefield, the cen-

trality of male companionship. In "The

Cairn," an abominable-snowman story,

this subtext becomes a full-blown

them.e; 'To have laid down his life for

the other would have been considered

a privilege by either of I hem. . . . Their

affection for each other so far sur-

passed the love of woman that had
they been forced to face the conven-

tionally considered ultimate tie of

friendship by falling in love with the

same one, they would have left her to

celibacy or a third person with abso-

lute contentment, in the certain knowl-

edge that such a competition would
have been essentially discordant and
disgusting."

The other side of this remarkable

sentence, not surprisingly, is an ugly

misogyny. Women in Wakefield's fic-

tion tend to be treacherous vamps or

real vampires. The murderous heroine

in "Damp Sheets" has "glittering little

eyes" suggesting "frigid malignity and
always insatiable egoism"; the sadistic

tease in "A Jolly Surprise for Henri"

takes a "malevolent and morbid delight

in tormenting men. It gave her a com-
plex thrill to see them 'aching' for her";

the vampiric femme fatale in "Mon-

strous Regiment" wants to sexually

subjugate men, to "conquer their brains

with my body"— including the little

boy who is the story's hero. Unlike

M. R. James, who presents a world vir-

tually without women, Wakefield uses

them as emblems of evil.

Not all of Wakefield is this way
by any means, and his best stories are

invariably those that locate evil in the

cosmos rather than the bedroom.

"'Look Up There!'"— a particularly chill-

ing example —communicates a real sense

of awe in its descriptions of a man
with an "angular obsession" that makes
him continually stare upward at some-

thing terrible in the sky. "Blind Man's

Buff" and "The Frontier Guards," both

exceptionally concise haunted-house

tales, manage to conjure nameless hor-

ror without the elaborate descriptions

of architecture usually found in such

tales— and without any real apparition

scenes. True to Eiis agnosticism, Wake-
field gives us not ghosts but malignant

textures and atmospheres that subtly

suggest the ghostly. His atmosphere

is so convincingly grey and somber
that he can make any environment

haunted, including a golf course (see

"The Seventeenth Hole at Duncaster,”

on page 62 in this issue), a Christmas

scene ("Lucky's Grove"), or a car

("Used Car").

The strongest tales tend to be the

early ones. There are exceptions, to be

sure, but beginning with The Clock
Strikes Twelve (1940) Wakefield began

to rely increasingly on trite revenge

plots ('In Collaboration," "The

Triumph of Death," "That Dieth Not")

and crudely sadistic endings. “The

Alley," for example, explodes into a

chaos of physical mutilation, and "Four

Eyes," a particularly unpleasant sample

of late Wakefield, describes what hap-

pens when a woman puts on a pair of

haunted glasses: "He bent over and
gently turned her body. And then he

dropped and jerked back, for her face

was a mask of blood and splinters of

glass driven hard into it. She had no
eyes." Yet one tends to overlook

Wakefield's excesses; given the depress-

ing amount of violence currently being

shovel^ onto readers by shlock horror

writers, even Wakefield's nastiest

stories seem almost good-natured.

In his invaluable Guide to Super-

natural Fiction, E.F. Bleiler points out

that Strayers from Sheol (1961), Wake-
field's last collection, shows a progres-

sion from the traditional Georgian

story to "the modem, more complex,

partially symbolic story now best writ-

ten by Aickman." Wakefield speaks

most eloquently as a voice from the

past, however, and several of these

final experiments simply don't come
off.

At his best, Wakefield will always

be a treat for connoisseurs of the

ghostly tale. He himself, with charac-

teristic drollery, recognized the limits

of his audience: "I've found that the

cult of such tales is confined mainly to

a small subset of highest brows. They
are extremely hypercritical, somewhat
resembling ballet-maniacs in their en-

cyclopaedic knowledge and zeal for

'odious comparisons." One comparison

that Wakefield might not have found
odious is the increasingly frequent

listing of his name in the ranks of Le

Fanu, James, and other English masters

of horror. 19
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the rocking horse

(continued from page 34) '

accepted this job with the state they'd supposed her

taking classes full-time was a matter of two years or
so, but already three years had passed, and now that

prospect had receded into an indefinite future. He
thought she reminded him of that too often. "Ill

graduate from college with my grandchildren," she'd

said with a flicker of resigned humor at first; and
then the humor disappeared, wilted, whatever— lost

its job, moved away, became unaffordable.

t
hat autumn was damp. The week before

Amy's thirteenth birthday, Alan and June
were having dinner by themselves because

both the children were staying with friends over-

night. June fixed supper. "It's my turn," she had said.

He interpreted this to mean that she resented having
to carry more than her share of the economic
burden.

She set down the pan of instant mashed pota-
toes on the table. "Has the printing shop finished

your resumes?"

"No."

"Any idea when?"
*

"Soon."

She put a record on the stereo. "Is Vivaldi all

right?"

"I don't care."

She spooned out the canned mixed vegetables.

"I bought Amy's birthday present — the telephone she
wanted."

"She's on the phone enough as it is."

"That's why I got it; so people could invite us
out for dates."

He didn't smile. "I don't believe in indulging

her every whim."
'Tou're not eating the meat loaf," she said.

He let his fork fall to the plate with a precise

clink. "I hate that habit. Just like your mother. Eat,

eat, eat."

"I wasn't pushing."

"I've been a big boy on my own since I was
twenty-one and I haven't starved yet, thank you."

In a tight voice she said, "Are you finished

raving? Are you quite finished?"

"I'm not a child. Don't correct me."
"Oh sure, you're goddamn fucking perfect."

"Don't do that to me, June."

She narrowed her eyes and folded her arms
across her chest. "Well, if you had a job, it wouldn't
have to be hamburger every day."

He slid his chair out from the table, scraping
the floor, and left the kitchen.

"Look at me," she said. "Not out there. The
answer isn't out there."

He walked toward the bay window. What-
ever was out there had to be more interesting, more
peaceful, more loving.

"Great," she yelled after him. "Try a melo-

dramatic gesture, why don't you."

Outside the window, the oak leaves spiraled

downward. When he thought about it, he caught a
whiff of their moist, limp odor. Autumn should
smell crisp, he thought, not musty and decayed.

She came up beside him. 'Alan, I'm sorry. We
always seem to be fighting." Was that an apology or

a rebuke? "You never were much for confrontation."

"Save that pop psych stuff for your
kaffeeklatsch."

"Yes, of course, Alan. Whatever you say,

Alan. You being the boss and all."

"Gimme a break, June."

For a minute, she stood nodding yes to an in-

ternal conversation. Then she glanced up and said,

"Sure, we all need a break." Her eyes were desolate;

her voice was beaten. "No more war?"
"No more war."

'Who won this one?"

"Does anybody care?"

She sighed. "I guess not. I'm going to bed."

He gestured faintly. "Fluri'les tomorrow."
"What?"
"The weatherman said there'd be snow tomor-

row. Just flurries. Itll be good to have snow on the

ground."

"Yeah, I suppose. I'm going to bed."

He reached out a hand to her, but she had
already moved away. "June, is everything okay?"

She turned abruptly. "Peachy keen."

"Again? You're going to siart it again?"

"Was I the one to start it last time?"

"The bugle sounded a retreat — remember?"
"Absolutely."

"What more can I do?"

"Something, Alan. AnytJiing. Don't just sit

around the house depressed and paralyzed."

"Things will get better."

'Tes, of course they will." There was not

much heart in her answer. "I'm tired. I'm going to

bed."
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He fed the wood stove and extinguished the

lights in the kitchen and the living room. Through

the window on the second-floor landing, he saw the

streetlamp cast a cone of weak, powdery light on the

concrete. It was not late, but there was no sound, no
one walking at this moment, no car driving past. He
was certain someone would come by in a second,

but for now everything was rooted in quiet

darkness.

O n the official first day of winter, Alan did

not feel like combing the classifieds, knock-

ing on doors, researching the employment
possibilities in the sunbelt states. He and Jake went

to the City Museum of Natural History. The part

about it being natural was reassuring.

Jake especially wanted to visit the dinosaur

hall and gaze at their scoured and silent bones. Alan

described again how most of them were herbivorous.

'That means vegetarians, plant-eaters." He read the

names; "Brontosaurus. Plateosaurus. Diplodocus."

And Jake liked to work up to the plaster cast

of Tyrannosaurus Rex, mimicking Amy when he

called it tyrant-o-sore. Alan remembered his home-
town museum where “he kids spooked one another

with stories and premonitions of a real and true

Egyptian mummy that had an unwrapped dead hand
that you could touch. Neither he nor his friends had

ever happened across the mummy. He was glad of

that.

Alan and Jake ended their visit in the old part

of the museum, the beisement which had been refur-

bished during the fifties with that decade's curved,

bulbous, cavelike architecture. Here were housed the

glassed-in three-dimensional displays of the creatures

of prehistory preying one upon the other in water,

in sky, on savannah, on ice, some to become fossils,

some papier-mache representations, some merely

conjectures. The ceili;igs were low and the walls

painted black to enhance the violet of the fluorescent

lamps. Alan noticed a damp scent in the air, prob-

ably from the cafeteria kitchen nearby: a faint smell,

sweetish and warm and sickening. It reminded him
of the week after Thanksgiving, when his grand-

mother made turkey-bone soup, explaining that the

beads of grease were good for you. She was just an

ignorant old woman and she'd insisted that he eat

the soup although his stomach hurt. "This will cure

your tummy ache and no more flu," she'd said. It

didn't work; he threw up.

The air was moist and he felt woozy. Out of

nowhere, he recalled what his grandfather used to

say: "It's not what you know that can hurt you, but

what you don't know."
"Look, Daddy, it's like my horse." Jake

clapped his hands in front of the display of Hyra-

cotherium. "It's so cute, it's so little."

Alan read the placard describing the ancestor

of the horse: To the Classical writers it was a

symbol of energy and passion, to the modem odds-

player a gallop to a silver loving cup and wealth.

The horse has been domesticated only in recent

history, but we can trace its genealogy back to the

Eocene epoch over 60 million years ago. Behind the

window was a creature the size of a dog, grazing on
a lush prairie.

Jake had wandered to the next display, de-

picting its modern descendant. Here was a tableau of

seven animals— two zebras and five hyenas. In the

distance a zebra had been felled, and a hyena was
licking at a coral gap of flesh in its side. The
foreground showed a zebfa on its knees, its powerful

neck in a tortured twist, its teeth exposed in a silent

snarl at the attacking hyenas gathered around. One
of them had its mouth aimed at the zebra's belly.

Jake seemed fixed to the spot as he studied

the animal in the back. "Did it hurt Marge to die?"

The question startled Alan. He looked at

Jake, whose eyes were focused on the fallen zebra. "I

think she died without knowing. In her sleep. She

just never woke up."

"Oh." Jake nodded as if he were satisfied.

On the back of the diorama a pair of painted

lions pursued a herd of zebras, running and safe, in

the high colors of sixth-grade science texts. Alan
read the inscription: Even today the ecological

balance is preserved by animals in their variety and
... A wave of nausea and fear enveloped him. He
forced himself to read on: The death of the individ-

ual is necessary if the species is to continue; it is part

of the machinery of evolution and of all life .... So
even in biology death is the shadow of life, he

thought, not just in sermons and funeral eulogies.

He did not continue. He did not want to. He turned

away, looking for* an exit.

At the periphery of his vision he could see the

dying creature tremble, its legs flail out, then stiffen.

He felt revolted and frightened, as frightened as the

kneeling creature. This horse bore little resemblance

to that one. This striped, pitiful beast with its flank
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the rocfc/ng horse

about to be ripped open was not tfie wooden, rock-
ered toy. Then why did he think of them both to-
gether? Something shimmered below the surface,
then skittered away. It made his stomach panic, his
blood freeze. He dared not look. "Let's get out of
here, Jake."

As they waited for the light to change before
crossing the street, a grey old man, bearded like

Rasputin, his eyes rimmed red, marched back and
forth carrying a placard urging repentance: ]Ne are
in the valley of the shadow of death . . . His rain-

coat, torn in several places, flapped open in the
windy drizzle; he wasn't wearing a sweater or
gloves; his hands were bluish-red. "Life is good. Pass
it on," he said with frenzied cheer. "Somebody up
there loves you."

A wise guy with a pair of buddies heckled
him: "Oh, yeah? What floor is she on? I could use
some loving." Proud of his joke, he hooted and dou-
bled over in laughter.

Alan grasped Jake's hand and pulled him
across the street.

"Daddy, what was v^ritten on the sign? I

couldn't, understand the words."
"It's about peace for the world. A wish for

peace." Already at 4:30, darkness was falling.

When they got home, he carried the rocking
horse down to the basement. He told Jake he
intended to paint it. He would start with the head.
As he set it down on the cement floor, a hot, knife-

edged shock ran up his ribs, arms, and shoulders.
This was like a rocking horse he'd had when he was
a kid. No, of course it wasn't. It's never the same.

Something out of childhood was intruding.

When his grandfather died.

"It's all right," his grandmother had said,

trying to comfort Alan. Cramps had died of a heart
attack at eighty-one. He and a young guy were lift-

ing slate slabs on a fine summer day with a little

breeze. Cramps had come in for lunch and was rest-

ing in the rocking chair.

When the cold cuts and potato salad were on
the table, Alan went into the living room to call

Cramps and found him, his head on one shoulder
and against the backrest, his face waxen, his mouth
open as if slightly surprised.

The ambulance came and took him away.
There was nothing to be done. "It's all right," his

grandmother said. "It's all right." No, it's not, he
kept thinking.

"Rock of Ages," his grandmother sang, crad-
ling him in her arms beside his own rocking horse.

Alan didn't want to reflect on that long-ago
day. He stepped back. I'll paint it tomorrow, he told

himself.

That night he had difficulty sleeping. He saw
thirteen bloody zebras on a merry-go-round that

spun frantically until it became a whirling gyre, a
rosy, bloody whirlwind. Now he was the fallen crea-

ture encircled by gradually dimming animals; their
high screeches cut the air in receding ripples, and he
was at the center. The old fear tightened around his
heart, the ancient grandfather i-ear, the great ances-
tral fear of night and coffin-beds, of sleep and
dirges, the old dance, haunted ... a nightmare
about a grandfather clock ticking musically to
doom, slipping off the edge, falling, falling, falling,

forever and ever amen.

t
he following week the interview went badly:
he couldn't concentrate. He should have
brought his evaluation review and the port-

folio of the five-year plan he had written for his

department. He had never forgotten that before. The
personnel manager looked at him from the metallic

expanse of his desk with compcjsed sympathy, nod-
ding his head agreeably, the ]3icture of affability.

Yes, yes, I know how it is. These things slip our
memory sometimes."

Alan couldn't explain he was preoccupied,
distracted, uninterested in this jjosition to the point
of forgetting; that he had lost his cleaning lady, lost

his job, and was afraid of losing his mind; that it

was absurdly, unbelievably the fault of the rocking
horse. If you blamed losing your job on your son's

toy, people would begin to surmise that that
,
wasn't

all you had lost; they would suppose you were be-
coming unhinged, going wacko, flipping your lid,

cracking up, that you were off your rocker.

Alan promised to mail the portfolio to the

personnel manager, who smilingly pledged he would
peruse it thoroughly. They sh(3ok hands, and the

man flashed Personnel Manager Smile Number Two.
Alan drove home through Marge's neighbor-

hood in Westmont, a shortcut he had avoided before
the interview; but now that thi; meeting was over,

preserving the appearance of calmness did not
matter. He had nothing at risk. Or was it every-
thing? No, he would not succumb to this fantasy
dragging at his imagination.

Maybe if he faced this imaginary beast.

He needed to talk to someone. The man who
sold the rocking horse to Marge could help restore

all this to rational proportions. Marge had said that

she bought her furniture and knickknacks at a store

in her neighborhood. Babe's Antique Bazaar. Alan
looked up the address in a ph(me book. When he
got to Babe's ("The Best at the Lowest"), he parked
the car on a side street and walked past Korzeniow-
ski's Ace Laundromat, a Dollar Bargain five-and-

dime store. King's Outlet Family Shoes, a boarded-
up movie theater, a Salvation Ai'my thrift shop. The
voices of children singing drifted past: "London
Bridge is falling down, falling down, falling down.
London Bridge is falling dowr, A-ri-zona." What
game were they playing tp that chant?

In the dusty window of Eabe's, staring out at

him among cracked vases and broken chairs and yel-
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lowed lampshades, v/as the horse. But it was an
ordinary dappled gn;y, not green, and not yet a

rocking horse. The merry-go-round pole still thrust

out of its shoulders; it was not on rockers, nor did it

have painted eyes twisting around it. Now he had to

talk to Babe, who v/ould know what this meant,

where the horse came; from, what it purposed.

Closed, said the sign on the door. He went
into the thrift shop next door and asked the woman
behind the cash register when Babe's would be open.

"Oh, he's dead, rest his soul. Died maybe
three, four months ago, in early autumn." She was
about sixty, with a soft, flushed face and rows of

white curls.

"What was it?"

"Cancer. Ate him right up. Really sudden,

because he looked a tall, strapping man." She
clucked her tongue and bowed her head out of

deference to the memory. "They always go first,

don't they, the healthy ones?"

"I was interested in the rock— the merry-go-

round horse in the window."
"It's the last orie."

"The last one?"

"He had a dozen or so he got from a de-

stroyed merry-go-round. One was really unusual—
green with little figures on it. Babe could smell a

good deal, he could. I remember the day he put the

last one in the window. His chest and stomach really

started hurting, I think." She paused in formal com-
passion. "He came to pay back ten dollars and to

ask if any rhinestone jewelry had come in. He was
thinking ahead to Halloween." She looked down at

the case of costume jewelry— plastic beads and
shells, no rhinestones "The man who sold Babe the

horses said they came from a wrecked merry-go-

round. The carnival owner had just had the horses

repainted. Shame, to go through all that and have it

wrecked and then to sell it at a loss. I know what it

is to sell at a loss." She held and squeezed her wrist.

"It hurts. My arthritis is acting up. Now I remember.
The man was anxious to retire or something— oh
yes, to go to the hospital — so Babe paid him a pit-

tance. He sure had a nose for a bargain, not like my
late husband."

"Your late husb'and? Did he buy one of those

horses?"

"Of course not. Our grandchildren are too

old." She caressed a photograph of a round-faced,

chubby man. "Well, Babe is probably selling used

harps to the angels, and at a good price. It takes all

kinds, is what I always say." She leaned forward and
inclined her head in tfie direction of Babe's store. "He
must've salted away enough so the relatives have
something to fight over. That's why the store is still

closed. I guess it ke<;ps the lawyers working. Are
you a lawyer? No offense."

"No, I'm not." She wanted to show him some
toys, but he edged toward the door. "Thank you.

That horse. It was not

satisfied. It was a

patient and waiting

mouth.

Good-bye."

"Come again," she said. "We'll have more toys
in a few weeks. Spring is a good time for toys."

There was a chain. He was certain. His family

had become the most recent link. He wondered if

anyone was hurt when the merry-go-round was
wrecked. He wondered who painted the horses. He
wondered if the painter had died of the hex.

That horse. He had not understood its nature

when he carried it downstairs; it had not gone to

sleep as if it were satisfied. It could wait. It was not

satisfied. It was a patient and waiting mouth.
Christ, what an idea — either he was crazy, or

the world was. He was tired. Scared and tired.

Vague terror rolled in, its wheels as huge as con-

sciousness. He had a premonition that ... He didn't

want to give words to his fear. Unnamed, it was less

powerful, he told himsej^.

You plan and plan and then the whole thing

goes out of control, the ground yawns open in front

of your feet, and you've nowhere to hide. Should

you jump into the pit and end the fear? There. He'd

said it. He'd put it into words. You couldn't avoid it.

The countryside was bleak, the sky was low,

everything was drained of color. This was the dead
of winter. What a phrase, what an ugly phrase.

A slushy rain fell against his windshield. The
pace of the traffic slackened. The right-lane cars were
merging left. Now he could see why: in the farthest

strip an ambulance and a police car huddled near an
overturned green Chevy. It had skidded a wide,

plump eight before it flipped over, its tires in the air,

its doors spilled open as if it were leaking its

contents onto the road. One person under a white

sheet was being carried on a stretcher. Police hov-

ered around the car, talking and gesturing. There

must have been someone inside yet, living or dying.

Alan slowed down with the traffic and he,

too, like all the rest, gaped with hypnotized horror

at this accident, this danse macabre, and felt a

momentary pleasure that he was not one of them, he

was not one of the injured or dead. No matter what
he had done, what sins he'd committed, he was still

alive. Hooh hah! He shuddered and grinned. Many
are called, but few are chosen. Except at the end,

when all are chosen.
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the rocking horse

As Alan pulled into the driveway he was re-

lieved to see the house just as he'd left it that morn-
ing: it appeared grizzled in the twilight of the sleety

day with the matted grass brown from last autumn.
But it was not consumed by fire or catastrophe or

act of God.
He killed the ignition, turned off the garage

light, and let himself in. "Hello. Anyone home?"
June answered, "In the living room."
As Alan approached, he heard constricted

racking sobs, air being inhaled in shallow gasps and
heaved out in wrenching, convulsive sobs. Amy was
sitting on the floor, her head buried in June's lap.

"She'll be all right," June said carefully. "We
were just about to go to Melissa's house. She was
hurt. I left a note for you." She pointed to the

kitchen.

Alan —
I’ve taken Amy to visit Melissa. They were in

the basement and Melissa got hurt. Jake is at the

Lawrences'. Pick him up at 8. We'll he back at 9.

Don't worry. Amy is upset because she feels respon-

f sible. Poor thing, she feels guilty that they had fight.

We'll be home at 9. Don't worry. Everything is OK.
June

He came into the room. "What happened,

June?"

She helped Amy to her feet and told her to

put her coat on. Amy was still sniffling as she left

the room. "They were fooling around in the base-

ment, pushing and shoving each other, and while

they were down there Melissa got on the rocking

horse. Amy told her to get off, that it wasn't hers

and she'd break it. They'd been on the verge of an
argument all day. It was a freak accident." Her
hands moved in the air feebly. "Amy stalked out.

Melissa ran after her, stumbled and tripped against

the stove. She burned her forearm. There was an
ugly welt, but the doctor says she'll be all right.

That was this afternoon. Amy feels awful because
they'd been fighting. I thought if she went to see

Melissa she might feel better." Her white cardigan

was buttoned crookedly. She put out a shaking
hand. "Whew, that was scary! I still have the jitters.

A good thing I was here when it happened. Maybe
you and Jake should go and get a quick hamburger."

He began rebuttoning her sweater from the

bottom. "No need to fret about us." She felt dear to

him, the way something feels dear when it's ill or

wounded, when its frail and complete mortality

becomes tangible. Her hair smelled faintly of wood
smoke. The freckles on her cheekbones and temples

stood out. He kissed the tip of her nose. "Captain

Lichter is in charge."

"Sure he is. We'll be home at nine." With a

backward glance she said, "Don't let the wood stove

get you."

They disappeared around the corner. He

heard the kitchen door close and the car start up.

Something kept tugging at him. It had been four
months exactly since Marge had brought the toy into

the house. It felt like generations. He wanted to

avoid thinking about that, but some brave corner of

his mind insisted. Or maybe it was a foolish and
hysterical imagination devising sick fantasies. The
house was making its own noises and communica-
tions: sounds of wheezing and clacking and chomp-
ing— the boards of the hardvmod floors as they
settled. Settled what? he thought unfunnily.

Suppose, just suppose he got rid of the rock-

ing horse. Would his . . . their run of bad luck, bad
judgment, bad dreams end? He did not want to al-

low himself to take this idea seriously. But if he

were to be superstitious — just for one short moment
— could he destroy the creature and return to logic?

The notion smacked of madness. He shivered as if a

gust of wind had blown right through him.

He heard a thunk on the porch floor and the

click of the doorknob. His arn-is went rigid and his

breath, curling inside his windpipe, seemed to freeze.

Jake appeared framed in the doorway, small

and pale, the light from the early moon making him
look like a ghost. "Daddy, don't be sore. I got such a

headache and I needed to come home. Mrs. Law-
rence said I had to stay, but I wanted to see you.
The aspirins didn't help."

"Jake, captain, you shouldn't have left the

Lawrences'. Theyll be upset and worried about — "

The telephone jangled.

Alan answered. "Yes, Jake's here. Thanks,
Frieda, for taking care of him . . . No, it's not your
fault, I know you watched himi . . . I'll talk to him
about that. Thanks, Frieda. Good-bye." He put the

receiver down. "Jake, you knovi? you're not allowed
to cross the main street by yourself."

"I don't feel so good. Daddy." He kept rub-

bing his forehead. "Can I go to my room? I want to

play with my horse."

"Jake, don't you remember I put the horse in

the basement a couple weeks ago? 'To paint it?"

"Can I ride it. Daddy? For just a little while.

Till I go to sleep? I promise to go to sleep."

A tick of light played or. his hand. The scab

opened its red lips as Jake rubbed his fist into his

head.

Alan grabbed his hand. "What's this?"

"Amy and I were playing. She was only prac-

ticing her numbers."

"You're not telling the truth. Amy doesn't

have to practice her numbers."

"She says people get stamped when they're

grown up and go into a bar. I asked her to show
me." Jake spoke with a catch in his voice.

Maybe it did look like numbers. Numbers
and tic-tac-toe and shapes, but underneath was a

moving mouth. "Who told her that?"

"I dunno. She was practicing hei; . . . We
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weren't fighting. Honest."

"Does it hurt? Was this where you got the cut

last week?"

"I dunno. I guess so. Maybe not. I drew a pic-

ture on her hand, too. It wasn't a big fight, Daddy,

and we made up."

Alan found the peroxide in the medicine cab-

inet. He poured some on a washcloth and rubbed

Jake's hand with it. The faint green ink around the

edges came off on the v^ashcloth. But the main mark
over the crescent scab remained. "What kind of pen

was it? What did she use?" He knew it was useless to

try to eradicate it if it really was indelible. And if it

was nothing, it would wear away by itself. If it was

the other thing . . . Better not think about that.

Jesus, God, no. Not his child.

"I'm sorry. Daddy, I'm sorry," Jake wailed.

It was just Amy's lines. Let the peroxide take

it out. Please let it. Alan kept rubbing and rubbing

with the washcloth, theji with his fingers, while tears

streamed down Jake's face. "Why would Amy do

; this?"

"Daddy, you're Jiurting me."

Exhausted, Alan stopped. Jake's weeping

damped down to a wfjmper. Alan slumped to the

floor. The mark had faded. Alan let his breath out,

not realizing he'd been holding it in all this while.

The tightness in his chest loosened. He was adrift.

No, it couldn't be that simple. That wasn't it.

"Jake, go to bed now. I want you to go to bed. I

have something to think about."

"Can I play with the horse. Daddy?" His

j,
lower lip quivered.

"Jake, not now." Be firm for his life. "Go to

your room."

Without a word, Jake turned and left.

Alan opened the door to the cellar. The dark-

ness was a pool that could suck him in. He flicked

on the switch, but the danger was far from the light,

in the corner opposite the steps, at the other end of

the house.

In his mind he could see the axe in the

chopping block beside the west wall. Lizzie Borden,

Lizzie Borden, he was going to be Lizzie Borden. Or
would the axe come fcr him, for Alan Lichter, out

of control? Captain Alan loved life, never did any-

thing wrong, except a few times and those didn't

count because everyone; had some tiny flaws.

They were mortal; it was not. It could swoop
out of the night and pick their bones clean.

He eased himself down, then jumped when
the lamp above the steps fizzed and crackled and

burned out. Light from the kitchen flowed over the

top half of the stairway, and the basement windows
let in light from the streetlamps. If he stooped for-

ward he could make out the wood stove, and to the

right was the axe, its stem in the air, its glinting

blade sunk into the tree stump he used as a chopping

block.

Above him, he heard a thunk. Blinking, he

teetered and tipped. He put out his arm to catch

himself. In the darkness his fingers groped against

the dank stone wall and grazed jaggedly. He caught

his balance and straightened himself. He had torn a

nail; one drop of blood.

With a hand against the wall to steady him-

self, he descended. At the foot of the steps now.

Look, horsey, nothing personal. A smart whack and

it's over. I have to destroy you. No pain. Cooperate?

As he approached the horse, he felt a breeze

from an open window, on the east side of the house.

Why was it open? Who opened it? June must have

been tossing wood into the basement. The horse

rocked and rocked, back and forth, as if spurred by
an unseen rider, as if it were itself alive and snorting

instead of carved wood, rocking back and forth,

teasing him, mocking him, screaming, "I'm winning.

I'm winning — winning, winning, winning!"

The horse's wooden lips curled back to show
carnivorous teeth, pointed, and wet with saliva. Fear

coiled around his heart ^ke a snake. "Don't," the

horse threatened.

Alan's vision narrowed and darkened; he felt

as if he were going to faint. The cellar walls receded

farther into the darkness, toward some invisible

horizon. He felt prehistoric starlight falling on his

back. The horse's outlines shimmered and flowed. It

was a hyena, spots like paisley eyes, legs stiff, fangs

bared. "You're fair game," it said. "I only take the

weaklings, the old ones, the young."

Alan fought the impulse to run. If he turned

his back, it would be upon him; he would be pulled

down, torn apart. His own legs stiff with terror, he

stepped toward the creature. It growled and seemed

to swell, but neither advanced nor retreated. The
ground rippled; his vision darkened again, and the

cellar reappeared. The rocking horse glared at him in

the half-dark.

He inched over to the chopping block and, in

one sudden jerk, pulled out the axe. With a

whistling scream the horse rocked back, rearing.

Alan hefted the axe high above his head. The paisley

eyes squirmed and the cellar flickered as if with

lightning, each flash leaving a pale afterimage:

Marge in her coffin, a half-eaten zebra, his grand-

father dead in his chair, a chipmunk with a snapped

neck. A figure loomed over him; its features swirled

and became his own, then sagged and blotched with

decay, and the air stank of rotting meat. Alan

..I
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the rocking horse

gagged, lowered the axe. The thing wavered, its

shape shifted. He smelled gasoline and burnt rubber.

It was June, her head lolling to one side, her chest

crushed. She opened her mouth as if to speak but
blood gushed out. Nearly blinded by tears, Alan
held the axe at arm's length like a quarterstaff to

push away the thing that couldn't be his wife. The
shape blurred and shrank, turning in on itself. Terri-

fied of what he might see next, Alan swung the axe
like a bat, struck something hard and solid.

He could see normally again. His blow had
spun the horse around, and its rocking made it seem
to be running past him. He raised the axe to strike

again, but a small figure appeared on the horse's

back. Jake's frightened face turned toward him, his

arms hugging the paisley neck. The horse rocked
furiously and Jake wailed in terror. "I've got him,"

snarled the horse. "I've got them all."

Fury drove out fear. "Lies!" he screamed.

Jake faded from the horse's back. Alan struck

with the axe.

Nothing happened.

Then wood shrieked,* bone creaked, and the

ground shifted underfoot. His pulse rang in his ears

as again he brought the axe down on its flanks.

Some glimmering flecks that looked, for an instant,

like blood, impossible blood, showered up around
him; splinters flew over his face and hands. He
wanted to run away, to ignore this and forget it, to

put it from his mind until he became stronger.

I shbuld leave while I can, he heard himself

saying, before I'm devoured, before I lose my mind.
Its eyes fixed him with a stare admonishing,

menacing, promising revenge, malice, more. Not
over yet, it seemed to say— you don't dare.

He lifted the axe high and the measured stroke

plunged into its back. His shirt seam ripped at the

shoulder. The horse tumbled into a V, its head in

profile on the cement floor.

He chopped at the rocking horse. Kachunk
ha. Kachunk. The curved runners split off, then the

tail. The wood groaned. You'll be sorry, it seemed to

say.

Kachunk ha.

You can't, it said. You're one of mine.

His upswing hung in the air for a second and
then began the downward arc. He shattered its

muzzle. It would be quiet now. But the eyes

glowered.

Alan picked up a hind leg and, opening the

door of the wood stove, forced it in. The fire died

down as the piece landed on the embers. He threw
in a fragment of the head. The flames started up,

licking at it as if it were delicious, hissing, glowing,

swelling. His face was warm. His breathing was
shallow. It screeched, then cackled, and finally

crumbled into grey ash. He tossed in the rest of it,

bit by bit. He watched it burn, riveted by the fire.

Something growled like a demon. Something

stirred in the flames, a darkness, a tunnel. The
smoke stank of burned flesh lather than old wood.
The darkness collapsed on itself, dissolved into

smoke, and was carried up the chimney.
He sagged to his knees. His arms ached, but it

was a pleasant, relieved, easy ache. He wiped away
the sweat from his forehead and noticed the charcoal

and ash that clung to his arms. With a little water he
would be finished.

A hot downdraft of dc.st plumed out of the

open door and flew up and behind Alan.

A shadow fell across the floor.

"Daddy, I can't sleep. I'm scared to sleep."

Jake was at the top of the stairs, running down.
Alan wheeled. He had meant to put up a new

handrail. "Don't run down the stairs, Jake. Be
care— " God, not this little boy. No.

Suddenly Jake was in the air, arms upflung.

Alan's foot caught on the axe: and he lurched for-

ward, his own arms reaching out. Jake seemed
frozen in mid-dive, eyes startled and wide, and then

gravity took him and he plunged.

Something struck Alan's, chest, knocking him
sideways, spinning him around. His feet went from
under him and he fell heavily against the stairs. But
when he looked down, Jake was not sprawled out

on a bloodied cement floor; Jake was in his arms.

Alan had caught him. He felt solid and warm, fresh

and quick. Alan held the boy, trying to enclose him,
as if to let him go were to sliiJe away.

Jake swallowed, "I don't know what
happened."

"You slipped."

"Was it the horse. Daddy?"
"I don't know, Jake."

"Did it mean to hurt us?"

"It didn't intend anything. It was just playing,

just rocking back and forth, automatically."

"I don't think it was the horse. Daddy." Alan
hugged him close. "I think it v^as us."

Alan kissed the top of Jake's head. "For the

time being, we've stopped it. We don't have to be
afraid." He remembered chopiping the horse into

smaller and smaller pieces and burning it into ash

and powder that was carried up the chimney and
away.

"Were you afraid. Daddy?"
Surely its power was broken. It had to be. It

was only dust. "Yes, very much."
"Poor Daddy," Jake said in a gentle voice. "All

the lights are on." He point(?d upstairs with the

natural grace of a child. "See? I turned them on."

"I know that."

"Are we all right now?"
Jake was tight in Alan's arms, a small, cozy

child, alive and glorious. "Yes, Jake. Let's go upstairs

and wait for your mother and sister." Alan put Jake

down. "We're all right." He held his hand as they

walked up the steps. fS
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The biggest computer ever built would be asked the biggest question
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by Fredric Brown

war Ev ceremoniously soldered the final connection with gold. The
eyes of a dozen television cameras watched him and the subether bore
throughout the universe a dozen pictures of what he was doing.

He straightened and nodded to Dwar Reyn, then moved to a position

beside the switch that would complete the contact when he threw it. The
switch that would connect, all at once, all of the monster computing machines
cf all the populated planets in the universe — ninety-six billion planets — into

the supercircuit that would connect them all into one supercalculafor, one
cybernetics machine that would combine all the knowledge of all the galaxies.

Dwar Reyn spoke briefly to the watching and listening trillions. Then
after a moment's silence he said, "Now, Dwar Ev."

Dwar Ev threw the switch. There was a mighty hum, the surge of power
from ninety-six billion planets. Lights flashed and quieted along the miles-

long panel.

Dwar Ev stepped back and drew a deep breath. "The honor of asking the

first question is yours, Dwar Reyn."

"Thank you," said Dwar Reyn. "It shall be a question which no single

cybernetics machine has been able to answer."

He turned to face the machine. "Is there a God?" r

The mighty voice answered without hesitation, without the clicking of a

single relay.

"Yes, now there is a God."
Sudden fear flashed on the face of Dwar Ev. He leaped to grab the

switch. A bolt of lightning from the cloudless sky struck him down and
based the switch shut. (0



BEYOND THE ZONE
The Way-Out World of Feggo

(continued from page 20)

China, they do endanger the reader's

understanding of an alien culture — or,

worse yet, make it impossible by
virtue of being a first impression. In

a world where we cannot avoid
dealing with people from strange and
faraway places, writers sin gravely to

promote ignorance among men.
And a powerful writer like

Millhauser does evil in geometric
proportion to his ability.

— Arvin Dobrowski
Cleveland, Ohio

DEATH'S HEAD REVISITED

Dear Editor:

I have noticed of late that you
have used your Etc. pages to answer
the other-dimensional questions of

many people. I was wondering if you
could help me with one that I have.

When I was very young, perhaps
seven or eight years old, I stayed up
very late one night watching tv. One
of the shows I'd seen was about a

butterfly collector stalking an
extremely rare specimen called the

Death's Head moth. It was so named
because of the skull-shaped marking
on its back. I do not remember much

of the plot except that the collector

does finally catch the insect. At the

end of the show, however, the moth
is shown, and in place of the Death's

Head on its back is the tortured face

of the butterfly collector.

I am eighteen years old now and
this program still haunts my memory.
Can you or your readers tell me the

name of the series and/or episode

that I watched so many years ago?

—Jeff A. Christian

University Park, Pennsylvania

LOST—AND FOUND?

Dear Editor:

With the increased interest in

and ever-growing following of The
Twilight Zone, I would like to see

the exhuming of the long-lost episodes

which were never put into

syndication. It is frustrating to read

Marc Scott Zicree's The Twilight

Zone Companion and realize that

some excellent episodes have to rot

on some shelf in a film vault.

Perhaps in the near future a

Twilight Zone fan with access to the

lost episodes can find a way to get

them back on the air once again, to

be enjoyed by all.

— Robert Olirnski

El Paso, Texas

We're planning an article for a future

issue on these so-called “lost"

episodes, some of which are

unavailable for legal reasons. — Ed.

ANSWER TO 'ANSWER'

Dear Editor:

Please allovr me to correct an
error in the June 1984 issue of TZ: in

"1984 and Beyond," you refer to a

story in which a computer is asked if

there is a God. The story is entitled

"Answer," and v/as written by Fredric

Brown, not Isaac Asimov, as you
stated in the article. I don't mean to

be picky; but Brown is one of my
favorite authors and deserves all the

credit he can get. Keep up the good
work on the magazine. Any chance
of it going back to being monthly?

—John C. Petraitis II

1-ittIe Neck, New York

P.S.: How about a Show-by-Show
Guide to Night Gallery! Teleplays

would also be most enjoyable.

We're making amends for our goof by
reprinting Answer in this issue. As
for Night Galler>?, look for TZ's

Show-by-Show Guide to the series,

beginning in our March-April '85

Fourth Anniversary Issue.— Ed. (S
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The “dancer” statuette used in “The Forms of Things Unknown.”

It was a face-off between the producers
and the network— and someone hod to give.

here is fear that is unlike all

m other fears. It has a sftecial,

M. clammy chill, a deadly gift for

inspiring deeper, darker dread. It is the

fear of unentered rooms, of bends in

lonely roads. It is the fear of the phone
call in the dead of night, of the

stranger you recognize, perhaps from a

nightmare. It is the fear of the unex-

pected, the unfamiliar. It is the fear of
. . . the Unknown."

To the executives at ABC, fear of

the unknown was nothing compared to

their fear of the script quoted above —
which, ironically, they themselves had
commissioned. Written by Outer
Limits producer Joseph Stefano, it was
to be the pilot script for a proposed
Outer Limits spin-off appropriately en-

titled The Unknown. As proposals go,

it was fine; what the network hadn't

counted upon was Stefano's character-

istically avant-garde approach.

"The artist is in serious danger in

this business," notes Outer Limits

creator Leslie Stevens. "Suddenly he
will say, 'I really like this. You guys
are telling me to stop at five-thirty and
wreck the whole sequence when every-

thing is going great? This might go
down in history, and you're asking me
to save five grand— ?"

Adds Stefano: "There's very little

on tv now where I get the feeling,

'Wow, they really dug doing this.' I get

the feeling that they had to do it —
that they had a large mortgage to pay
off. It Seems to be done by executive

groups rather than by one individual

with some kind of vision, some terrible

urge, who somehow breaks through

and does what he must do — which,

even if it isn't great, has a vitality to

it."

Stefano's final script for Outer
Limits' first season, "The Forms of

Things Unknowri," was an individual-

istic proposition indeed. Since he in-

tended it as his directorial debut, he in-

fused the story with mood and gothic

homages, drawing on such sources as

his own script for Hitchcock's Psycho,

plot elements from the 1955 French

thriller Diabolique, and passages from
A Midsummer Night's Dream (which

also provided the title).

ABC, however, was growing more
interested in disciplining Stefano and
Stevens than in indulging their indi-

vidualistic tastes. First they rejected

"Forms" cold, then contacted Stefano

with a surprise phone call: "Out of the

blue," he says, "they suddenly felt that

they would like to try an uuscience fic-

tion series, kind of scary, spooky, and
mysterious. They asked me to take the

script, do it for Outer Limits, and then

do another version with no science fic-

tion in it, just to give them an idea of

what a series called The Unknown
would be like. It really wasn't possible

to shoot 'Forms' and clip out the

science fiction elements, so key scenes

were shot two ways to accommodate
the changes. I wrote them as facing

pages in the shooting script." The pilot

teleplay for The Unknown was com-
pleted on New Year's Eve, 1963.

In "Forms," a childlike tinkerer

employs a "time-tilting" device to resur-

rect a murder victim; in The Unknown
version, the resurrection turns out to

be a sham and the tinkerer, a lunatic.

Stefano was enthused at the prospect

of using the Outer Limits technical

crew, plus the gothic slant he so loved,

to produce a program that concen-

trated solely on horror and suspense —
despite the recent demise of just such a

series. Thriller, over at NBC.
But ABC balked at the idea of

Stefano becoming another "triple

threat" writer/producer/director like

Leslie Stevens. Worse, it had begun to

make noises .about shifting Outer

Limits from its Monday evening time

slot (where it played opposite The

NBC Monday Night Movie and CBS's

To Tell the Truth and I've Got a

Secret) — first to Wednesdays, to com-
pete with The Beverly Hillbillies, then

to a kiss-of-de£ith berth on Saturday

nights against the popular Jackie

Gleason Show.
Stefano steadfastly refused to pro-

duce the show if it was moved. "I just

didn't fancy doing eighteen-hour days

on a series that was doomed," he says.

"I mean, I love challenge and competi-

tion, but I also know where a wall is,

and I'm not gclng to bang" my head

against it. I certainly would,'ve thought
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about doing it on Wednesdays, but I

knew that Jackie Gleason was not go-

ing to be brought down by The Outer

Limits.
"
Meanwhile, Stevens fired off a

telegram of protest to ABC: "If Stefano

doesn't direct, then we're closing down
the whole show."

"They said, 'Come to New York and

we'll talk about it,"' recalls Stefano,

who was simply too busy to take time

out for meetings, as he was producing

"Forms"/The Unknown simultaneously

with two other Outer Limits episodes,

"The Children of Spider County" and

"The Mutant." ABC's idea of meeting

Stefano halfway was to ask, "Well, will

you meet us in Chicago, then?" Stefano

recalls. "They seemed to think there

was some kind of povirer play going

on." As for Stevens, he began to view
the entire Outer Limits production

machine as an airplane on which he

was no longer the copilot, merely a

passenger. "And when that plane

touched down in Chicago," he says, "I

got off."

Stefano bowed out of the direc-

torial conflict to avoid trouble, and
Gerd Oswald, his favored director of

the first season, stepped in to do The
Unknown. Cameramen Conrad Hall

and Bill Fraker put in long hours under

bitter conditions (shooting night scenes

in artificial wind and rain on a freezing

MGM back lot in late January), deliv-

ering the heavy visual embroidery

Stefano desired, and producing a

chiaroscuro worthy of ihe classic hor-

ror films. "That whole Val Lewton
school of filmmaking — the shadows on
the walls, the sounds - is absolutely

fantastic," says Stefano.

But the Twilight Z.oneish preface

to The Unknown — rendered in somber
tones by the "Unknovm Voice," the

new script's version (jf The Outer
Limits' omniscient Control Voice— was
never heard in prime time. "The net-

work decided they didn't really want to

do a new series," Stefano explains.

(Adds Stevens: "It was perceived as be-

ing far too arty.") Further, The Un-

known consumed twice the normal
allotment of shooting time for a stan-

dard Outer Limits episode, at a budget

of over $220,000.*

Gerd Oswald notes, "I suggested

an eighty-minute cut, to be shown
theatrically in Europe, but ABC
wouldn't let Stefano do that." As shot,

"Forms" and The Unknown are more or

less identical for the first half-hour of

*The average Outer Limits cost $130-150,000
inl964. -UJS

The never-broadcast climax of The Unknown: Barbara Rush backs into the wires of

the time-tilting device, recoiling from David McCallum, who is shot in the back by
Vera Miles (1). Following an extreme closeup of the pistol discharging, McCallum

(2) grabs the central pole of the device for support before slumping to the floor, dead.

(3) Sir Cedric Hardwicke enters and places his hand on McCallum’s head for the final

shot—the pistol is visible in Miles’s right hand (4).
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running time, though the pilot is slight-

ly shorter than the "Forms" version. In

The Unknown, David McCallum, the

mad tinkerer, is gunned down by Vera
Miles; in "Forms," he disappears into

his time-tilting device. For the climax

of "Forms," Oswald cleverly juggled

footage already shot for The Un-
known, adding a dissolve just after

McCallum catches the bullet to achieve

his science-fictional disappearance back
into the time stream. Dominic Fron-

tiere's lavish title music for The Un-

known, as well as Wayne Fitzgerald's

unique title design — the credits suc-

ceeding each other through "rips" in the

tv screen — were reprised in 1967 as the

opening of another ABC science fiction

show. The Invaders.

Of the time slot change, Stefano

says, "Seven-thirty Monday nights was
ideal. Weekends were over, and now
the kids and everybody could dig in

and watch the show. I would have
* -stayed with Outer Limits at *least

another year, but I stuck to my guns.

ABC stuck to theirs, so I walked
away."

Of his ultimatum to the network,

Stevens says, "To close a show because

a friend isn't allowed to direct—you
can't do that! They'll burn you with

blowtorches if you try it too much.
That's why networks don't like artists

in control. A business manager never

would have dreamed of what we did,

opposing the Establishment that way.

Joe was a casualty of the Artists' War.
The artist sometimes puts art above
anything, and when he does that, he's

not in the industry anymore."

"The Outer Limits could have been

one of the biggest hits on tv/' said

Byron Haskin, who, like Gerd Oswald,

directed shows for both seasons, "if it

only had had a little impetus. I don't

hold much credence for any network
attitude, though. If you want to know
the truth, they're all fucking idiots.

Really! How they can stay out of the

way of bicycles, I have no idea."*

Ben Brady and The Outer Limits

gradually worked their way toward
each other. An independent producer

{Rawhide, Perry Mason) prior to

becoming a programming vice-presi-

dent at ABC, Brady had been one of

‘Shortly after his eighty-fifth birthday,

Byron Haskin passed away on April 16,

1984, during the preparation of this issue's

installment. His acerbic and always enter-

taining commentary will certainly be missed

by this writer; without his cooperation, this

article series would be much diminished. —DJS

Makeup artist Fred Phillips touches up
Robert Duvall for “The Chameleon” on

the Bronson Canyon location.

the network executives who had origi-

nally given the green light to Leslie

Stevens's Please Stand By pilot in 1962.

When Stefano opted out, ABC planned

to kill The Outer Limits until Brady
agreed to take Stefano's place to use up
his ABC contract and get back into

producing. When Brady said he would
produce. United Artists said they

would foot the bill, and thus the sec-

ond season of The Outer Limits was
born. Stevens and Stefano retained

their ownership points in the show and
moved on, leaving behind no prepared

material for a new season. Most of the

"above the line" production personnel

left along with Stevens.

Brady was also one of the network
executives at odds with Stevens in the

first year; Stevens would frequently try

to circumvent Brady's dictates by ap-

pealing directly to higher-ups in New
York. "He was terribly aggressive," says

Brady. "We just did not get along. It was
only a matter of time before he was on
his way out." Stevens, in turn, saw
Brady's appointment as a case of the

gargoyles taking over the cathedral.

"There was a violent schism be-

tween what ABC wanted and what
Stefano wanted," Brady continues,

"but the first year was a hell of a good
year in terms of art and product.

Stefano was a great writer. We re-

tained the 'arty' notions of his season

as well as we could, while reaching for

a larger audience."

That Outer Limits was already

popular did not mean it had what
Richard Dorso called "the numbers."

Dorso was a United Artists liaison with

ABC who recommended Brady as

Stefano's replacement. "When a series

is a runaway hit, the network only sees

the numbers, and could care less what
happens on the show. When a series

flops, the obvious occurs. But when
one is in between, the network will

take a long look to see what can be

done to push the numbers up into a

real success. Outer Limits had close to

a thirty share in those days. Although

any show could stay on today with

that percentage, things were different

in 1963."

Brady's formula for grabbing an

audience included seeking out, as

teleplay fodder, "published works by

established science fiction writers. We
looked for a marriage between intelli-

gent science fiction and good, sound

showmanship."

The marriage was a rocky one.

Budget cutbacks meant the published

stories chosen had to command fairly

low royalties. Although Brady's quest

for bonafide sf writers yielded a few

new episodes adapted from stories by

Clifford Simak, Jerry Sohl, and others,

the results were often disappointing,

since multiple rewrites usually ran

scripts over budget, eating more time

and necessitating quickly written

original scripts to fill scheduling gaps.

"Looking back, our best shows were

not the adaptations," notes Brady.

One thing many of the new shows
held in common was a diminished

sense of the fantastic. Kenneth Peach

replaced Conrad Hall as director of

photography; Dcminic Frontiere's lush,

sixty-four-piece orchestra was sup-

planted by Harry {One Step Beyond)

Lubin's simpler -and cheaper — elec-

tronic scoring. Paramount was selected

as the new sourd stage facility, over

KTTV's studios. The Control Voice

teasers and tags, now part of the in-

dividual writer's assignments, became
maddeningly alike in tone, appealing

to the timeworn angle of science-

fiction-as-prophecy and pounding the

noble sentiment of "Man's endless thirst

for knowledge ..." into the ground

like a tent peg. y^.lthough several of the

new episodes frequently produced

memorable vignettes of scene or char-

acter, they adhei-ed to ABC's view of

the program as formulaic potboiler sci-

fi embellished Vvfith monsters. While

many Outer Limits episodes abused the

strict laws of science, the Stefano

shows usually had a dramatic or alle-

gorical subtext to justify such over-

sights through arristic license— but now
the gothic colorations were washed en-

tirely away.

Fortunately, the adaptation that

vindicated Brady's theory regarding

published science fiction just happened

to be the premiere episode of Outer

Limits’ new lool. and new season. It

was written by Harlan Ellison, and it

was called "Soldier."

NEXT; DEMONS WITH GLASS
HANDS SHOULDNT
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SHOW-BY-SHOW GUIDE

LIMITS

“There
is nothing wrong with your

television set. Do not attempt to adjust the pic-

ture. We are controlling transmission. We will control

the horizontal. We will control the vertical. We can
'

change the focus to a soft blur, or sharpen it to crys-

tal clarity. For the next hour, sit quietly and we will

control all that you see and hear. You are about to

experience the awe and mystery which reaches

^ from the inner mind to THE OUTER LIMITS.”

by David J. Schow and Jeffrey Frentzen

Continuing our seven-part survey of the

series, complete with the words of the

celebrated ‘Control Voice .

'

who will be abducted sleep in dreamy

ignorance, unaware that they are about

to become the subjects of a grotesque

and sophisticated experiment— a feasi-

bility study."

Residents of a six-block section of

Beverly Hills awake to find their

neighborhood corralled by a barrier of

choking fog. When Ralph Cashman
drives into it, he is confronted by

humanoid aliens who appear to be

composed of silvery, minerallike

matter. Realizing they're no longer on

Earth, he escapes on foot to warn the

others. Before the eyes of his wife

Rhea, and Simon and Andrea Holm, a

ray of energy strikes him and he

vanishes. An intruder Simon finds

watching them from a toolshed turns

out to be a curious alien teenager,

blotched with the rock-growths that

cover the adults, who forces Andrea to

chauffeur him back into the mist bank.

Simon chases them on foot and discov-

ers a "contemplative energy plant," an

arenalike think tank housing dozens of

aliens, all frozen fast by the growths.

An elder alien, the Authority, explains

he has brought the neighborhood to

their planet, Luminos, and encased it

in a sterile fog-bubble in order to test

the Earthlings' hardiness as potential

slave labor, since a "hot organism in

the genes" has rendered the Luminoids

"doomed and immobile." The Authori-

ty reasons that the "vain flesh-men" of

29. A FEASIBILITY STUDY

Broadcast April 13, 1964

Written by Joseph Stefano

Directed by Byron Haskin

Cast

Dr. Simon Holm (Sam Wanamaker),

Andrea Holm (Phyllis l^ove), Ralph

Cashman (David Opatashu), Rhea

Cashman (Joyce Van Patten), The

Authority (Ben Wright), Father

Fontanna (Frank Puglia), Teenaged

Luminoid (Glenn Gannon)

Phyllis Love undergoes the sterilization

treatment while Luminoid Glenn Gannon
looks on.

"'Do not enter upon or cross this area.

Do not touch or remove possibly

radioactive dirt or rocks. If you have

any knowledge concerning this disap-

pearance, please contact your nearest

police department.' It could have hap-

pened to any neighborhood. Had those

who lived in this one been less human,

less brave, it would have happened to

all the neighborhoods of the earth.

Feasibility study: Ended. Abduction of

human race: Infeasible."

"The planet Luminos: A minor planet,

sultry and simmering. .Incapacitated.

Earth scientists have concluded that

there could be no life on Luminos, that

it is too close to its own sun, and that

its inhabitants would be victimized by

their own blighting atmosphere. But

there is life on Luminos— life that

should resemble ours, but doesn't.

Desperate life, suffering a great and

terrible need. The Luminoids have

begun to search the universe in an

effort to gratify that need. They seek a

planet on which life is healthy, vibrant,

strong, and mobile. They need such

people to do their work, to labor and

slave for them, to manufacture their

splendored dreams. The Luminoids

need- slaves, and they have chosen the

planet off which their slaves will be

abducted. Not too many at first, a

neighborhood-full, perhaps. A neigh-

borhood like mine or yours. Those

30. THE PRODUCTION AND DECAY
OF STRANGE PARTICLES

Broadcast April 20, 1964

Written and directed by Leslie Stevens

Cast

Dr. Marshall (George MacReady)

‘t
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Laurel Marshall (Signe Hasso), Dr.
Paul Pollard (Robert Fortier), Dr.
Terrell (John Duke), Griffin (Rudy
Solari), Collins (Joseph Ruskin),
Coulter (William Sage), Amdis Pollard
(Allyson Ames), Official (Paul
Lukather), Konig (Leonard Nimoy)

"In recent years, nuclear physicists

have discovered a strange world of
subatomic particles, fragments of
atoms smaller than the imagination can
picture, fragments of material which
do not obey the laws of gravity. An-
timatter composed of 'inside-out'

material, shadow-matter which can
penetrate ten miles of lead shielding.

Hidden deep in the heart of strange
new elements are secrets beyond
human understanding— new powers,
new dimensions, worlds within worlds
unknown ..."

Physicist Marshall mixes Nobjlium-
• 258 with "quasi-stellar matter" and

starts a reactor meltdown that rips a
small passage through to another di-

mension. The "particles" spontaneously
generated by this mishap wipe out
workers in the reactor core and occupy
their radiation suits, filling them up
with crackling blue lightning. The
energy beings thus produced link

together in a chain and attempt to con-
vert the reactor into an atomic bomb
that will enlarge the dimensional door-
way when it blows. As the creatures
multiply and try to implement their

plan, Marshall overcomes his charac-

Dr. Marshall (George MacReady) dons his

radiation suit.

teristic cowardice and reverses polarity

in the core. He and his wife Laurel
escape to a bunker just in time to

watch the reactor implode and close

the doorway forever by reversing time
until things are back to normal.

"As man explores the secrets of the
universe, strange and inscrutable

powers await him. And whether these
powers are to become forces of de-
struction or forces of construction will

ultimately depend upon simple but
profound human qualities: Inspiration.

Integrity. Courage."

31. THE CHAMELEON
Broadcast April 27, 1964

Written by Robert Towne, from a
story by Towne, Lou Morheim, and
Joseph Stefano. Originally titled

"The Seamaness Drug," also

"The Drug"
Directed by Gerd Oswald

Cast

Louis Mace (Robert Duvall), Leon
Chambers (Howard Caine), General
Crawford (Henry Brandon), Dr. Till-

yard (Douglas Henderson), First Alien
(William O'Connell), Second Alien
(Dean Smith — also stunts). Agent with
Pistol (Tony Olvera), Console Man
(Roy Jensen), Voice of Chopper Pilot,

Captain' (Robert Johnson)

“The race of man is known for its

mutability. JVe can change our moods,
our faces, our lives to suit whatever
situation confronts us. Adapt and
survive. Even among the most change-
able of living things, man is quick-
silver, more chameleonlike than the

chameleon, determined to survive no
matter what the cost to others ... or
to himself."

A flying saucer has crash-landed in a
California canyon, and soldiers sent to

investigate have been massacred.
Assassin Louis Mace emerges from
deep cover to accept the mission of in-

filtrating the spacecraft — a mission re-

quiring his literal "alienization" at the

hands of a doctor who uses scrapings

taken from beneath one of the dead
solider's fingernails as a genetic

template. Once transformed, Mace
enters the saucer, equipped with an
audiovisual transceiver and a flimsy

cover story that doesn't fool the real

aliens for a moment. They are decided-
ly nonhostile, however; they killed the

soldiers because "they tried to kill us,"

and are hurrying to repair their

malfunctioning ship and get away
before the "destructive society" of Earth
forces them to do more harm. Mace
agrees to return to their home planet

with them and is released from their

force-field. He immediately grabs a

William O’Connell and Dean Smith strike

a publicity pose, with ray gun.

weapon, kills one of the aliens, and
chases the other into the forest before

he realizes he is a perfect example of

destructive Earth society and relents.

Instead of returning to his killer's ex-

istence on Earth, Mace opts to help fix

the ship and venture to the "warm
yellow planet" from which the alien

hails. The alien is surprised, but happy
for the company, and the government
men willingly let Mace go to embrace
his new life.

"A man's survival can take many
shapes, and the shape in which a man
finds his humanity is not always a
human one."

32. THE FORMS OF THINGS
UNKNOWN

Broadcast May 4, 1964

Written by Joseph Stefano, later

adapted into the teleplay for the

series pilot, "The Unknown"
Directed by GenJ Oswald

Cast
Kassia Paine (Vera Miles), Leonora
Edmond (Barbara Rush), Tone Hobart
(David McCallum), Colas (Sir Cedric
Hardwicke), /mdre Pavan (Scott

Marlowe), Old Frenchman (Wolff
Barzelle), Old Frenchwoman (Madeline
Holmes), Young Frenchwoman (Gab-
rielle Rossillon)

["The Forms of Things Unknown" in-

cludes no Control Voice narration at

all.]

To free themselves from the domina-
tion of playboy blackmailer Andre, his

two mistresses - the scheming Kassia
and the meek Leonora — poison him
with "a leaf from the Thanatos tree"

and stash the corpse in the boot of An-
dre's Rolls Royce. Amidst a sudden,
pounding rainstorm on the road to

Aix-les-Bains the trunk pops open and
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Vera Miles, Barbara Rush, and Sir Cedric

Hardwicke.

Leonora, panicked and thinking Andre
to be alive, flees into the woods.
Kassia pursues her, and they eventual-

ly chance upon the warm sanctuary of

a mansion presided over by Colas, an
old, blind man dressed in a houseboy's

coat. Another guest at the' house is the

childlike madman Hobart, who "tinkers

with time" via a roomful of clocks all

connected to a control shaft by a web-
work of silver wires. It is with this

device he claims to have resurrected

Andre, and when Kassia goes to bury
him she finds the trunk empty. Soon
enough Andre appears in the foyer,

grinning evilly and requesting a refill of

the poison cocktail that did him in. "It

was wrong to bring you back," Hobart
says of Andre, but Andre is not about
to oblige Hobart's desire to return him
to death. Finding little to amuse
himself inside the house, Andre pro-

ceeds with his original plan to pay an
extortion call on Leonora's wealthy

father, taking Kassia and the car and
leaving Leonora behind. Kassia has

second thoughts and jumps from the

car; when Andre tries to run her down
the Rolls catapults over a verge and he
is killed against the wheel. Inside the

house, Hobart attempts to explain the

time-tilter to an increasingly hysterical

Leonora. He wants her to destroy it

after he has used it to return to the

safe, dead past from which he also

came. Kassia arrives at the mansion
and goes upstairs just in time to see

Hobart embrace the control shaft and

vanish, proving that the device was real,

and not the concoction of a lunatic.

SECOND SEASON

33. SOLDIER

Broadcast September 19, 1964

Written by Harlan Ellison, adapted

from his short story

Directed by Gerd Oswald
Cast

Qarlo Clobregnny (Michael Ansara),

Tom Kagan (Lloyd Nolan), Paul

Tanner (Tim O'Connor), Abby Kagan
(Catherine McLeod), Loren Kagan
(Ralph Hart), Toni Kagan (Jill Hill),

Doctor (Ted Stanhope), The Enemy
(Allan Jaffe), Sgt. Berry (Marlowe
Jensen), Old News Vendor (Jaime

Forster), Helmet Voices (Tim O'Connor
and Vic Perrin)

“Night comes too soon on the battle-

field. For some men it comes perma-
nently: their eyes never open to the

light of day. But for this man, fighting

this war, there is never total darkness.

The spidery beams of light in the sky
are the descendants of the modem laser

beam — heat rays that sear through

tungsten steel and flesh as though they

were cheesecloth. And this soldier must
go against those weapons. His name is

Qarlo, and he is a foot soldier, the

ultimate infantryman. Trained from
birth by the state, he has never known
love, or closeness, or warmth. He is

geared for only one purpose— to kill

the Enemy. And the Enemy waits for

him ..."

On a blasted, radioactive no-man's-

land sometime after the year 3000,

foot soldier Qarlo Clobregnny meets

an enemy infantryman head-on in the

middle of a crossfire of death beams.

The energy propels both men back-

ward in time to 1964, with the Enemy
stuck halfway between the present and
the future. Qarlo's materialization

causes immediate urban panic and he is

apprehended after disintegrating a

police car with his energy rifle. Kagan,

a philologist, is summoned to decipher

Qarlo's gibberish 'and realizes the

soldier is speaking permutated English.

He and government liaison Tanner
deduce Qarlo is from the future, and
while Tanner runs interference against

other agencies eager to get their hands

on Qarlo, Kagan patiently establishes a

rapport with the soldier. Kagan con-

vinces Tanner to let Qarlo experience

"normal life" by moving ^ in with

Kagan's family, but Qarlo, craving his

missing weapon, soon breaks into a

gunshop and secures a hunting rifle.

Kagan talks him out of the shop,

without violence, but on their return

home the Enemy, having successfully

squirmed through the time warp,
flames his way through the living room
wall and attacks. Qarlo rushes him,

the Enemy's rifle discharges, and both
men of the future vaporize.

Allan Jaffe as the Enemy.

“From the darkest of all pits, the soul

of man, come the darkest questions:

Did the soldier finally come to care for

those he protected? Or was it just his

instinct to kill? Questions from the

dark pit . . . but no answers, for

answers lie in the future. Is it a future

in which men are machines, bom to

kill? Or is there time for us? Time — all

the time in the world. But is that

enough?”

34. COLD HANDS, WARM HEART
Broadcast September 26, 1964

Written by Milton Krims, based on an

original script by Dan Ullman titled

"Project Vulcan"

- ‘i
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Aim- THE
OUTER
LIMITS

Directed by Charles Haas
Cast

Brig. Gen. Jefferson Barton (William

Shatner), Ann Barton (Geraldine

Brooks), Gen. Matthew Claiborne

(Lloyd Gough), Dr. Mike (Malachi
Throne), "Botany" (James Sikking),

"Medicine" (Dean Harens), "Construc-

tion" (Lawrence Montaigne), "Elec-

tronics" (Henry Scott), First Reporter

(Julien N. Burton), Second Reporter

(Peter Madsen), Security Chief (Hugh
Jensen), Guard (Lou Elias), Steam Bath
Attendant #1 (Ray Kellogg), §2
(Patrick Riley), Chairman (Tim
Huntley)

“The most brilliant planet in our solar

system is Venus, named for the god-
dess of love. It is closer to Earth than

any other planet, twenty-eight million

miles away. Until sometime in the last

half of the twentieth century, it is still

a planet shrouded in mystery, envel-

The Venusian, a puppet filmed underwater
so that its “hair” would slowly waft about.

oped in a heavy blanket of clouds and
steam. Because its surface temperature

was believed to be several times that of
Earth’s, it was not thought possible for

man to reach Venus and come back
. . . until one day, somebody did it

.

"

Project Vulcan is a planet-colonization

program designed to culminate in a

settlement on Mars, and astronaut Jeff

Barton achieves its first victory by
successfully landing on Venus. Upon
returning home. Barton cannot recall

what transpired during a brief radio

blackout, but his body temperature

drops to 91 degrees and he begins to

crave heat. He passes out in a super-

heated steam room and flashes back on
the Venus mission; during the blackout

he was confronted by an ethereal,

hollow-eyed denizen of that world and
now his body is adapting to the

Venusian environment. He comes out

of the steam room with scaly forearms

and webbed fingers, determined to

William Shatner mutates while Geraldine
Brooks grimaces.

conceal his ongoing mutation until he
can ram the remainder of the Project

Vulcan package through channels to

the green-light stage. When he
accidentally sets his arms on fire trying

to get warm, his friend Dr. Mike alerts

NASA doctors, who isolate Barton in a
pressure chamber at two-hundred-plus
degrees and discover an extraterrestrial

hemoglobin changing his metabolism.
They crank up the heat and prolonged
exposure exorcises the alien influence.

Barton presents Project Vulcan to the

brass — wearing gloves— and is ap-

proved. When he reenters the chamber
for another treatment, he sweats— the

first sign that his ugly transformation

has been reversed.

“The eternal, never-ceasing search for
knowledge often leads to dark and
dangerous places. Sometimes it

demands risks not only of those who
are searching, but of others who love

them. These, in their own special way,
know that knowledge is never wasted,
nor is love."

35. BEHOLD, ECK!

Broadcast October 3, 1964

Written by John Mantley. Originally

titled The Reluctant Monster.

Story by William R. Cox, based on
the novel Flatland by Edwin Abbott

Directed by Byron Haskin

Cast

Dr. James Stone (Peter Lind Hayes),

Elizabeth Dunn (Joan Freeman), Dr.

Bernard Stone (Parley Baer), Det. Lt.

Runyan (Douglas Henderson), Sgt.

Jackson (Jack Wilson), Miss Willet

(Marcel Herbert), George Wilkerson
(Sammy Reese), Fire Chief Rogers

(Taggart Casey), Grayson (Paul

Sorenson), TV Newscaster (Richard

Gittings), Eck (Lou Elias), Eck's Voice

and Radio Announcer (Robert

Johnson)

"Since the first living thing gazed
upward through the darkness, man has

seldom been content merely to be
bom, to endure, and to die. With a

curious fervor he has struggled to

unlock the mysteries of creation, and
of the world in which he lives.

Sometimes he has won, sometimes he
has lost, and sometimes, in the

tumbling torrents of space and time, he
has brief glimpses of a world he never
even dreams."

Eck (Lou Elias) beheld.

'Eck" is a four-eyed, four-armed, car-

toonish alien from a two-dimensional

world, who, unable to transpose

Earth's "alien" perspective into 2-D,

can't see a thing and winds up gliding

sideways into a thirty-seven-story

building, shearing it in two so neatly

that it does not topple. He also kicks

up panic by doggedly trashing opto-

metric labs all over the city to insure

he remains invisible, but Dr. James
Stone accidentaliy spots Eck through a

lens of meteoric quartz and makes
friends with tfie creature. Eck just

wants to be able to see his way back to

the dimensional tear through which he
fell to Earth, and repair it so none of

us plop suddenly into his world.

Stone's militant brother Bernard leads

the police to the lab. Unable to spot

Eck, they incinerate everything with

flamethrowers in the name of civil

good, but Eck survives, revealing him-
self after the cops have left. Stone

hastily prepares "glasses" for Eck, and
once back at the tear, the creature

gratefully escap'es this inhospitable

planet.

"Paradoxically, man's endless search for

knowledge has too often plundered his

courage and warped his vision, so that

he has faced the unknown with terror

rather than awe, and probed the dark-

ness with a scream rather than a light.

Yet there have always been men who
have touched the texture of tomorrow
with understanding and courage.

Through these men, we may, yet touch

the stars.” (9
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Richard Fleischer; Vikings' Captain
The veteran director’s early work gave him a shot at

Conan If. James Verniere reports.

(continued from page 22)

Director Richard Fleischer, the son

of famed animator Max Fleischer, has

been making movies for ov'er forty years,

and in that time he’s directed such gems
as 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,

Compulsion, The Vikings, The Boston

Strangler, The Fantastic Voyage, and Ten

Rillington Place. In recent years he gave

us the camp classic Mandingo, as 'well

as one or two turkeys, including the Dino

DeLaurentiis-produced Amityville 3-D. But

with a career as long and successful as

Fleischer’s, a bomb here and there is

par for the course, especially when
compared to his great achievements.

What Fleischer knows now is that if

you hang around long enough, your old

movies come back to haunt you.

Unbeknownst to him, John Milius, the

director of Conan the Barbarian,

screened Fleischer’s stylisti Norse saga

The Vikings (1967) about half a dozen

times for Dino and Rafaella DeLaurentiis,

claiming that it was his arrbition to make
Conan I look just like Fleischer’s classic.

Well, the DeLaurentiis family is nothing if

not clever. When the time came to hire

Vikings in years. I suppose there will

be things in common. After all, both
films have the same director and
cameraman. It's certainly not as

realistic a look as Conan I had. Ours
is a kind of magical realism.

TZ: Both disco diva Grace Jones and
basketball star Wilt Chamberlain are

in your cast. Do you like to work
with amateur actors?

Fleischer: This is a larger than life

story that calls for a great deal of

physical acting, and these two
performers are experts at physical

movement. Grace Jones, for example,
is incredibly strong and sensual as a

performer. She took out more than a
few stuntmen in her fight scenes. And
that strength and sensuality come
right across on the screen.

TZ: 1 understand you're doing
another DeLaurentiis film.

Fleischer: Yes, I'm leaving immediately
for Italy to start work on Red Sonja.

We're shooting it in Italy and Tunisia

but we haven't cast the title role yet.

Any suggestions? ig

a director for the next Conan film, Conan
the Destroyer, they said, “'.Vhy don’t we

’

get the guy who made The Vikings?"

And while they were at it, they also

hired The Vikings’ cinematcigrapher.

Jack Cardiff.

TZ: Conan I was an attempt to make
Howard's hero into some kind of

brooding, existential man. What form '

will Conan take in your film?
’

Fleischer: He won't brood so much.
My film will have a lighrer tone and
much more magic and swordplay. I've

gone for a kind of savage splendor.

TZ: Were you a fan of the Robert E.

Howard series?
i

Fleischer: No, in fact I'd never read a ^

Conan novel before. Now, of course,
|

I've read them all.
I

TZ: For some, Schwarzenegger was
born to play Conan. Others have
taken exception to his acting ability.

How would you rate him?
Fleischer: Very highly now. He's

worked extremely hard at his craft

since the first film. He's much more
self-confident and polished. We
worked together on his part for a

long time, even before sfiooting

began.

TZ: Can you describe the visual style

of Conan III Will it be reminiscent of '

The Vikings! •

Fleischer: I don't know if itll be

reminiscent of The Vikings, because I

haven't seen a good print of The

For the Finest in Illustrated Fantasy!

BOOK
Join us every three months for 80 full-

sized pages of illustrated fantasy fiction

at its finest. Current issues of Fantasy
Book feature a serialization of Brian

Lumlcy’s newest venture into the

Cthulhu mythos, the complete novel:

TSe Return ofthe Deep Ones. Add to

this fiction by Jessica Salmonson. Paul
Edwin Zimmer, Alan Dean Foster, and
previously unpublished work by
Robert E. Howard, and you can sec

why each issue of Fantasy Book is an
event not to be missed.

If you subscribe today, we'll send you four issues of Fantasy
Book for only $10.00— $2.JO an that’s 16%
off the $3 cover price! Simply send us the coupon below.

Send to: Fantasy Book, PO Box 60126, Pasadena CA 91106

YES! I enclose a check or money order for $10,001 Send
the next four issues of Fantasy Book to:

Name

Address
.
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(continued from page 17)

it contains another good example of

Zucco in his red herring mode.
THE ADVENTURES OF

SHERLOCK HOLMES (1939): The
second film in which Basil Rathbone
and Nigel Bruce team up as Holmes
and Watson, this is an admirable

work. We get foggy London and
sinister hansom cabs, plus Ida Lupino
as the young lady in distress. There
are family curses, strange missives, a

crazed Argentinian murderer, and a

plot to steal the Crown Jewels from
the Tower of London. And there are

a couple of other bonuses. One is

Holmes, disguised as a music hall

singer, doing a number in a striped

blazer and straw hat. The other is

Zucco as the malicious Professor

Moriarty. His Moriarty is elegant,

nasty, whimsical, and quite obviously

every inch the criminal mastermind
Sherlock Holmes believes him to be.

And Zucco convinces you that the

wicked professor isn't in it just for

- the loot; the man obviously relfehes

evil for its own sake.

ARREST BULLDOG
DRUMMOND (1939): A criminal

mastermind once again, Zucco's major
achievement here is convincing us

that a cheapjack contraption that

looks like a couple of film cans

mounted on a pedestal is actually a

powerful and deadly death-ray

machine. John Howard plays the

dapper British sleuth. Major Hugh
"Bulldog" Drummond, and Heather
Angel his long-suffering lady love.

Zucco relishes his evil deeds, at

one point blowing up part of a

department store with his death-ray

"just for fun."

THE MUMMY'S HAND (1940):

This admirable B-movie, which is

crowded with first-rate character

actors like Cecil Kellaway, Eduardo
Ciannelli, Wallace Ford, and Sig

Arno, and also stars Dick Foran, is

rich with scenes to be relished by
Zuccophiles. Not to be missed is

Zucco, immaculately clad in business

suit and fez, riding a camel in the

early scenes. We learn that he's not

only the head of the Cairo Museum
but also the fanatic High Priest of

Kamak. His disdainful dismissal of

Foran's pottery find as a fraud is a

masterful display of upper-class scorn.

Later, dressed up in priestly robes,

Zucco shows up at the tomb site in

the Valley of the Jackals, where he
brews tana-leaf tea to make the

Mummy walk, straps heroine Peggy
Moran (decked out in the standard

satin nightgown) to a stone table and
offers her eternal life, then takes a

fatal fall (aided by a stuntman with
considerably more hair) down a long

flight of temple steps.

THE MONSTER AND THE
GIRL (1941): Director Stuart Heisler,

who one year later did the Alan Ladd
version of The Glass Key, set himself

a real challenge here: to make a

sensitive, well-paced movie about a

crackpot scientist who transplants a

human brain into the skull of a

gorilla. He almost brings it off.

Although there's hokum, there are

also some very effective scenes as the

gorilla goes about getting revenge.

And this has to be one of the few
B-movie horror films that also deals

with big-city prostitution. Zucco, of

course, is cast as the eccentric

scientist. He is, however, a decent

and humane chap this time around,
and his eyes don't glow with the

usual maniacal intensity. One of the

admirable things about Zucco was the

way he could play a stock character

such as a mad doctor in so many
different and diverting ways from
film to film.

MY FAVORITE BLONDE (1942):

Zucco's range of villainy was such

that he could function equally well in

serious films and comedies. In Bob
Hope's espionage comedy he is a

cold, ruthless, and amusing Nazi
agent, working again with the

charmingly witchlike Gale
Sondergaard. Basically a parody-
pastiche of Hitchcock's The 39 Steps

(and with the same costar, Madeleine
Carroll), the movie is one of Hope's
best.

DEAD MEN WALK (1943):

Although many of the low-budget

horrors Zucco starred in are

entertaining, this PRC effort isn't

much. I'm including it in my gala

festival because Zucco plays two
roles, holding forth not as one
eccentric doctor but two. He is both
a kindly, dedicated fellow and his

evil, sinister brother. The situation is

complicated b> the fact that the nasty

brother is dead but won't accept the

fact gracefully. What fun there is to

be had comes from watching Zucco,
aided only by a hairpiece, shifting

gears between the two parts. Some of

his confrontati(5ns with himself are

quite nice. The female lead is blond
Mary Carlisle, who, just a few years

earlier, had been starring opposite

Bing Crosby over at Paramount.
VOODOCi MAN (1944): Bela

Lugosi is the star and mad doctor

here; I discussed this movie, too, in

an earlier column. Since what I said

contains a clue to my admiration for

Zucco, I hope I may be permitted to

quote myself. "Lugosi is waylaying
young women and using them in

experiments designed to return his

living-dead wife to normal. In order

to summon girls he has Zucco, who
in everyday life seems to run the

local gas station, drop over to his

creepy mansion. Once there Zucco
dons a black robe and a silly hat and
starts babbling gibberish. This ritual

is powerful enc'Ugh to cause young
women to hop out of their beds, clad

in filmy nightdresses, and come
marching to the mansion. Whenever I

have downcast moments and think I

may be prostituting my talent, I have
but to think of Zucco, an actor

trained on the British stage, chanting

away in his voodoo robe. It gives me
strength to go lon." fS.
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Rod

Selling

TZ CLASSIC TEIJePLAY,

To Serve Man
by Rod Serling

Based on the story by Damon Knight

The original

television script

first aired on CBS-TV
March 2, 1962

CAST
Chambers Lloyd Bochne'r
Kanamit Richard Kiel
Pat Susan Cummings
Citizen Gregori Theodore Marcuse
Reporter #1 Will J. White
Reporter #2 Gene Benton
Colonel #1 Bartlett Robinson
Colonel if'2 Carlton Young
Secy. General Hardie Albright
Sehor Valdes Robert Talfur
Dr. Denis LeVeque Lomax Study
Scientist Nelson Olmstead
Man#l Charles Tannen
Man #2 James L. Wellman
Woman#! Adrienne Marden
Woman #2 Jeanne Evans

ACT ONE '

FADE IN,

tv cameras, and a myriad
collection ot shouting, gesturing,

milling people. Cameramen keep
shouting to the secretary to turn

this way and that way tor a better

shot. Radio technicians keep
thmsting micro phones closer to his

face and throughout, the
Secretary pleacis, exhorts,

supplicates tor a semblance ot

sanity in the room.

SECRETARY
Please, gentlemen. Please. May
we hove quiet, please? Would
you give me* your attention?

7. DIFFESEliT ANGLE
THE ROOM

As U.N. guards move around,
desperately trying to bring quiet.

In this shot we see a long line ot

interpreters, each sitting in tront ot

their own smal. table with a
microphone.

8. DIFFERElTr ANGLE
SECRETARY GENERAL

As he rises.

SECRETARY
(over the growing quiet)

I have a prepared statement. 1

1. STANDARD ROAD
OPENING

With vehicle smashing into letters,

propulsion into starry night then
PAN DOWN TO OPENING SHOT OF
PLAY.

2. FILM CUP
U.N. BUILDING DAY

DISSOLVE TO,

3. INT. GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DAY

A giant cavernous room, at this

moment absolutely empty and
devoid ot sound.

DISSOLVE TO,

4. PAN SHOT ACROSS THE
FRONT ROW OF DESKS

Taking in a shot ot the cards on
each desk, "United States ot

America," "United Kingdom,"
"India," "Argentina," et cetera.

Over this pan we hear Serling's

voice.

SERLING'S VOICE
This is the General Assembly ot

the United Nations at tour

o'clock in the afternoon on a
given day. Kindly note, the
room is empty. But this is due
not to a long lunch hour, not to

the end ot the world, and not to

any labor trouble on the
ambassadorial level. The
representatives ot the nations ot

the world are at this moment
watching their television sets

and listening to their radios
much as are the people in the
countries they represent
throughout the earth.

A pause.

DISSOLVE TO,

5.

LARGE DOUBLE OAKEN
DOORS

With the title printed on them on a
brass plate, "Secretary General."

SERLING'S VOICE
For as we will soon see . . . this

is a rather momentous
afternoon.

ABRUPT CUT TO,

6.

INT. SECRETARY GENERAL’S
OFFICE EXTREMELY
TIGHT CLOSE SHOT
SECRETARTS FACE

Perspiring, haggard, torn. The
CAMERA PULLS BACK tor a shot ot

the room, loaded with reporters.
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say, I have a prepaied
statement ....

(louder now)
May I read it now, please?
Would you give me your
attention, please?

At this point quiet gradually takes
hold and all eyes are on him as
he rises and picks up a
typewritten sheet. He dabs at the
perspiration on his forehead and
grips the paper more tightly to

stop his fingers from trembling.

SECRETARY
Ladies and gentlemen . .

.

ladies and gentlemen ... I

should like to recapitulate the
events of the past eleven days.

The CAMERA MOVES i'iCROSS THE
ROOM to move down the row of

interpreters as each, in his native
tongue, starts to simultaneously
translate the Secretary's

announcement.

CUT TO:

9. CLOSE SHOT
SECRETARY GENIS^

SECRETARY
On the Fourteenth of March
short-wave broadcasts were
received in the principal
capitals of the world. These
messages very obviously did
not originate on Earth. This has
been scientifically at:ested to.

Rather, they came from an
extraterrestrial race caUing
themselves the Kanamits. The
first messages were somewhat
cryptic, announcing merely
that there would be multiple
landings made at vc rious

points around the earth. We
were further told that these
landings would be peaceable
and that we should take no
alarm. These . . . these
broadcasts continued over the
past several days, each
growing somewhat sionger
than its predecessor.

lO. PAN SHOT AROUl^ID THE
FACES OF THE PEOPLE

In the room. The drone of the
interpreters' voices continues
underneath.

U. BACK TO SCENE

SECRETARY
At eleven this mornir.g, eastern

standard time, the first of these
landings took place in an area
just outside of Newark, New
Jersey. We have subsequently
had reports of other landings in

the Soviet Union in Norway, the
southern coast of France, in an
area around Rio de Janeiro,
and several others. As of this

moment we have not seen the
occupants of the crafts that
hove landed. Speaking on
behalf of the United Nations, I

can tell you only that at this

moment it would be premature
to assume hostile intent on the
part of these . . . these
Kanamits. So it is the position of

the United Nations that the
world population remain calm
... to make no hostile move
... and to keep in mind that
ail governments are being
appraised of the events as they
happen and hove the situation

well in—

REPORTER #1

What do they look like?

CUT TO:

12. FULL SHOT THE ROOM
As several other people take up
this shout.

REPORTER #1 8c REPORTER #2

Yeah, what do they look like?

Why are they coming? Who
are they?

13. DIFFERENT ANGLE
SECRETARY GENERAL

Who holds up his hands.

SECRETARY
Please, gentlemen. Please. As of

this moment we do not know
what they look like or who
they are. We know only that

several of their craft have
landed and that—

CUT TO:

14. LONG SHOT
ACROSS THE ROOM
OF THE DOUBLE DOORS

As they suddenly swing open and
several guards enter along with a
man in a civilian suit obviously
some kind of dignitary. He rushes
across the room over to the
Secretary General and whispers
something in his ear,

REPORTER #2

What's going on? What's
happening?

Again various voices take up this

question.

15. CLOSE SHOT
SECRETARY GENERAL

As he mops his brow again.

SECRETARY
It seems that ... it seems that

one of the craft has just landed
a few blocks away. One of the
. . . one of the representatives is

on his way to this building.
(he wipes his brow again)

It appears that he—
(he turns to the dignitary again,
wets his lips, whispers something
in the other man's ear, gets
something whispered back in

turn, then faces the room again)
The . . . the "Kanamit" will be
here presently. He has
recjuested an audience with
this organization.

He looks at the dignitary again
who nods and then looks at the
clock. PAN OVER TO CLOCK then
PAN BACK OVER for a shot of the
Secretary General who takes a
deep breath and sits down,

SECRETARY
So for the moment I would ask
you again to all remain calm.
Onet)f our , . . our “visitors" will

very shortly make himself
known.

16. PAN SHOT AROUND THE
FACES AGAIN

Winding up on a shot of the
double doors which have been
closed, but which suddenly begin
to open. PAN BACK ACROSS THE
ROOM, past the silent, tense faces
until we are once again on the
Secretary General. The silence is

suddenly broken by the creaking
doors.

17. DIFFERENT ANGLE THE
SECRETARY AT THIS DESK

As a giant shadow crosses it. The
Secretary General eyes widening,
looks first eye level then slowly
raises his eyes.

18.

-21. SEVERAL SHOTS OF THE
PEOPLE IN THE ROOM

As they too lift their eyes. Over this

We hear the clump, clump, clump
of footsteps os they enter the room

22. LONG SHOT ACROSS THE
ROOM

Of the Secretary General as he
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V

slowly rises and into the frame,
obliterating the camera is the
giant back of the Kanamit who
walks very slowly and
purposefully toward the desk at
the far end of the room. All we
can tell from the rear is that this is

a vast hulk of a being over ten
feet tall.

SLOW FADE TO BLACB:i

OPENING BILLBOARD
FIRST COMMERCIAL

FADE ON:

23.

INT. SECRETARY GENERAL’S
ROOM DAY CLOSE
SHOT THE KANAMITS
FINGERS

Dmmming on the table. The
perspective here is that of a huge
hand on a very small surface. The
CAMERA PULLS BACK for a shot of
the Kanamit sitting in a chair
several sizes too small for hirr^

' (Note; We never see the "creature"
at the same time as the actual
people and are reminded of his

size in his relationships to other
objects like chairs, tables, ashtrays,
etc.) The CAMERA MOVES
AROUND for a shot of the profile of
the Kanamit. He is vast all-

enveloping, and when he finally

does turn toward the camera, we
see that his face, while humanoid
in general appearance, is almost
as if someone had been
sculpturing it and had left the job
prematurely. It has two eyes, very
wide apart a small opening that
passes for a nose, and a tiny,

almost imperceptible circular hole
that passes for mouth. But when
the creature speaks the face
remains immobile and the voice
has a tinny, recorded quality. It

looks slowly around the room,
then holds up a right hand in the
traditional gesture of peace.

KANAMIT
Ladies and gentlemen of the
earth, we greet you in peace
and friendship. We come from
a planet far beyond the known
universe. A planet far more
developed than Earth, but we
come as friends. Our . .

.

(the creature turns away as if

searching for a word)
Our intentions are honorable.
We desire above all things to

help the people of Earth. To
establish . .

.

(again he looks off and slowly
reaches down and takes out a
small booklet which he refers to.

He then nods lumberingly, looks

back up)
. . . embassies here and in the
near future to set up reciprocal
visits between Earth people
and Kanamits.

24. PAN SHOT AROUND THE
ROOM

As there is a buzz of questions,
reactions, and most basically
—concerns.

25. CLOSE SHOT SECRETARY
GXNERAL

Who rises in his chair.

SECRETARY
Speaking on behalf of the
governments of the people of

Earth we bid you welcome.
(he bites his lip)

You . . . aah . .

.
you have a

name?

26. CLOSE SHOT KANAMIT
KANAMIT

Not in the accepted sense, so
you need not make reference
to me by name. But feel free to

ask me any questions. Any
questions at all of any nature.

27. SHOT
SECRETARY GENERAL

From behind the Kanamit
emphasizing the size.

SECRETARY
We hove many questions. But
for the moment I think we are
most interested in first how you
discovered us, how you know
our language, the nature of

your own planet its political

and social makeup—

28. CLOSE iSHOT KANAMIT
As its eyes blink.

KANAMIT
First of all—we must make the
following actmission. We do not
know your language. And
further . . . our own methods of

communiccrtion are mental
rather than verbal Hence, the
voice you hear me speaking
with is totally mechanical Your
words, or raher your thoughts,
are fed into an automatic
translator and my responses
are in turn eslectronically

altered to sunulate those vocal
sounds and language known
to you.

SECRETARY
You cannot speak, then.
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KANAMIT
Speak,

(he looks away)
Speak.

(then back to secretary)

Not in the sense that you
Earth people can spsak. But as

to the other questions, our
planet is not known to you
astronomically. It lies far

beyond your knowkidgeable
universe. But it is a
technological highly
advanced planet. Its political

and social make-up is highly
complex and 1 cannot describe

it to you without first educating
you in some of the basics of our

mores and habits.

29. CLOSE SHOT
SECSFTAfiY GENIERAL

As he slowly sits down.

SECRETARY
Would you be willing to be
interrogated here at our United

Nations in a special plenary
sessioa at which time all our

nations' representatives could
make inquiries of you?

after a moment the figure of the

Kanamit, blown up into

tremendous room-sized
proportions, appears.

CUT TO.

nature of your help. What forms
will it take? Indeed, if we
should not prefer to avail

ourselves of these various . .

.

aids that you mentioned—your
response would be what?

35.

SHOT OF THE GALLERY
As they react.

CUT TO:

36.

SECRETARY GENERAL

SECRETARY
Members of the General
Assembly, our visitors , . . the

Kanamits . . . hove graciously

acceded to our request that

they appear in front of us to

answer any questions. We felt it

would be more practical to

televise the . . . the
representative in order to

facilitate the questioning. This

meeting is hereby called to

order and the questioning will

proceed.
(then looking over the sea of

faces in front of him)
Sehor Valdes of Argentina is

recognized.

41.

CLOSE SHOT SCREEN
As the Kanamit reaches down
and checks the booklet, then
looks up.

KANAMIT
We will not force anything on
you. You wUl take orily that

which you choose to take. For

example ... on the monow—
(he checks the book'again)

Tomorrow that is, we will

demonstrate to all interested

parties a new and extremely
interesting power source which
is atomic in nature and which
can supply a form of electric

power to entire countries for the

cost of a few . .

.

(he looks down at his booklet
again)
A few dollars ... or rubles . .

.

or pesos ... or what hove you.

It's extremely economical

30. CLOSE SHOT KA]!IA][4IT

Who once again looks down at

his book.

KANAMIT
I would be , . . delighted.

CUT TO:

3L FILM CLIP GENERAL
ASSEMBLY DAY
LONG ANGLE SFIOT
LOOKING DOWN

This time loaded to the rafters with

people, each desk occupied.

32. PAN SHOT ACROSS THE
DESKS

Taking in the names o:( countries

and the tense, urgent-faced
representatives of each.

33. CLOSE SHOT
THE PODIUM

As the Secretary Genei al rises and
bangs the gavel Then he turns

toward his left.

SECRETARY
Would you lower the screen
please.

34 CLOSE SHOT
SECTION OF ROOM

As a giant screen is lowered and

37. CLOSE SHOT
DELEGATE VALDES

As he rises.

VALDES
Precisely why hove you chosen
our planet for a visit?

CUT TO:

38. TELEVISION SCREEN
The Kanamit's head drops
forward, then looks up.

KANAMIT
It has come to our attention that

Earth has been plagued by
both natural and unnatural
catastrophes, all of which could
easily be acted upon and
prevented. We are here to help
you.

CUT TO:

39. SECRETARY GENERAL

SECRETARY
Recognizing Dr. Denis LeVeque,
the representative of France.

CUT TO:

40. THE DEIEGATE WHO RISES

LeVEQUE
Morrsieur , . . my government
wishes me to ask you the

42. CLOSE SHOT
SECRETARY GENERAL

Suddenly hearing a loud voice,

looks o-\fer the faces.

SECRETARY
Mr. Gregort the delegate from
the Soviet Union.

43. CLOSE SHOT GREGORI
A bald, paunchy man with a
sizeable chip on his shoulder, who
rises and gestures fiercely as he
speaks.

GREGORI
The people of the Soviet Union
should like to ask the Kanamits
precisely ... I repeat that to

him . ,
.
precisely what are its

motives in coming here quite

uninvited. Are we to assume
that your purposes are so

totally altuistic that you hove a
singular and abiding interest in

helping others, and may we
further assume there is nothing
ulterior in these motives
beyond this vast humanity that

' you hove mentioned?

There's a murmur of reaction in

the room as we

CUT TO:
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To Serve Man

THE CAMERA PANS DOWN to

where the notebook has slipped
from his lap to land on the floor.

LAP DISSOLVE TO,

45.

TIGHT CLOSE SHOT
NOTEBOOK LYING ON A
DESK

This time in relationship to the
desk and other books. A giant
encyclopedialike affair. PULL
BACK for FULL SHOT OF THE ROOM,
obviously a decoding room
where, lining the walls in

profusioa are charts, cylinders,

electric cryptographs, and
telegraph cipher machines. There
are three men in the room, but the
camera favors Mike Chambers
who sits at a desk and pores over
several volumes, constantly cross-
referencing with the "notebook" of
the Kanamit. Chambers is in mufti
but the other two are field grade
officers.

COLONEL ONE
Well Chambers? What hove
you got?

Chambers looks up from his work,
rubs his obviously fatigued eyes,
shakes his head.

working on it since late last

night.

(he looks dovm at the papers in
front of him reaches over and
turns the notebook around)

We've tried pretty much
everything Single transposition.

Double transposition We've
tried every known method of

cryptography that there is.

(he makes a gesture toward the
notebook)

46. EXraE14ELY TIGHT CLOSE
SHOT COVER OF
NOTEBOOK

There is a single line of strange-
looking letters.

47. GROUP SHOT
CHAMBERS

I don't knovr whether we've
even come close or if we're still

CHAMBERS
A corker of a migraine
headache and eye strain.

COLONEL ONE
(points to notebook)

44. CLOSE SHOT KANAMIT
(We are actually,alongside of him
now. This is not on the screen.) He
looks up, blinks his eyes.

KANAMIT
There is nothing ulterior in our
motives. Nothing at all. You will

discover this for yourselves
before too long simply by
testing the various devices '

which we will make available
to you. We can show yoa for

example, how to add nitrate to
the soil and end famine on
Earth for good and all. We can
demonstrate to you quite
practically the principles of the
force field in which you may
cloak each nation with an
invisible wall absolutely
impenetrable by bombs,
missiles, or anything else. We
ask only that you . .

.

(he looks at the book again)
. . . trust us. Only that you *

simply . . . trust us!

Can't lick it?

CHAMBERS
Not in eight hours, I can't.

Colonel it took us almost a
year to crack the Japanese
code and we had an army of

men working on it.

(he points to the papers in front of
him)

This is a language of people
from outer space, probably five

hundred times as intelligent as
we are and a thousand times
more complex.

COLONEL TWO
You need help?

CHAMBERS
(laughts wryly)

All donations gratefully

accepted. But I showed this stuff

to every man on our staff and
I've had a dozen people
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a million miles away.

COLONEL ONE
You can't decipher it?

CHAMBERS
We can keep tryingr, that's all

Standard, direct, reversed,
systematically-mixed, keyword-
mixed, random-mixed,
reciprocal conjugole . . . every
nature of sequence of letters

that we can come up with. But
I'm gonna tell you something
right now. Colonel This is a
tough nut This is a real tough
nut

(he looks up to stare across at the
two officers over the lamp which
is the single illumination in the
room)

Important is it?

The two officers look at one
another.

COLONEL ONE
I don't know. That . . that

Kanamit or whatever he calls

himself dropped thl: yesterday
at the U.N. All we know about it

is that he was making
reference to it every third line

he spoke. The Whitei House
seems to feel that if we could
decipher this book . . we
might be able to decipher the
Kanamits themselvess.

CHAMBERS
Do they need deciphering?
They've done all right by us so
far.

COLONEL TWO
Parlor tricks—

CHAMBERS
(shakes his head)

'They don't seem like parlor
tricks. Colonel That nitrate

device they demonstrated in

Argentina this morning. Six

hours later that soil liad more
vitamins in it than a drugstore
chain. I know that country.

'That's as banen and fmitless as
any place on Earth. And there

are actually weeds gro-wing in

it six hours after the nitrate

process was used
(he looks at the notebook and
opens it rifles through its giant
pages)
We might lick this and we
might not

(then he looks up)
But I got a strange feeling that—

COLONEL TWO
That what?

48. CHOSE SHOT CHAMBERS
As he looks back down to the
book and slowly closes it

CHAMBERS
That we're looking a gift horse
in the mouth.

(then he looks up again)
And I got another funny
feeling, loo.

49. THREE SHOT

COLONEL ONE
(a little acidly)
And that is?

CHAMBERS
'That if these Kanamits are os
helpful as I think they are—you
two boys will be out of a job.

Probably so will 1 And very
likely so -will the whole U.N. You
won't need armies or navies or

air forces of security divisions or

world courts. I think they'll aU
be obsolete.

COLONEL ONE
(somewhat miffed, waggles a
deprecating finger toward the
notebook)
Am I to assume. Chambers, that

this is a scientific analysis—or
some Kentucky windage!

CHAMBERS
(shaking his head)

I don't know what it is. Colonel
—beyond an instinctive feeling.

This instinctive feeling tells me
that when this Earth gets
enough to eat when there
aren't any more wars or

diseases or famines . , . this is

going to be a Garden of Eden
that stretches from pole to pole.

50. CLOSE SHOT
COLONEL ONE

As he lights a cigarette in abmpt
terse, very military movements.

COLONEL ONE
Your optimism is refreshing,

Mr. Chambers. But for the time
being I'd consider it a personal
favor, not to say a direct order
from the Chief of Staft that you
continue your process of

deciphering until you can
break this code or this

language or whatever it is and
tell us precisely—and I mean
precisely— what that bloody
book soys!

CUT TO,

5L LONG SHOT ACROSS THE
ROOM

As Pat Brody enters the room, an
attractive thirty-year-old, carrying
a sheaf of papers. She looks
briefly at the two officers and
carries the stuff over to Chambers
and puts it on the desk.

52. CLOSE SHOT PAT
Her face is tired from straia but at
this moment shiningly triumphant.

PAT
We've licked the title of it

anyway.

The two officers move toward her
excitedly.

COLONEL ONE
What does it say?

COLONEL TWO
Can you translate it?

Pat points to a sheet of overlay
which she puts on top of the
Kanamit's notebook. We see the
title superimposed over the
Kanamit's title and it reads.

To Serve Man.

53. CLOSE SHOT
THE COLONEL

Reacting as he slowly picks up
her sheet of paper and studies it.

PAN OVER TO SHOT OF CHAMBERS
who wears a thin smile.

CHAMBERS
That makes the cheese a little

more binding, doesn't it.

Colonel?
(he points to notebook)

Our visitor's little text book bears
the following title—To Serve
Man. I'd call that a reasonably
altruistic phrase.

(he looks briefly at the girl)

Wouldn't you agree?

54. CLOSE SHOT PAT
As she looks first at the paper in

the Colonel's hand then over to

the notebook, then to a
newspaper draped over the
corner of the desk with a picture
of the Kanamit standing out in

sharp relief. She moves over to the
paper and studies it then- looks
up.

PAT
'

I'd like to believe it But I ...

I. . .

.

(and she looks up frowning and
from face to face)

I don't know what to think,

CUT TO:
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To Serve Man

55. CLOSE SHOT
COLONEL ONE

As he slowly puts the paper dowa
stares at the notebook on the
desk.

COLONEL ONE
(thoughttully and sottly)

To Serve Man. To . . . Serve
. . . Man ! I hope so. I fervently

hope so.

The CAMERA PANS DOWN FROM
HIM over to the desk to take in an
extremely tight close shot ot the
notebook.

FADE TO BLACK,

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

FADE ON,

56. INT. SECRETARY GENERAL’S
OFFICE »

There are perhaps eight men in

the room, each representing a
different country. Set up on the
Secretary's desk is a 16mm motion
picture projector. There's a
murmur and buzz of conversation.
The Secretary rises.

I SECRETARY
Gentlemea may I have your
attentioa please.

The murmuring stops. The
Secretary points to the machine.

: SECRETARY
The purpose of this meeting is

to acquaint you with certain
tests conducted over the past
week. At the request of several
delegates and the full consent
of our "guests," the Kanamits,
these tests were photographed
and you can watch them now.

I 57. PAN SHOT ACROSS THE
FACES OF THE MEN

As they murmur amongst
themselves.

58.

LONG SHOT ACROSS THE
ROOM

As the Secretary General makes a
motion and the lights go out. A
projectionist pushes a button and
the projector starts shooting its

bright light across the room to a

I

screen set up at the far end. The
;

CAMERA PANS OVER for a long
shot of the screen where we see a
Kanamit seated on a chair. From

his temples to his wrists are wires,

ultimately ending in the palm of

his right hand and taped there.

Machines with, dials can be seen
at his side. They seem diminutive
in proportion to the Kanamit.

59. CLOSE SHOT
TWO MLI^CHINES

Two dials, each with its pointer
resting at zero, then a strip of

paper with a stylus point resting

against it.

60. CLOSE SHOT SCIENTIST
IN ANOTHER PART OF THE
ROOM

The scientist faces the audience.

SCIENTIST
These are tLie standard
instmments tor testing the tmth
of a statemeint. Our first object,

since the pL.ysiology of the
Kanamit is unknown to us, was
to determine whether or not
they react to these tests as
human beings do. We will now
repeat one of the many
experiments; which were made
in an endeavor to discover this.

He points to the first dial.

61. CLOSE SHOT THE DIAL

SCIENTIST
This instmment registers the
subject's heart beat. This

shows the electrical

conductivity of the skin in the
palm of his hand, a measure of

perspiration, which increases
under stress.

CAMERA PANE OVER to the other
machine.

SCIENTIST
And this—shows the pattern
and intensity of the electrical

waves emanating from the
brain.

62. CLOSE SHOT SCIENTIST

SCIENTIST
It has been showa with human
subjects, that all these readings
vary marke'dly depending
upon whether the subject's

speaking the truth.

He picks up two large pieces of

cardboard, one red about three
feet on the side; and the other

black, a rectorigle three and a
half feet long. He turns toward the
Kanamit.
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SCIENTIST
Which of these is longer than
the other?

63. CLOSE SHOT KANAMIT

KANAMIT
The red.

64. CLOSE SHOT
THE MACHINES

Both needles leap wildly and so

does the line on the unrolling

tape.

65. CLOSE SHOT SCnENTIST

SCIENTIST
I shall repeat the qviestion.

Which of these is longer than
the other?

KANAMIT
The black.

66. CLOSE SHOT
THE INSTRUMENTS

As this time they continue their

normal rhythm.

67. CLOSE SHOT SCTENTIST

SCIENTIST
How did you come to this

planet?

68. FULL SHOT OF THE ROOM
As the men watch the screen.

KANAMIT
Walked.

There's a ripple of laughter in the

room.

69. CLOSE SHOT
INSTRUMENTS ON THE
SCREEN

As they respond.

70. CLOSE SHOT SCIENTIST

SCIENTIST
Once more—how did you
come to this planet?'

KANAMIT
In a spaceship.

71. CLOSE SHOT MACHINES
As they do not jump.

72. DIFFERENT ANGLE
SCIENTIST

SCIENTIST
Many such experiments were
made and my colleagues and
myself are satisfied that the

mechanisms are effective.

(he half turns toward Kanamit)
Now—I shall ask our
distinguished guest to reply to

the question put at the last

session by several delegates.
Namely—what is the motive for

the Kanamit people in offering

these great gifts to the people of

Earth?

73.

CLOSE SHOT KANAMIT
As he rises. The voice, a strange
metallic riddle, but nonetheless a
voice.

KANAMIT
On my planet there is a saying,
"There are more riddles in a
stone than in the philosopher's
head." The motives of

intelligent beings, though they
may at times appear obscure,
are simple things compared to

the complex workings of the
natural universe. Therefore I

hope that the people of Earth
will understand and believe
when I tell you that our mission
upon this planet is simply this—
to bring to you the peace and
plenty which we ourselves
enjoy, which we have in the
past brought to other races
throughout the galaxy. When
your world has no more
hunger, no more war, no more
needless suffering, that will

be our reward!

74. CLOSE SHOT
THE MACHINES

As they continue a very normal
path.

75. FULL SHOT THE ROOM
As the screen goes black. There is

again d slow murmur of the
voices. The Soviet delegate rises.

GREGORI
I should like to pose the
question—who promoted that

circus?

SECRETARY
These tests are quite genuine.

GREGORI
A circus! A second-rate farce.

If they were genuine, Mr.

Secretary—why was the debate
stifled?

SECRETARY
There'll be time for further

debates tomorrow, the next
day, and throughout the week.
No one is stifling debate.

LeVEQUE
(French delegate)

I would remind the delegate
- from the Soviet Union that

everything the Kanamit has
promised—has not only
worked, but worked beyond
our most hopeful expectations.
The force field—that was
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To Serve Man

tested yesterday morning. A
tirecracker couldn't get through.
And we suddenly find

ourselves in that strange
millennium when none of us
need fear a hydrogen bomb or

a missile. We are on the
threshold of peace, Mr. Gregori.

On the threshold of peace as
we've never known it.

There's a murmur of affirmative

response and the disgmntled
Soviet delegate, white-faced, turns

and stalks out of the room.

DISSOLVE TO, 1

76. A SHOT OF KANAMTT
TILT AND FILLING THE
SCREEN

Gesturing, beckoning, handing out ;

papers, small black boxes, bottles
;

of pills. A very stylized concept :

of giving with many hands
receiving. SUPERED OVER THlSi are
newspaper headlines. They read
as follows: "Fertility of arable
land increased by one hundred
percent," "Famine thing of

the past," "Heart disease and
cancer cure assured by Kanamit
injection," "No more war, promises
Kanamit, as tests prove
effectiveness of 'force field.'"

77. A STYLIZED SHOT
Of these newspapers falling on
top of one another, winding up on
a

78. FULL SHOT OF THE
DECODING ROOM
NIGHT -

The CAMERA PULLS BACK from a
shot of the newspaper that is lying

on Chambers's desk. CAMERA
PULLS BACK FARTHER lor a shot of

the various machines, now
shrouded with canvas. The room
has a look of decay and disuse.

Chambers sits at the desk, hands
behind his head, staring up at the
ceiling. Pat Brody, in a light

topcoat, sticks her head through
the open door.

PAT
I'm going home, boss. Need me
for anything?

CHAMBERS
(looks up and smiles a little

wanly)
Need you for anything? Like

what?

(he points to the shrouded
machines)

This is not what you'd call a
beehive of activity.

79.

DIFFERENT ANGLE PAT
As she smiles and walks into the
room, sitting down in a chair near
him.

PAT
This is the new story of man!
Nobody needs to decipher
much of anything any more
because there aren't any
more codes simply because
there aren't any more secret

messages.
(she looks away, her voice a little

reflective)

Odd.
(then looking toward him)

I mean not reading about
hydrogen bombs or war scares
or insurrections or anything like

that anymore. There's a mmor
going around that they're

going tb disband the United
Nations inside of a month.

CHAMBERS
Millennium.

PAT
Or close to it.

(she rises, walks over to the
newspaper where we see the
Kanamits' name in big black
letters repeated over and over
again along with his picture)

How many of them are here
now? Anybcidy ever figured it

out?

CHAMBERS
A few thousand, 1 guess.

They've got embassies in every
country now. And for every one
that comes—a thousand of us
take off in their ships to visit

them.
(he shakes his liead)

That's the odd thing.

The fantastic ease with
which humcn beings make
adjustments. One day they
watch with bated breath while
a single person orbits around
the world in a rinky-dink

cubicle and they think of this

as the most historic moment in

the history oi mankind. One
year later they stand in line

waiting to g€st into a space ship

to take them a hundred million

miles away ;n space and they
act and reac:t as if it were a
weekend picnic in the country.

(he makes a gesture with his

hands)
The strange and complex
sanity of man. Nothing fazes

them.

PAT
Are you going?

CHAMBERS
I'm on one oi the ten-year
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exchange group wcEiting lists.

What about you, Pattie?

PAT
I'm on the list too. The trouble is

their quota's tilled twenty-tour

hours otter they make the

announcement ot a new trip.

But while I'm waiting I think I'll

do the next best thing. I'm

studying their language. I

remember a protessor ot mine
told me that language retlects

the basic assumptions ot the
people who use it.

(she lights a cigarette)

I've got a tdir command of their

spoken lingo already. It's not
hard, reaUy. And thei'e are hints

in it. Some ot the idioms are
quite similar to English. I think

I'll get the answer eventually.

CHAMBERS
More power! I gave up a
month ago. They write in

ideographs worse than
Chinese, but it I can lielp you in

any way—

80. CLOSE SHOT ]>AT

As she moves away, a strange
look on her face.

8L TWO SHOT

CHAMBERS
Did I soy something—

PAT
(shakes her head)

If you could help me—that was
the phrase, wasn't it?

Chambers nods.

PAT
The only thing you can help
me with is—

She looks off.

CHAMBERS
Is what?

82.

DIFFERENT TWO SHOT
As the girl faces him.

PAT
Help me get rid ot this strange
little knot inside me. 'tfhis very
funny persistent nightmarish
feeling.

CHAMBERS
Nightmarish?

PAT
That's right. A little sixth sense, if

you will.

CHAMBERS
That tells you what?

83. EXTREMELY TIGHT CLOSE
SHOT PAT

As she looks up at him.

PAT
That tells me that maybe we
should have looked this gift

horse in the mouth!

DISSOLVE TO:

84. INT. HUGE HANGAR
With a long line of people, each
carrying similar small handbags.
There is a festive air even in the

somewhat dark, cavernous aspect
of the room. Several signs point

with arrows and read: "Loading
platform this way."

85. MOVING SHOT DOWN THE
LINE OF PEOPLE

Waiting. We hear little bits of

dialogue.

MAN ONE
They tell me they've got a
mean temperature of seventy-

six degrees on their planet and
the sun never goes down . .

.

WOMAN ONE
And their clothing. It's a
metallic substance. Just

beautiful. Kind of like a spun
gold. And my sister says the

day you land they take you on
a conducted tour through all

their shops and you can pick
up as much of it as you want. -

MAN TWO
It's just one big holiday
when you get there. They've
even got a form of baseball or

something like it, leagues and
everything just like here. Man, I

don't think I'll want to come
back once I do get there . .

.

WOMAN TWO
And the whole trip, and it's

millions of miles, mind you . .

.

The whole trip only takes just a
few days.

The CAMERA CONTINLfES TO PAN
down and in one very noticeable
moment we see the Soviet

delegate standing there, all smiles,

with a rather chubby wife. Then
we reach the end of the line and
we see Chambers standing there,

the line starts to move and we
hear the voices of excited delight.

VOICES OF MAN #1 8c #2,

WOMAN #1 8c #2

Oh, we're moving.
Good we're ready to leave.

Isn't this exciting?

Etc., etc.

86. DIFFERENT ANGLE
THE LINE

As they move through .the

hangar.

87. LONG SHOT ACROSS THE
THE TOPS OF THEIR HEADS

Of a giant cavernous door which
is now open as the people file

through. A space saucer, landing
ladder dowa con be seen
beyond open door.

88. MOVING SHOT
CHAMBERS

As he reaches a point close to the
door. He suddenly hears Pat's

voice calling.

PAT
Mr. Chambers? Mr. Chambers !

89. DIFFERENT ANGLE
CHAMBERS

As he turns.

90. LONG SHOT
ACROSS THE ROOM

As Pot mns toward him. She
reaches him out of breath, and
puUs him to one side.

9L TWO SHOT

CHAMBERS
(smiling)

You're just in time to soy
goodbye.

PAT
(looks briefly toward the door)

I know.
(then intensely)

Can you get out of this? Can
you refuse to go?

CHMABERS
Goughs)

Are you kidding? I've been
waiting six weeks for this. And
don't soy that out loud or

there'll be a thousand people
trampling over the two of us to

Jake my place.

92. CLOSE SHOT PAT
As she again looks toward the
door, this time with an
unconcealed horror.
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93. CLOSE SHOT CHAMBERS
As seen over her shoulder. His

eyes nanow.

CHAMBERS
What's the matter. Pot? What's
going on?

94. REVERSE ANGLE
LOOKING TOWARD HER

Her lips tremble.

PAT
I ... I finally deciphered their

language. All of it. I read their

book.

95. CLOSE SHOT
A SUSPENDED SPEAKER
OVERHEAD

A Kanamit's metallic voice rings

out.

KANAMIT'S VOICE
Please move ahead. You're
holding up our departure.
Kindly move ahead.

CUT TO:

96. TWO SHOT
CHAMBERS AND PAT

CHAMBERS
WeU?

PAT
Mr. Chambers ... Mr.

Chambers, the first page is just

a collection of English words
with their own translation. But
the rest of the book . . . the rest

of the book . .

.

97. CLOSE SHOT SPEAKER

KANAMIT'S VOICE
Kindly move ahead, please.
Through the doors. You're
holding up our departure.

98. BACK TO SCENE

CHAMBERS
(pots her cheek)

Write me about it. I'll have
plenty of time to read letters. I'm
going up there for a rest more
than anything.

99.

DIFFERENT ANGLE OF HIM
As he starts toward the door
again, leaving her standing there.

He turns close to the door. In the
frame we see the space-ship
boarding ladder, the last of the
passengers are disappearing into

the ship,

lOO. LONG SHOT LOOKING
BACK TOWARD PAT

PAT
(her lips quivering, tears in her
eyes)

Not so much time as you think.

Mr. Chambers . . . the rest of the
book . .

.

ZOOMAR INTO AN EXTREMELY
TIGHT CLOSE SHOT of her.

PAT
To Serve Man . . . it's a cook
book!

CUT TO:

lOl. LONG SHOT CHAMBERS
As for a moment he looks stunned.
ZOOMAR INTCD EXTREMELY TIGHT
CLOSE SHOT inS FACE as the
horror takes hold. Slowly a huge
hand comes into the frame to

touch Chamters's cheek pinch it

lightly as if feeling for tenderness,
then the hand gently, but very
firmly turns Chambers around
and propels tip the stairs and they
very slowly close up. During the
process of this closing, we hear
Serling's voice* in narration

SERLING'S VOICE
The very explicit and very
specific differences in points of
view. To th(3 wee ones . , . the
little folk called man . . . it's a
marvelous adventure, a
voyage to another planet. An
exciting sojourn to another
section of ttie galaxy. But to the
very large, granite-faced
inhabitants known as Kanarrfits

. . . it's nothing more than a
cattle car, a very comfortable
provisions ship bringing food
from the other end of the
universe. Like I say . . , it's all in
the point of view.

FADE TO BLACK:

THEEND fS
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Store TWILIGHT ZONE in style

Now you can preserve TZ

in a durable Hide vinyl binder

designed expressly for the

magazine. Each binder holds

12 issues and makes a great gift.

Order yours at just $7.95 each

(plus $2 postage and handling),

or order 6 back issues

and receive your binder for just

$5.95, plus postage and handling.

! MAY ’81: Fiction by Robert Silverberg, Joe Haldeman, Roger Zelaz-

! ny, Spider Robinson; Serling's The Monsters Are Due on Maple Street.

I

JUNh. Stephen King’s The Jaunt and 8 other stories; Serling’s The

I

After Hours. JULY; Fiction by Robert Silverberg, Robert Sheckley,

j

Ron Goulart, Charles L, Grant, Stanley Schmidt; Serling’s The Eye of

I
the Beholder. SEPTEMBER: Fiction by John Sladek, Gary Brandner,

; Parke Godwin; Serling’s Time Enough at Last. NOVEMBEP.; Fiction

I by Tanith Lee, Thomas Disch, Ramsey Campbell, Stanley Schmidt,

Clark Howard; Serling’s Death's Head Revisited. DECEMBER: Fiction

by M.R. James and 7 others; Harlan Ellison interview; Serling's The

Midnight Sun. JANUARY '82; Fiction by Robert Sheckley, Reginald

Bretnor, Parke Godwin, Connie Willis, John Morressy, Sheridan Le

Fanu; Serling’s The Night of the Meek. ''lARCH: Fiction by Ron
' Goulart, Robert Vardeman, Fritz Leiber; Serling’s A Passage for

Trumpet. JUNE: Fiction ty Pamela Sargent, Richard Christian

;

i Matheson; Philip K. Dick interview; Blade Runner preview; unpro-

I duced Twilight Zone teleplay. JULV Fiction by Robertson Davies,

t Robert Silverberg, Joan Aiken, Joe Lansdale; Stephen King on film;

' Serling’s 100 Yards Over thi: Rim. AVi-VST: Fiction by Poe and

Robert Bloch; 7 new stories; Serling’s The Trade-Ins. SEPTEMBER:
Fiction by Arthur Machen, Jere Cunningham, Jonathan Carroll, Gor-

rwf ROD SERLING’S

JDGHT
PNE

MAGAZINE

Send for your back issues

now, while th(;y’re still available.

(Issues not listed are no longer in stock.)

don Linzner; rare Serling radio script. OCTOBER: Fiction by Avram

Davidson, Robert Sheckley, Melissa Mia Hall; Nicholas Meyer inter-

view; Serling’s In Praise of Pip. DECEMBER: Fiction by Pamela

Sargent, L.P. Hartley, Ron Wolfe; Charles Beaumont’s Living Doll.

MARCH-APRIL '83: Story contest winners; TZ script St story by

Richard Matheson; Colin Wilson interview. JULY-AUGUST: Fic-

tion by Gahan Wilson, Jon Wynne-Tyson, Jack C. Haldeman II; H.P.

Lovecraft interview; Serling’s Five Characters in Search of an Exit.

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER: Special section: Twilight Zone—The

Movie; 4 new stories; Johnson’s Kick the Can. NOVEMBER-
DECEMBER: Fiction by Thomas Disch, Ramsey Campbell, John

Sladek, Fredric Brown; tv’s The Outer Limits; Serling’s It’s a Good

Life. JANUARY-FEBRUARY ’84: Fiction by Isaac Bashevis Singer,

John Carpenter, Jerome K. JeroSie; Stephen King on Christine; Serl-

ing’s Mirror Image. MARCH-APRIL; Story contest winners; fiction

by Richard Matheson, Lee Duigon, Jack C. Haldeman II; Serling’s

Mr. Dingle, The Strong. MAY’-JUNE- Fiction by John Sladek, Andrew

Weiner, E.F. Benson;- John Morressy’s fantasy quiz; Matheson’s

Nightmare at 20,000 Feet. JULY-AUGUST; Fiction by Shirley Jack-

son, Steven Millhauser, Chet Williamson; Leonard Nimoy interview;

Serling’s The Hitch-Hiker.

MAIL TO; TZ Publications, Back Issues Dept., P.O. Box 252,
Mt. Morris, IL 61054-0252
Please send me the following back Issues of Rod Serling’s THE TWILIGHT
ZONE Magazine at $3.50 each, and the following number of binders at

the price indicated. I enclose a check or money order made out to TZ

Publications. (U.S. currency only.)

QUANTITY QUANTITY

MAY ’81 SEPT. '82 Back Issues m $3.50 ea.

JUNE OCT. 8lnders @ $7.95 each
JULY DEC. 8lnders @ $5.95 each
SEPT. APRIL ’83 (with 6 back Issues)

NOV. AUG. Postage and handling

DEC. OCT. @ $2 for each binder

JAN. '82 DEC. NY state residents

MAR. FE8. ’84 add 8'/.% sales tax

JUNE APRIL (tor binders only)

JULY JUNE
AUG. AUG r TOTAL ENCLOSED

I NAME I

! ADDRESS 1

! CITY I

! STATE ZIP B’M
1
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TZ CLASSIFIEDa
?

'

TZ classifieds bring results! Reaching more than 500,000 readers,* they’re one of the
magazine worid’s biggest bargains. The cost, payable in advance, is $1,25 per word
($1.50 for words FULLY CAPITALIZED); phone numbers with area codes count as one
word. (No discounts are applicable.) Please send your ad copy, with remittance, to Twilight
Zone Magazine, Attn: Marina Despotakis, Classified Ad Manager, 800 Second Avenue,
New York, NY 10017. Closing date for November/December 1984 issue is August 1, 1984.

SERVICES

LOOKING FOR A PUBLISHER? Learn how you
can have your book published, promoted, distri-

buted. Send for free booklet, HP-7, Vantage
Press, 516 W. 34th St., New York, NY 10001.

BOOKS/MAGAZINES/CATALOGS

STEPHEN KING'S new novelet GRAMMA head-
lines #19—$5.75 postpaid! WEIRDBOOK, Box
149, Buffalo, NY 14226-0149.

TWILIGHT ZONE STILLS—5,000 different.

Catalog $1 .00. Ampersand, Box 727, Hollywood,
CA 90078.

1,000's of Science Fiction, Horror Books. Free
catalog. Lamira, Box 12093, Dept. 84, Baltimore,

MD 21281.

WANTED! August 1981 Twilight Zone. Name
your price. Have April-July, September 1981
TZ's to sell/trade. David Downing, 20 Clover
Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514.

I’ve been selling reasonably priced out-of-print

fantasy paperbacks, hardcovers, and magazines
since 1967. Write for my free monthly^atalogs.
Pandora’s Books, Box T-54, Neche, ND 58265.

FOOTSTEPS: Weird fiction magazine. Ray Brad-
bury, Janet Fox, others. $2.50. Box 63, Westkill,

NY 12492.

Put a warehouse full of fantasy & comic art

books in your mailbox! Bud Plant Inc. has the big-

gest selection of fascinating books and comics
available. Send $1 for a complete catalog to: Bud
Plant Inc., PO Box 1886TZ, Grass Valley, CA
95945.

OUTER LIMITS, Twilight Zone, Star Trek III, Dr.

Who, etc.: Books, toys, scripts, games, models,
tapes, blueprints, jewelry, patches, posters,

shirts, more! Catalog $1.00. Tech, PO Box
53TZ, Leavittsburg, OH 44430.

LOTTO players! For pleasure and profit use Na-

ture’s law of cycles. Details: E.T. LATIMER, P.O.

BOX 396, REXDALE, ONT, CANADA M9W 5L4.

WORLD’S LARGEST OCCULT, Mystic Arts,

Witchcraft, Voodoo supply house. 7000 unusual
curios, gifts, books. Everything needed. Set of 3
fascinating 1984 catalogs, $1.00. By airmail

$2.00. Worldwide Curio House, Box 17095-T.
Minneapolis, MN 55417,

RARE SF/FANTASY First Editions, hardcover
and paperback. KING, Block, Dick, Norton, etc.
Giant catalog free upon request. Anthony Smith,
1414 Lynnview Drive, Houston, TX 77055.

DISCOUNT PRICES! World’s largest selection of

quality masks, make-up, and accessories. Many
collector’s items available. Halloween delivery

guaranteed. Color catalogs $3.00. Nightmare
Factory, 7001 Granero, El Paso, TX 79912,
phone (915) 584-6135, leave message.

'Magazine Project Group Reader Survey, Feb. 1984.

LOOKING AHEAD.

SCRIPT-CITY
Film & T.V. Scripts— Largest Selection—
—Lowest Prices!!! Huge Sci-Fi & Horror
Collections. Send for FREE 22 page

catalog. ..Receive FREE introductory offer!

Script-City, 1765 N. Highland
#760TZ, Hollywood, CA, 90028

TV GUIDES 194!l-1984. Every issue available.

Catalog $2 Box 20-TZ, Macomb, IL 61455.

EDUCATION

LEARN TO SUCCEED, HOME STUDY
COURSE. Pay as you progress. First lesson,

$7.00 to Prairie Basin Publishers, Room 7-D,

P.O. Box 1874, Lberal, KS 67901.

CASSETTES/RECORDS/VIDEO

ALIEN WORLDS—best episodes from the
popular radio series now on cassette. Relive the
adventure with original cast, music, and sound-
effects, in Dolby. Join the International Space
Authority on the threshold of the unknown. Each
tape only $5.95. Send SASE for catalog: ISA, Box
7111, Pasadena, CA 91109.

1,000,000 SCI-F /HORROR SOUNDTRACKS/
VIDEOTAPES/VIDEODISCS! Catalog—$1 ,00.

RTSTW, Box 1829 Novato, California 94948.

CBS MYSTERY THEATERS—Over 700 shows
on reels or cassettes. Best quality, fastest ser-

vice. Catalog $1.00. P.O. Box 3509-TZ, Lakeland,
FL 33802.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANNA PLAY SOMETHING REALLY SCARY?
Enter . . . “The T/ivia Zone.” SASE for details.

Games Macabre, Box 535, Allen, TX 75002.

Next in TZ«.

'T/s the season to be jolting!
Weird Tales veteran ROBERT BLOCH is up
to his old tricks—and treats

—

in PUAAPKINf a ghoulish new bloodcurdler
just in time for Halloween.

They're waiting for you
in the November/December

I RrxJ SetfinKS

TOeghIZpne
MarineMagazine

92.50!

Oz revisited.
Learn what's in store for Dorothy and the gang
in T985's long-awaited sequel to THE WIZARD OF OZ
Banned In Boston—and everywhere else!
A no-holds-barred history of fantasy's favorite forbidden book,
H.P. LOVECRAFT’S legendary NECRONOMICON.
Vintage Twilight Zone.
DAVID WAYNE makes a deal with the devil for immortality
and gets something more than he bargained for
in ROD SERLING's tv classic, ESCAPE CLAUSE.

Plus a hefty helping of Halloween horror tales . . .

An interview with Britain's bestselling shockmeister,
JA/V\ES ("The Rets") HERBERT . . .

GAHAN WILSON on STAR TREK,
INDIANA JONES, and GRE/WLINS . . . And this delightful fellow!
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